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 1                E-RSC MEETING
 2   
 3   
 4   
 5         Meeting held at the Astor Crown
 6   Plaza Hotel, located at 739 Canal
 7   Street, New Orleans, Louisiana,
 8   commencing at 9:10 a.m., on Thursday,
 9   the 18th day of March, 2010.
10   
11   
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 1            P R O C E E D I N G S
 2         MR. SUSKIE:
 3              We'll go ahead and get
 4   started and I'll call this meeting to
 5   order.  The first thing that we have on
 6   the agenda is always the roll call ,and
 7   Ken Anderson has noted that we have a
 8   quorum.  We do believe the New Orleans
 9   representative is running late this
10   morning and will be here sometime soon.
11              Before we go any further,
12   I'd like for a motion to approve the
13   minutes from last meeting.
14         MR. PRESLEY:
15              So moved.
16         MR. FIELD:
17              Second.
18         MR. SUSKIE:
19              All in favor, say aye.
20              (Everyone responds aye.)
21         MR. SUSKIE:
22              All those opposed?
23              (No response.)
24         MR. SUSKIE:
25              Next what I would like to do
0003
 1   is give an opportunity for everybody,
 2   all the stakeholders in the room first,
 3   and then those that are on the phone,
 4   to state who they are and where -- who
 5   they are and who they're representing.
 6              Also on an administrative
 7   note, when you do this, the E-RSC has
 8   hired a court reporter to record all
 9   the discussion in this meeting.  So if
10   you can, please state your name clearly
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11   and try to just speak one at a time to
12   make the job for our court reporter
13   much easier.
14              So if we can go around the
15   room with the microphone starting with
16   Sam.
17         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
18              Sam Loudenslager, Arkansas
19   Public Service Commission staff.
20         MR. BRIGHT:
21              Ben Bright, SPP staff.
22         MR. GREFFE:
23              Richard Greffe, Texas
24   Commission staff.
25         MR. WATSON:
0004
 1              Mark Watson with Platts.
 2         MR. SPARKS:
 3              Michael Sparks, SUEZ.
 4         MR. ALLEN:
 5              Tom Allen, GDF SUEZ.
 6         MR. MONROE:
 7              Carl Monroe, Southwest Power
 8   Pool.
 9         MR. REW:
10              Bruce Rew, SPP.
11         MR. HENLEY:
12              Rick Henley, City, Water and
13   Light, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
14         MR. WILSON:
15              Zachary David Wilson,
16   Townway Corporation, West Memphis
17   Utilities, City of Osceola, City of
18   Prescott, Hope Water & Light
19   Commission, and City of Benton,
20   Arkansas.
21         MR. THOMPSON:
22              Henry Thompson, the same
23   Arkansas Cities.
24         MR. PETERSON:
25              Todd Peterson, City of West
0005
 1   Memphis, Arkansas.
 2         MR. VONGKHAMCHANH:
 3              Kham Vongkhamchanh with
 4   Entergy.
 5         MR. BOOTH:
 6              Bill Booth on behalf of the
 7   City of New Orleans.
 8         MR. SHARER:
 9              Andy Sharer with Entergy.
10         MS. VOSBURG:
11              Jennifer Vosburg, NRG and
12   Louisiana Generating.
13         MR. PALIZA:
14              Roberto Paliza, Paliza
15   Consulting.
16         MR. SUSKIE:
17              Could you repeat that for
18   our court reporter?
19         MR. PALIZA:
20              Roberto Paliza, Paliza
21   Consulting, representing Kgen and
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22   Entegra.
23         MS. HARRIS:
24              Brenda Harris, Occidental.
25         MR. WANG:
0006
 1              Francis Wang, Entergy.
 2         MR. TONG:
 3              Louis Tong, Entergy.
 4         DR. BERRY:
 5              Keith Berry, Arkansas PSC.
 6         MS. SCHMIDT:
 7              Kristine Schmidt, ESPY
 8   Energy Solutions.
 9         MR. HILTON:
10              Shane Hilton, CLECO.
11         MR. HUNTWORK:
12              Nathan Huntwork with Phelps
13   Dunbar for CLECO Power.
14         MR. CASHIN:
15              Jack Cashin with Electric
16   Power Supply Association.
17         MR. BIHM:
18              Kevin Bihm with Louisiana
19   Energy and Power Authority.
20         MR. MOVISH:
21              Phil Movish for the City of
22   New Orleans.
23         MS. CARLISLE:
24              Lynn Carlisle, SMEPA.
25         MS. LANE:
0007
 1              Sarah Lane, Tanaska.
 2         MS. LEE:
 3              Tina Lee with Kgen Power.
 4         MR. SWEENEY:
 5              Jim Sweeney, Kgen Power.
 6         MS. BYRD:
 7              Sandra Byrd with the
 8   Arkansas Electric Cooperative.
 9         MR. LONA:
10              Robert Lona, GDF SUEZ.
11         MR. SILVA:
12              Enrique Silva, Entergy.
13         MR. KELLOUGH:
14              Lee Kellough, Entergy.
15         MR. SHUMATE:
16              Walt Shumate, consultant.
17         MR. DANIELS:
18              Calvin Daniels, Entergy
19   Consulting Group.
20         MR. CLAREY:
21              Patrick Clarey, FERC staff.
22         MR. SUFFERN:
23              Matt Suffern, Entergy
24   Services, Inc., here on behalf of
25   Entergy Arkansas.
0008
 1         MR. CASTLEBERRY:
 2              Kurt Castleberry, Entergy
 3   Arkansas.
 4         MR. HARLAN:
 5              Dave Harlan, Veriquest Group
 6   Consulting on behalf of Entergy
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 7   Arkansas.
 8         MR. BROWN:
 9              Matthew Brown, Entergy
10   Services on behalf of Entergy
11   Louisiana, Entergy Gulf States
12   Louisiana.
13         MR. WARREN:
14              Cameron Warren, Entergy.
15         MR. DASPIT:
16              Larry Daspit, Entergy.
17         MR. HALLER:
18              Peter Haller, Brickfield,
19   Burchette, Ritts and Stone for ETEC.
20         MR. CHILES:
21              John Chiles, GDS Associates
22   for ETEC.
23         MR. PATTERSON:
24              Kirk Patterson for LPSC.
25         MR. HAYET:
0009
 1              Phil Hayet representing the
 2   LPSC.
 3         MR. DARCE:
 4              Noel Darce for the LPSC.
 5         MR. ZIMMERING:
 6              Paul Zimmering representing
 7   the Louisiana Commission.
 8         MR. SCHNITZER:
 9              Michael Schnitzer,
10   Northbridge Group, Entergy.
11         MS. DESPEAUX:
12              Kim Despeaux for Entergy.
13         MS. PROFETA:
14              Pat Profeta, Northbridge
15   Group, Entergy.
16         MR. HURSTELL:
17              John Hurstell, Entergy.
18         MR. BERNSTEIN:
19              Glen Bernstein for Entergy.
20         MR. CAMET:
21              Greg Camet, Entergy.
22         MR. OLSON:
23              Carl Olson, Entergy Texas.
24         MR. CASE:
25              Jim Case, Entergy.
0010
 1         MS. BIGELOW:
 2              Christina Bigelow, Entergy.
 3         MR. McCULLA:
 4              Mark McCulla, Entergy.
 5         MR. ALT:
 6              Bill Alt, Entergy.
 7         MR. McELHANEY:
 8              Steve McElhaney, South
 9   Mississippi Electric.
10         MS. BARFIELD:
11              Carol Barfield, Marathon
12   Oil.
13         MR. CHESHIRE:
14              David Cheshire, ExxonMobil.
15         MS. KING:
16              Katherine King with Kean,
17   Miller representing the Louisiana
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18   Energy Users Group.
19         MR. NEWELL:
20              Gary Newell, Thompson
21   Coburn, representing Lafayette, MEPA,
22   MEAM, and NEEGAE.
23         MR. CRUTHIRDS:
24              Dave Cruthirds with The
25   Cruthirds Report.
0011
 1         MR. SUSKIE:
 2              You're not going to do a
 3   shameless advertisement for your
 4   report?
 5         MR. CRUTHIRDS:
 6              I'll let you take that.
 7         MS. BURROWS:
 8              Lori Burrows, Arkansas
 9   Commission staff.
10         MS. PARSLEY:
11              Julie Parsley, Cottonwood
12   Energy.
13         MR. DODSON:
14              Terry Dodson, Cottonwood
15   Energy.
16         MR. LUKE:
17              Luke Piontek with Roedel
18   Parsons and here on behalf of
19   Cottonwood.
20         MS. TURNER:
21               Jacqueline Turner with
22   Entegra Power.
23         MR. ESTES:
24              Chip Estes with Southern
25   Strategy Group.
0012
 1         MR. SUSKIE:
 2              Is there anybody else who
 3   came in a little bit later?
 4         MR. MITTENDORF:
 5              Brad Mittendorf, SSG
 6   Louisiana.
 7         MR. SUSKIE:
 8              By the way, Brad has been
 9   tasked with giving us updates on the
10   score of any NCAA basketball games.
11              Now we'll go to the
12   telephone.  Anybody on the telephone?
13         MR. THOMPSON:
14              Russ Thompson here from
15   Northbridge for Entergy.
16         MR. MEYER:
17              Fred Meyer and Barry Warren
18   from the Empire District Electric
19   Company.
20         MR. ROE:
21              Doug Roe with FERC staff.
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              Anybody else on the
24   telephone?
25              (No response.)
0013
 1         MR. SUSKIE:
 2              Anybody else on the
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 3   telephone?
 4              (No response.)
 5         MR. SUSKIE:
 6              Okay.  Next we'll go into
 7   administrative matters.  A couple of
 8   updates.  On March 11, after a few
 9   challenges with the bank, we got the
10   bank account set up for the E-RSC.
11   Also on that same date, we submitted
12   our 501C4 applications to the Internal
13   Revenue Service and as a result, those
14   matters are proceeding and going
15   forward on the administrative aspects
16   of getting the E-RSC established.
17              Ben, is there anything you
18   would like to add as far as
19   administrative matters?
20         MR. BRIGHT:
21              I'm good.
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              One thing I'd like to point
24   out before we go to our FERC report,
25   you can see on the agenda, we have a
0014
 1   lengthy agenda and I'd like to call
 2   everybody's attention to Item No. 11.
 3   As y'all know, the E-RSC sent out an
 4   RFP or RFP/RFP for consultants to help
 5   our staff and advise the commission --
 6   the committee on a number of matters.
 7              Well, we moved the -- an
 8   interview process to the last item on
 9   the agenda and the reason is because
10   according to our bylaws, anything
11   that's personnel in nature, or legal,
12   we can go into an executive session.
13   So we thought to do those interviews,
14   it's best that they be done in a
15   private setting.  So the last item on
16   the day, the E-RSC we go into an
17   executive session to interview possible
18   consultants.
19              So that's why the
20   announcements are Item No. 10.  Then
21   after that, you're free to go.  The
22   meeting will be over, but obviously if
23   you want to stick outside the door and
24   visit with us afterwards, that will be
25   an option.  So I just wanted to call
0015
 1   that to y'all's attention for later in
 2   the day.
 3              So now we'll go to Item
 4   No. 3 on the agenda and that will be a
 5   report from FERC, Mr. Patrick Clarey.
 6              Jimmy?
 7         MR. FIELD:
 8              Mr. Chairman, before we get
 9   started on something serious, I just
10   wanted y'all to know I wore this green.
11   Some people stopped me and said, "Is
12   that because you're for green power?"
13              And I said, "Well, I am, if
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14   it's not subsidized and it's cost
15   competitive and it doesn't take away
16   other jobs."
17              But the real reason I wore
18   all this green is y'all don't realize,
19   in New Orleans, they don't celebrate
20   the Superbowl for a single day.  They
21   don't celebrate Mardi Gras for a single
22   day.  And they don't St. Patrick's Day.
23   You have to wear green two or three
24   days at least.
25         MR. SUSKIE:
0016
 1              So, Patrick, for the FERC.
 2         MR. CLAREY:
 3              Thank you.  I'll go over
 4   briefly some recent FERC events since
 5   your last meeting and then I'll turn it
 6   over to Doug Roe and Doug will give you
 7   an update from the meeting -- the
 8   cost/benefit analysis meeting last week
 9   in Dallas.
10              On March 8th, President
11   Obama announced his intent to reappoint
12   Commissioner Phil Moller to another
13   full term at the Commission.  Also, the
14   President announced his intent to
15   appoint Cheryl Lafleur to the
16   Commission and Phil sitting in Kelly's
17   old seat.  Ms. Lafleur has over 20
18   years of experience in the electric and
19   gas industry and she was recently
20   executive vice president and acting CEO
21   of National Grid USA.
22              In February, the Commission
23   issued a request for -- from the
24   industry on appropriate metrics for RTO
25   and ISO performance.  This was in
0017
 1   response to a September 2008 GAO report
 2   which recommended that FERC work with
 3   stakeholders to develop measures to
 4   track performance of RTOs and ISOs.
 5   Comments were due on March 5th.  Reply
 6   comments were due on March 19th.
 7              And at the January open
 8   meeting, the Commission initiated a
 9   series of actions intended to
10   strengthen and broaden participation in
11   electric markets.  First the Commission
12   issued a notion of inquiry seeking
13   public comment on whether to reform any
14   of it roles as to integrating
15   generation portfolios to include
16   variable energy resources such as wind,
17   solar, and non-storage devices.
18              Also, FERC issued a proposed
19   rulemaking, and it proposed a series of
20   credit reforms that contain the balance
21   of the need for market liquidity with
22   the appropriate risk management while
23   ensuring just and reasonable rates.
24              FERC then approved certain
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25   rate incentives for battery storage
0018
 1   devices, which is the first in the ISO.
 2              And then finally the
 3   Commission issued a notice of inquiry
 4   seeking comments on whether to broaden
 5   its oversight of transactions by market
 6   participants that are currently
 7   excluded under the Federal Power Act.
 8   Specifically, the notice of inquiry
 9   seeks public comments on whether FERC
10   should extend the filing requirements
11   to market participants currently
12   non-jurisdictional, including municipal
13   utilities, public utility districts,
14   and co-op groups.
15              Those are the highlights
16   since your last meeting.  And now I'll
17   turn it over to Doug unless y'all have
18   any questions to talk about the TBA.
19         MR. SUSKIE:
20              Any questions for Patrick
21   before we go to Doug on the phone?
22              Seeing none, Doug?
23         MR. ROE:
24              Good morning, everyone.
25   Some of you know on February 25th, FERC
0019
 1   awarded a contract to Charles River
 2   Associates, or CRA, to perform a
 3   cost/benefit study of the full range of
 4   benefits and costs of all Entergy
 5   operating companies joining SPP.  That
 6   study is underway and we are shooting
 7   for a September 30th deadline.
 8              For those of you that don't
 9   know me, I am the contracting office's
10   technical representative, otherwise
11   known as the COTR with the FERC.
12   Patrick Clarey is the co-COTR and we'll
13   be working together with CRA to
14   complete the study.
15              Last week FERC held an
16   update meeting in Dallas, Texas, and
17   the purpose of that meeting was to
18   discuss the stakeholder input process
19   and to give CRA the floor to introduce
20   its methodology and work plans.  It was
21   very productive and all parties were
22   working very nicely together.
23              I also want to thank
24   everyone who was in attendance that
25   made the meeting so productive.
0020
 1              I also want to note two
 2   other things.  First, CRA has done an
 3   excellent job of hitting the ground
 4   running.  We have no doubt that they
 5   are going to be able to complete the
 6   study successfully.
 7              And second, I want to thank
 8   and give credit to Entergy and SPP for
 9   doing a lot of background work on the
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10   underlying transmission model.
11              Moving on, so we have a very
12   ambitious schedule, as I mentioned,
13   which is completing this study by
14   September 30th.  So essentially this
15   means that we're not going to have much
16   room for error or delay and, as such,
17   we're going to be moving very strict
18   timelines and pushing forward with the
19   study.
20              As some of you may know, the
21   first major deadline coming up is
22   March 24th.  That's the day that we
23   need all companies with generation data
24   to execute a nondisclosure agreement to
25   CRA.  So far we've had a good response
0021
 1   and after the NDA is executed, CRA will
 2   begin a process of sending the
 3   generation data out to be delegated.
 4              If you did not receive an
 5   e-mail from me yesterday with an NDA
 6   attached to it and you have generation
 7   data that you need to be inputted into
 8   the study, contact me at douglasroe --
 9   douglas.roe@FERC.gov -- and that's
10   R-O-E.  Do so today because we're going
11   to be moving forward, as I mentioned,
12   and otherwise CRA will just use the
13   default database that they have
14   accumulated through public sources.
15              That's it for me.  And I'll
16   be glad to take any questions, but I
17   hope everyone has a great time in New
18   Orleans.
19         MR. SUSKIE:
20              Thank you.
21              Does anybody have any
22   questions?  Mr. Field?
23         MR. FIELD:
24              Doug, this is Jimmy Field, I
25   wanted to ask you.  You said that the
0022
 1   CRA -- and I haven't read the details,
 2   and I apologize, of the RFP, but it has
 3   to do with all energy companies joining
 4   SPP, the analysis?
 5         MR. ROE:
 6              Correct.  And once the study
 7   is done -- I know TBA has approached
 8   some folks about addendum studies and
 9   those addendum studies will be
10   performed separate from the overall
11   process of determining the cost and
12   benefits of all Entergy operating
13   companies joining SPP.
14         MR. FIELD:
15              Because the individual
16   commissioners are going to want to know
17   what the study shows with reference to
18   our individual jurisdictions as well.
19         MR. ROE:
20              Yeah, I understand that.
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21   And so -- And I think that's going to
22   be one of the trigger issues is
23   understanding the intra Entergy
24   allocations and so that's why we pushed
25   through with our phase of the study.
0023
 1   And then the second phases will be
 2   performed through addendum studies as
 3   commissioned via the parties.
 4         MR. FIELD:
 5              Okay.  Well, as long as you
 6   realize that we're going to want to
 7   have that information, I believe, at
 8   some time.  I can understand it
 9   couldn't be simultaneously, but you
10   should be ready to go forward with that
11   also if y'all could.
12         MR. ROE:
13              Yeah, I think the main
14   contact for initiating addendum studies
15   is Jay Castbury of SPP and he will --
16   He basically is adding up everyone who
17   has an addendum study in mind and then
18   from there, they're going to figure out
19   if there's consistencies.  And then
20   they can approach CRA about getting
21   some stuff done.
22         MR. FIELD:
23              Thank you.
24         MR. SUSKIE:
25              Sam Loudenslager has a
0024
 1   comment.
 2         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 3              Yeah.  Commissioner Field,
 4   the way I see this kind of unrolling is
 5   that once Charles River completes its
 6   analysis, Entergy can then take the
 7   results of that analysis and run it
 8   through their black box to show the
 9   results by operating company.  Okay?
10         MR. FIELD:
11              Thank you.
12         MR. SUSKIE:
13              Any other questions?
14              (No response.)
15         MR. SUSKIE:
16              This is kind of a carryover
17   from last time.  We have Jennifer
18   Vosburg with NRG down.
19              First of all, Jennifer,
20   thank you for the work you did and your
21   leadership putting together stakeholder
22   input.  I know our staff, along with
23   the FERC, with the tight deadlines we
24   have for this cost/benefit study, had
25   incorporated it -- at least I think,
0025
 1   you can correct me, a great deal of the
 2   input.
 3              So, Jennifer, any comments
 4   at this time?
 5         MS. VOSBURG:
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 6              Thank you, Commissioner.
 7              What we have up on the
 8   screen is a slide from the FERC
 9   presentation presented last week in
10   Dallas detailing the stakeholder
11   process.  Last week I sent around to
12   the members of the E-RSC working group
13   the initial stakeholder process
14   proposal that had been presented by a
15   number of the stakeholders which looked
16   different from this.  It had a creation
17   of a technical task force with
18   membership representation from the
19   stakeholders that was thought it would
20   work closely with the E-RSC Working
21   Group to address issues related to this
22   cost/benefit analysis.  It's my
23   understanding that the stakeholder
24   process that we're reviewing right now
25   is the one that FERC and the E-RSC has
0026
 1   decided to go with.
 2              A couple questions that we
 3   had -- and, Doug, I know that you're on
 4   the phone.  Let me know if you can't
 5   hear.
 6              We did have concern about
 7   the filtering process between
 8   stakeholder input going through the
 9   E-RSC Working Group for evaluation and
10   basically, you know, the check before
11   it would be discussed with FERC to
12   ultimately be presented to the CRA.
13   Part of that is, are we going to be
14   losing something in the process in
15   translation as we go from -- you know,
16   from the stakeholders through the
17   Working Group through FERC to CRA?  How
18   do we see that process working
19   practically?
20              The second is a concern on
21   the timing issues with that.  You know,
22   Doug just said that we have a very
23   aggressive time schedule that has been
24   put in place for a September completed
25   CBA.  If you're really going to want to
0027
 1   have the stakeholders' comments input,
 2   how much is this process going to add
 3   to the time frame and how is this
 4   process actually going to work in the
 5   face-to-face meetings?
 6              I know last week in Dallas,
 7   there were a number of issues that were
 8   brought up.  FERC was in the room.
 9   Charles River was in the room.  Working
10   Group was in the room.
11              What I'd like to know is
12   if -- One of the issues they brought up
13   was the treatment of the lodging
14   controlled area.  I know Charles River
15   heard that, but are those
16   recommendations and discussions that we
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17   had, will they ultimately have to be
18   then taken back to the Working Group
19   for consideration before it flows
20   through and CRA acts on it?  That's a
21   question that we have.
22              We'd also like additional
23   explanation of what the appeal process
24   is and how that's going to impact it
25   with the timing concern?  Is that an
0028
 1   appeal process that's going to go
 2   through to the E-RSC?  Do we have to
 3   wait until the once-a-month meeting?
 4   Or do we have, you know, a different
 5   alternative process?
 6              We also have concern about
 7   the documentation of this process.
 8   That's something that we raised in
 9   Dallas.  There is no pending docket
10   that has been identified at FERC unlike
11   the ER010 -- you know, 05-1065 where
12   this is being captured.  I noticed
13   there were discussions that "Well,
14   okay.  We'll put a folder on the SPP
15   E-RSC Working Group to drop documents
16   in."  Is that sufficient?  I don't
17   really think it is.  I think we need
18   some other way to try to document those
19   and have a process for after the fact.
20              The other concern is:  Okay.
21   So if the E-RSC is being transcribed --
22   which I think -- I fully support, I
23   think that's a good thing -- do we have
24   the opportunity to have the CBA
25   face-to-face meeting, the conference
0029
 1   call also transcribed to have better
 2   documentation of what's being said and
 3   what's being done?  Because it is a
 4   very fast time frame and it's going to
 5   be hard to capture everything,
 6   especially when we do not have
 7   professional minute takers.  There's a
 8   lot of detail that's going to be going
 9   on and those discussions are going to
10   be a mess if not appropriately
11   captured.
12         MR. SUSKIE:
13              Okay.  Thank you.
14              Sam or Doug, do y'all have
15   any input?  Doug, is on the telephone,
16   so, Doug, any comments?
17         MR. ROE:
18              I'll go head and start off
19   with the -- Jennifer, is that you have
20   with the -- your concern about the
21   filtering process and I'll say just
22   from an efficiency standpoint that
23   seems to be the most logical way of
24   doing it.  Administratively, it's going
25   to be very difficult for me to handle
0030
 1   all of it by myself or to have CRA try
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 2   to settle the issues.  Instead, it's
 3   much more practical to have the E-RSC
 4   Working Group handle these issues and
 5   then make a recommendation to FERC that
 6   then we can then discuss with CRA as
 7   far as provide plugging that into the
 8   study.
 9              Now, I understand the timing
10   concerns and I think there's a reason
11   we didn't put any set time restrictions
12   on this, because everything's going to
13   be on a case-by-case basis.  The only
14   thing I can promise you is that, you
15   know, FERC can't go over
16   September 30th, so we have every
17   incentive to get this plugged in, you
18   know, as quickly as possible.  So there
19   won't be a case of anyone sitting on
20   their hands.  I think you just have to
21   realize that if you bring up an issue,
22   push it through and get it forward and
23   FERC will handle it as quickly as
24   possible.
25              And then I'd have to defer
0031
 1   to Sam on the E-RSC appeals process.
 2         MR. SUSKIE:
 3              Sam.
 4         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 5              Yeah, the way I see that
 6   happening -- and, Jennifer, it's
 7   probably not going to meet your
 8   concerns or address your concerns
 9   completely, but that would be once the
10   Working Group makes its evaluation and
11   it lets stakeholders know the results
12   of that, what that evaluation is and
13   then send it on to the E-RSC, and I
14   assume that shortly thereafter, the
15   E-RSC, if they agree, they would send
16   it on to FERC.  So it may be that you
17   can kind of make that appeal to the
18   E-RSC, but at the end of the day, it's
19   a FERC study and we're going to have to
20   be able to work through the tight time
21   lines that we've got as part and parcel
22   to that study process.
23              So I can be as -- The
24   Working Group will act quickly.  I
25   don't know really what else to say
0032
 1   other than we're working about as
 2   quickly as we can right now, so --
 3         MR. ANDERSON:
 4              I guess this is a question
 5   for Sam.  I saw some earlier
 6   communication that, at least thrown
 7   out, there would be a stakeholder task
 8   force to sort of pull together the
 9   comments.  Did that disappear?
10         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
11              That was -- I think Jennifer
12   will keep me honest, but I think that
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13   was part of her initial proposal was to
14   have a stakeholder task force.
15   Personally, I don't like the idea of a
16   task force.  I like it being more open
17   and inclusive.
18         MR. ANDERSON:
19              In which everybody will
20   filter in their comments.
21         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
22              Yeah.  So, you know, like
23   last week, we had a face to face with
24   FERC and the consultants and everybody
25   had the opportunity to speak their
0033
 1   mind.  That was a lot easier to speak
 2   if you were in the room rather than on
 3   the phone, but --
 4         MS. VOSBURG:
 5              And, Commissioner, that is
 6   correct.  We initially did propose a
 7   technical task force to be
 8   representative of a larger group.  For
 9   example, Commissioner Field, as we did
10   with the Louisiana Transmission Task
11   Force.  The concept there was to be
12   able to make sure that you had a
13   smaller group of the technical people
14   who could work with the Working Group
15   who may or may not have the day-to-day
16   technical expertise to understand all
17   the issues that we're doing to go
18   forward.
19              Another reason that we were
20   presented with a -- you know, went with
21   a task force was the flip side of the
22   arguments that we've heard, that we are
23   under an expedited schedule, that we
24   don't need to have 50 people, you know,
25   going through and giving information.
0034
 1   So it was a stakeholder proposal as a
 2   way to streamline the process.  You're
 3   not getting bumped and hit with
 4   everybody in the world with
 5   information.  We're trying to do it in
 6   a precise manner to work with y'all,
 7   which was the initial instruction that
 8   we kind of received, which is why we
 9   went with the task force.
10              On the appeal process, and I
11   guess I'll address this to the E-RSC,
12   we give it to the Working Group, the
13   Working Group turns it around.  Will
14   y'all have to wait for your monthly
15   meeting to make a decision on it, or
16   will the E-RSC be able to act on it in
17   between meetings?
18         MR. SUSKIE:
19              Certainly the E-RSC can and
20   we have done a bunch of conference
21   calls.  If an issue is brought up
22   through the Working Group and you feel
23   or anybody feels that they would like
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24   to have some issue addressed by the
25   E-RSC, we can set up a conference call.
0035
 1   I think it's a good point that Doug
 2   brought up, that they've got a tight
 3   time frame, but will have the
 4   opportunity to work and try to resolve
 5   some of those issues.  And if it needs
 6   to rise to our level for us to provide
 7   our input to FERC, we can certainly do
 8   that.
 9         MS. VOSBURG:
10              And that goes back to my
11   question about how this process will
12   work in the face-to-face meeting?  As
13   issues come up in the face-to-face
14   meeting and --
15         MR. SUSKIE:
16              When you say "face-to-face
17   meeting," you're talking about with the
18   FERC?
19         MS. VOSBURG:
20              The monthly scheduled
21   meetings that FERC has scheduled to
22   discuss the CBA.  And as stakeholders
23   bring up issues there, will it be for
24   the Working Group to then take action
25   on those issues that are inputs that
0036
 1   are brought up in the stakeholder
 2   meetings, again working it through with
 3   the evaluation to the FERC back to CRA?
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              Sam?
 6         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 7              I'm sorry.  I lost the flow
 8   of the conversation.  I lost the flow
 9   of the conversation, Jennifer.  Could
10   you repeat that, please?  I'm sorry.
11         MS. VOSBURG:
12              Yes.  It's clear on this
13   process as a specific stakeholder comes
14   in and says, "Okay.  I think you should
15   do X," and it's outside of any meeting,
16   it's in a writing, how this process
17   would work.  As we saw in Dallas
18   yesterday, as we're going through
19   issues, people are raising, "You need
20   to look at this."  "Hey, you didn't
21   look at the cost for the SPP
22   transmission upgrade cost as an item."
23   Will the Working Group capture those
24   items from the face -- I call them
25   face-to-face meetings, the stakeholder
0037
 1   meetings, and run it through this
 2   process as well, or will FERC and CRA
 3   have the ability to act on them then?
 4         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 5              Sam Loudenslager with the
 6   Arkansas PSC.
 7              I would imagine -- Honestly,
 8   I hadn't thought about it.  Now, having
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 9   said that, one way we could work that
10   would be as there are things to do as a
11   result of those conference calls or
12   face-to-face meetings with the
13   consultant and FERC and the
14   stakeholders, we take that list of
15   things to do -- some of those things to
16   do will be on the consultant to take
17   care of; some will be on Entergy to
18   take care of, SPP, you guys.  And I
19   know that there are a couple that were
20   left on the Working Group's plate from
21   Dallas, whenever that was.
22              And what I'm thinking is
23   that once the E-RSC Working Group has a
24   proposal on how to deal with those
25   things that are on our plate, we can
0038
 1   float those out through the exploder so
 2   that the stakeholders can provide us
 3   input on that if they've got a
 4   difference of opinion.  And I'm
 5   thinking of a couple of issues that are
 6   on our plate from -- I can't think of
 7   what might be there, but I can tell
 8   you, you know, we had the issue of the
 9   capacity margins that will be utilized
10   and we had the issue of how to deal
11   with QF put, so -- and we'll act on
12   them as quickly as we can on the
13   constraints that we've got.  And the
14   stakeholder -- I encourage the
15   stakeholders to provide feedback once
16   we get that initial recommendation out
17   to the exploder.
18         MS. VOSBURG:
19              Well, I guess from the
20   stakeholder's perspective, we want to
21   know what the rules are, that if we're
22   coming out of a face-to-face or the
23   monthly meeting, that if it's up to us
24   to go back after the fact, capture
25   everything we've said, submit it back
0039
 1   in, then it's going to go through this
 2   process, if that's going to be for
 3   y'all to do.  You know, it is very
 4   expedited and I understand we've
 5   talked --
 6         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 7              Right.
 8         MS. VOSBURG:
 9              -- and we're going to have
10   to be kind of loose as we're going, but
11   we've got to know the basic rules --
12         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
13              Yeah.
14         MS. VOSBURG:
15              -- because as I keep
16   stressing, it's very important to get
17   the stakeholders brought into this
18   process and the filter and the appeal
19   and we don't know and we haven't
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20   addressed this, all of that starts
21   flowing to the transparency issues and
22   it raises concerns.
23         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
24              Sure.  And you and I have
25   talked on a number of occasions about
0040
 1   the process.  And, frankly, you know, I
 2   mean, we're trying to make it up as we
 3   go along and I know that doesn't make
 4   people comfortable, but, you know, hey,
 5   we could spend a month trying to sort
 6   through the process and waste a month
 7   and we don't have time to do that.  So
 8   we'll just have to work together as
 9   closely as we can to try to resolve the
10   issues.
11         MS. VOSBURG:
12              Great.  And I understand
13   that and will remind that we have been
14   asking for this since October.
15              One of the things that I
16   think could help this process --
17         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
18              I'm sorry.  October?
19         MS. VOSBURG:
20              October, we started asking
21   for the stakeholder processing.
22         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
23              Okay.
24         MS. VOSBURG:
25              If those face-to-face or
0041
 1   those monthly meetings will be
 2   transcribed, I think that would sort of
 3   help a lot of people to be able to
 4   capture the information -- know what
 5   was said, and capture the action items,
 6   and also would give a better groundwork
 7   and explanation for the Working Group
 8   as they're making their evaluations.
 9         MR. SUSKIE:
10              So your request is that
11   those monthly face-to-face meetings
12   with FERC and Charles River Associates,
13   as well as the Working Group be
14   transcribed; it would be helpful?
15   We'll consider that.  We'll get back
16   with you and let you know.
17              Secondly, as I'll say, the
18   key thing is, is we have this process.
19   When the stakeholders have input issues
20   and they are not resolved to their
21   satisfaction with FERC or CRA or the
22   staff working group, we are a forum to
23   come to and we will work to try to
24   resolve those.  It may be at a monthly
25   meeting of the E-RSC or it may have to
0042
 1   be over a conference call.  But
 2   ultimately what we do is just a
 3   recommendation to FERC.  This is FERC's
 4   cost/benefit study and they will take
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 5   the lead, but I assume that FERC is
 6   willing to listen to our inputs and we
 7   will take that into consideration.
 8         MS. VOSBURG:
 9              And will we have
10   documentation of the action that was
11   taken on the inputs?
12         MR. SUSKIE:
13              Doug?
14         MR. ROE:
15              Can she repeat that?
16         MS. VOSBURG:
17              Yeah, Doug.  What we're
18   trying to find out is as we're going
19   through this process, if the E-RSC
20   either agrees to pass on or doesn't
21   pass on a stakeholder comment or input,
22   how will that be documented and will
23   that be shared?
24         MR. ROE:
25              It's my impression that
0043
 1   you'll be known whether -- it will be
 2   known whether or not, you know,
 3   (inaudible) selected, but I don't know
 4   the process of that yet, so I'll have
 5   to get back to you on that.
 6         MS. VOSBURG:
 7              And, again, we request all
 8   of that be put forth in writing.  We've
 9   got to have a way to track this.
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              Did you hear that, Doug?
12         MR. ROE:
13              Yes.
14         MR. SUSKIE:
15              Okay.  Anything else,
16   Jennifer?
17         MS. VOSBURG:
18              I just ask if there's any
19   other stakeholders who would like to
20   comment, feel free.  That isn't just my
21   show.
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              And we realize that you're
24   speaking on behalf of multiple
25   stakeholders.
0044
 1              Anybody else have any
 2   comments or questions?
 3         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 4              Just a clarification.  This
 5   is Sam Loudenslager with Arkansas.
 6              Right now the schedule isn't
 7   designed around monthly face-to-face
 8   meetings with the consultant and with
 9   FERC.  There are times set aside each
10   month for our conversation.  Some
11   months that is face-to-face.  If you go
12   back and you look at the RFP, you see
13   how that's laid out.  But some months
14   it's conference calls.  So just with
15   that clarification, they're not all
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16   face-to-face.
17         MR. SUSKIE:
18              Please state your name and
19   who you're with.
20         MS. TURNER:
21              Becky Turner with Entegra.
22              Just to be clear, if we have
23   comments or concerns, do we send them
24   to Ben or to Doug or do we send them to
25   both?  Because I thought Doug was the
0045
 1   point person because he's with FERC.
 2         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 3              Doug needs to get
 4   everything.  Doug needs to get
 5   everything, and then I would strongly
 6   recommend that you also include Ben, cc
 7   Ben on that.
 8         MS. TURNER:
 9              Okay.  That's fine.
10         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
11              Or Jay.
12         MS. TURNER:
13              Okay.
14         MR. SUSKIE:
15              Any other questions or
16   comments?
17         MS. VOSBURG:
18              Commissioner, the only other
19   thing that I would say is just a
20   reminder that under this process to
21   remind the stakeholders that there's
22   no -- and Doug will comment on this --
23   there's no direct communication with
24   CRA.  Just as a reminder to the group.
25         MR. SUSKIE:
0046
 1              Okay.  Anything else?
 2              (No response.)
 3         MR. SUSKIE:
 4              Well, thank you.  And,
 5   Jennifer, please keep the dialogue and
 6   communication to us through the Working
 7   Group, and if you have any other
 8   issues, please let us know.  I know
 9   it's not going to be a perfect process,
10   but it's a process that we want to make
11   sure we have all the inputs and
12   everybody sees that it's as fair as it
13   can be with all the data and input and
14   assumptions in the tight time frame we
15   have based upon --
16              I assume, Doug, the
17   September 30th deadline is because
18   that's the budget year of the federal
19   government?
20         MR. ROE:
21              Actually what happened is,
22   you know, obviously there was a second
23   RFP that was issued.  The first RFP we
24   followed a schedule that was laid out
25   by the E-RSC Working Group and we tried
0047
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 1   to stay consistent with that process
 2   and the RFP itself.  And so what we did
 3   is we basically said we need 45 days to
 4   complete a new RFP, and so we just
 5   pushed everything back by 45 days.  I
 6   don't think it has anything to do with
 7   the federal government budget.
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
 9              Okay.  That was just an
10   assumption I had with my slight federal
11   fiscal budgeting issues.
12              Anything else on the
13   stakeholder input with the CBA?
14              (No response.)
15         MR. SUSKIE:
16              Thank you, Jennifer.
17         MS. VOSBURG:
18              Thank you, Commissioner.
19         MR. SUSKIE:
20              Next we have the report from
21   SPP and the ICT update on Item No. 5.
22         MR. REW:
23              Good morning, Commissioners.
24   My name is Bruce Rew, spelled R-E-W.
25   I'm just going to give a brief update
0048
 1   on the ICT activities for last year,
 2   and then I want to cover a question
 3   that was raised at the January 20th
 4   E-RSC meeting.
 5              As we all know this, 2009
 6   was the third year of the ICT
 7   arrangement.  Some of the key
 8   activities during that year were the
 9   launching of the WPP process,
10   implementation of a new OASIS software,
11   and certainly the activities around the
12   E-RSC.
13              Some other activities for
14   last year were the enhancement in the
15   transmission planning process.  There's
16   activity related to the conference in
17   June, as well as discussion on
18   transmission planning before the
19   Arkansas Public Service Commissioner.
20              There are several activities
21   related to stakeholders.  Stakeholders
22   have asked for several stakeholder
23   policy committee meetings in addition
24   to the quarterly meetings that we have
25   for the stakeholder policy committee,
0049
 1   and those were to address specific
 2   stakeholder concerns.
 3              We also began construction
 4   of upgrades on the Acadiana load pocket
 5   and those projects are moving along.
 6   And then we continue to work on AFC
 7   errors and looking at data handling for
 8   those.
 9              So getting into some of the
10   specifics on Slide 5 for reliability
11   coordination, for transmission loading
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12   relief, we did see the total megawatt
13   hours curtailed increase, but the
14   number of TLR events decreased.
15              A couple of things to notice
16   in the WOTAB area.  We looked at
17   unplanned outages due to ice storms and
18   some unseasonably warm temperatures in
19   June in the Acadiana load pocket led to
20   the majority of those curtailments.
21              The things that we worked on
22   operationally, we introduced dynamic
23   line rating process.  This allows us to
24   increase the line rating based on the
25   current temperatures.  As you're aware,
0050
 1   again, in our planning process, we have
 2   a static temperature that's used, and
 3   then on a daily basis they can look at
 4   current temperatures and increase the
 5   ratings.  And that's been very
 6   effective in allowing us to reduce
 7   TLRs.
 8              We also looked at other
 9   upgrades, such as McAdams flowgate, a
10   Hamlet in 161 kV, as well as the Morton
11   area.
12              In reliability coordination,
13   we continue to work with the Acadiana
14   load pocket, looking at the TLRs in
15   that area.  We worked with CLECO and
16   Lafayette Utility System to come up
17   with an agreement to help alleviate 5a
18   and 5b events.
19              We also, from an ICT or
20   overall stakeholder perspective, have
21   continued to work on reliability
22   improvement plan, specifically looking
23   at things like designated network
24   resources and how to be able to
25   properly include those in the IDC.
0051
 1              Moving on to tariff
 2   administration, the OASIS was upgraded,
 3   and that was a requirement because of
 4   new FERC mandates to add additional
 5   items to the OASIS.  And the decision
 6   was made to replace the OASIS system
 7   with a new vendor rather than to spend
 8   money on the old system.  So that
 9   project was implemented last year.  It
10   required a specific amount of testing
11   and assistance from the ICT in order to
12   implement that.
13              We also worked on finalizing
14   criteria manuals to be added to the
15   tariff attachments, and we looked at
16   additional concerns related to AFC
17   calculations on the modeling practices,
18   the zonal import limits, and the
19   qualified generator puts.
20              And the near-term
21   transmission issues working group,
22   there were several proposals there for
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23   business practices that are also being
24   looked at.
25              Continuing with tariff
0052
 1   administration, we also have the AFC
 2   modeling improvements task force, and
 3   this task force is looking at ways to
 4   improve the short-term modeling related
 5   to the zonal limits as well as
 6   first-tier external control area
 7   dispatches to make sure that that gets
 8   represented appropriately to ensure
 9   that our AFC calculations are correct.
10              The other modeling
11   activities that we're looking at is the
12   reservation stack for load-only
13   balancing authorities and how those are
14   represented and also looking at the
15   WOTAB load pocket.
16              For planning and tariff
17   studies, we do have the transmission
18   planning summit and we've also done a
19   lot of work on the base planning
20   construction plan last year getting
21   those to where they're coordinated.
22   And we've moved to the point where
23   those are very consistent.  Entergy was
24   able to add some things to their
25   construction plan to make it very
0053
 1   consistent with the base plan last
 2   year.
 3              There's also a lot of work
 4   going on with the transmission planning
 5   studies.  In addition to the five
 6   economic studies, we're now
 7   coordinating with the ESRPP, which is
 8   Entergy Southwest Power Pool Regional
 9   Planning Process, and we're working
10   with stakeholders from both Entergy and
11   the SPP RTO to look at transmission
12   planning across the seams there.  And
13   that's an effort that's ongoing, as
14   well as other regional studies.
15              We also looked at
16   stakeholder concerns in the Webre-Wells
17   contingency constraint and that was
18   done earlier in the year.
19              For the WPP, again, that was
20   launched in March.  We do submit
21   quarterly reports.  The WPP, again, is
22   a weekly effort that is provided -- the
23   oversight is provided by the WPP issues
24   working group in the stakeholder
25   process.  We do realize that while it's
0054
 1   up and running, that we want to
 2   continue to enhance that.  A couple of
 3   specific things that we're looking at
 4   are expanding the on-peak offer period.
 5              If you recall, in order to
 6   get it implemented, we scaled back the
 7   implementation so that we're only
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 8   looking at on-peak and not off-peak as
 9   well, and we're seeing if we can expand
10   the hours that we're looking at there,
11   as well as the granting of automatic
12   generator control and operating
13   reserves transmission service solely
14   through the WPP rather than AFC
15   processes.
16              The next line I show the
17   calculated saving of 10.5 million and
18   that was really for the first eight
19   months.  And we've actually had a real
20   good last several months and we're up
21   to about 17 million in savings.  So
22   we're seeing some benefit and
23   improvements there.
24              But we have -- feel like the
25   WPP has delivered some meaningful
0055
 1   benefits, and we feel like with
 2   continued enhancements to the WPP
 3   process that we're working on, that
 4   we'll continue to see growth and
 5   enhancement in the savings that the WPP
 6   is providing.  We are gaining some
 7   operational experience as we go through
 8   as well, you know, what things are
 9   making it -- to allow the stakeholders
10   to be able to get their offers and bids
11   accepted and to provide greater
12   savings.
13              With that, I'm going to
14   transition to the question that was
15   raised at the January meeting with
16   regard to reliability must-run unit
17   recording.
18         MR. SUSKIE:
19              Wait.  Before you go
20   further, Ken has a question.
21         MR. ANDERSON:
22              Before you move on, when do
23   you think you'll have an answer with
24   respect to expanding off-peak -- you
25   know, off-peak offers or accepting
0056
 1   off-peak offers?
 2         MR. REW:
 3              Yeah, that's something we've
 4   worked on.  I would hope that we could,
 5   you know, make a decision on that this
 6   spring on whether or not we're going to
 7   be able to get something implemented
 8   with that.
 9         MR. ANDERSON:
10              And it's a software issue?
11         MR. REW:
12              It's definitely a software
13   issue.
14         MR. SUSKIE:
15              Did I see a hand up?  Oh,
16   okay.  Sorry.  Sam has a question.
17         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
18              I'm Sam Loudenslager with
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19   Arkansas.
20              And it's on the same issue.
21   The slide that's expanding on-peak
22   offer for a period, does that mean --
23   does it really mean that you're moving
24   into the off-peak period, or is it
25   extending the number of hours that
0057
 1   y'all are telling the computer -- the
 2   way you're defining peak?  And I don't
 3   know if it makes a difference.  I'm
 4   just curious.
 5         MR. REW:
 6              Well, I think ultimately we
 7   would try to shoot for having, you
 8   know, all hours during the week, and an
 9   easier way for us to expand it so that
10   we expand the number of hours versus
11   going 24 hours, because when you go 24
12   hours, it impacts the way the model
13   solves --
14         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
15              Okay.  And then you said you
16   had reported that the savings had been
17   10.5 for the, I guess, first eight
18   months.
19         MR. REW:
20              Eight months.  That's
21   correct.
22         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
23              And what is it up to now?
24         MR. REW:
25              It's about 17 million.
0058
 1         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 2              Thank you.  That's all.
 3         MR. SUSKIE:
 4              Jennifer has her hand up.
 5   Jennifer Vosburg with NRC.
 6         MS. VOSBURG:
 7              Just a question.  I know
 8   that the Attachments C, D, E that we've
 9   had for so many years have been filed
10   with FERC.  Do we have any type of
11   update about if they're going to be
12   acted upon or is that the use of those
13   attachments under the tariff
14   administration?
15         MR. REW:
16              I don't have any idea where
17   FERC stands with that.
18         MS. VOSBURG:
19              Patrick?
20         MR. CLAREY:
21              No.
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              Patrick, could you use a
24   microphone or stand up and speak
25   loudly?
0059
 1         MR. CLAREY:
 2              All I can say is we're
 3   working on it.  I can't give you a date
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 4   when the Commission's going to act.
 5         MS. VOSBURG:
 6              Thank you.
 7         MR. SUSKIE:
 8              All right.  Bruce, if you
 9   can continue.
10         MR. REW:
11              At the January 20th E-RSC
12   meeting, the ICT was asked to work with
13   Entergy to develop a report on the
14   displacement of Entergy's reliability
15   must-run generation since the WPP
16   implementation.  So we understood this
17   request to look at Entergy's legacy oil
18   and gas generation units that are
19   subject to those RMR constraints to see
20   what the difference is with and without
21   the WPP process.
22              So we looked at the periods
23   available to us, which are April 2008
24   to December 2008, and comparing that to
25   April 2009 to December 2009.
0060
 1         MR. SUSKIE:
 2              Could you hold on one
 3   second?
 4         MR. REW:
 5              It's the green tab in
 6   your --
 7         MR. SUSKIE:
 8              The green tab in our
 9   handout?
10         MR. REW:
11              Yes.
12         MR. SUSKIE:
13              And this is page 4 of the
14   green tab.  Okay.
15         MR. REW:
16              So we used April because the
17   WPP started in March.  So we didn't
18   have a full month in March and that was
19   why we were looking at the full month.
20   So when you compare 2008 to 2009,
21   there's actually a reduction in the
22   number of gigawatt hours that those
23   legacy oil and gas units generated and
24   it's about 1700 gigawatt hours less, or
25   about 11 percent.
0061
 1              Now, a couple things to note
 2   and that's what I have on the next
 3   slide, which is while there was
 4   reduction, you know, it can't be solely
 5   attributed to that, to the WPP process
 6   because there are other factors that,
 7   you know, need to be considered,
 8   whether it's the weather or, you know,
 9   plant outages, daily outages, you know.
10   They also could have contributed to it,
11   but I think at least on a starting
12   point, you know, the good news is the
13   number is less and I think over time,
14   it would -- you could look to see
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15   whether it continues that trend so that
16   some of these other variations would
17   essentially be normalized out.
18         MR. PRESLEY:
19              Are you calling in the
20   cavalry?
21         MR. REW:
22              Just in time.
23              So any questions on that
24   report?  And Mark McCulla, I think, is
25   going to give you a more detailed
0062
 1   report on the WPP expenses and that
 2   type of activity that you also asked
 3   for.
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              Thank you, Bruce.  I do have
 6   one question/request.  Commissioner
 7   Presley has mentioned this in the past,
 8   is a type of report giving status of
 9   TLRs.  Whether it's monthly or
10   quarterly or in comparison, I think
11   that would be a good bit of information
12   for E-RSC to take a look at.
13              Brandon?
14         MR. PRESLEY:
15              Well, I had just raised that
16   as an issue more as an overarching type
17   of monitoring that would be
18   informational type things that the
19   committee could be just made aware of
20   and maybe, you know, quarterly, every
21   -- you know, whatever is the most
22   workable.  I'm not trying to put any
23   kind of constraints out there, but I
24   think that's been a common thread
25   throughout all the concerns of all the
0063
 1   committee members and there's no way to
 2   monitor it if we don't know.  So if we
 3   could come up with, Mr. Chairman, some
 4   way in which we could, you know,
 5   formalize that and maybe request that
 6   quarterly, I think it would give us a
 7   way to at least know the status in hard
 8   numbers.
 9         MR. REW:
10              No.  Absolutely.  We could
11   easily provide you the quarterly
12   updates on TLR activity, both from the
13   amount of megawatt hours as well as the
14   events at different levels.
15         MR. BRIGHT:
16              This is Ben Bright with SPP.
17              Those kind of reports are
18   generally in the ICT quarterly report
19   that we submit to FERC.  Is there any
20   information in addition to what we
21   submit there that you want to see or is
22   that generally what you want to see?
23         MR. PRESLEY:
24              I think that's generally
25   what -- That was my concern.
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0064
 1         MR. BRIGHT:
 2              Okay.
 3         MR. SUSKIE:
 4              I think that would good to
 5   present and talk about at these
 6   meetings.
 7         MR. BRIGHT:
 8              Okay.
 9         MR. REW:
10              Yeah.  I was expecting to
11   use that as a foundation and then add
12   some additional information on top of
13   that.
14         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
15              I haven't looked at one of
16   those quarterly reports -- This is Sam
17   Loudenslager.  I haven't looked at one
18   of those quarterly reports in any
19   detail for a while.  Do y'all also
20   include in there what some of the
21   stakeholders referred to as local area
22   problems?
23         MR. REW:
24              No.  The local area
25   procedures, we do not include those
0065
 1   details when those are implemented.
 2   And just for clarification, there are
 3   certain events that do not meet the
 4   NERC TLR process and Entergy uses a
 5   local area procedure for that, and
 6   that's what Sam is referring to.
 7         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 8              Right.
 9         MR. REW:
10              And we don't provide
11   detailed reporting on that.
12         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
13              And I see on your
14   presentation that Entergy gathered the
15   information on the gigawatt hours that
16   were displaced by the WPP.  Did they
17   give you any kind of idea of what the
18   cost savings were associated with
19   those, that displacement?
20         MR. REW:
21              I don't think so.
22              Mark?
23         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
24              Okay.  Thank you.
25         MR. SUSKIE:
0066
 1              Any questions for Bruce Rew?
 2              We have one over here.
 3   Please state your name and who you're
 4   with.
 5         MR. DODSON:
 6              Terry Dodson, Conway Energy.
 7              Bruce, on your annual
 8   report, can you give any indication
 9   about changes to personnel numbers
10   during that whole year that you present
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11   in your presentation as far as your
12   resources and the number of
13   (inaudible)?
14         MR. REW:
15              Well, during 2009, we were
16   budgeted the same number of resources
17   for the ICP as -- we added resources in
18   2008 -- or early 2008, related to
19   enhanced 890 requirements, but in 2009,
20   that number stayed the same.
21         MR. SUSKIE:
22              Commissioner Field?
23         MR. FIELD:
24              Bruce, I just want to make
25   sure you're -- I feel comfortable after
0067
 1   talking to the service providers at
 2   Entergy, CLECO, LUS, that they have
 3   coordinated when we start construction
 4   -- and I guess it's under the Acadiana
 5   load pocket.  Are you satisfied that
 6   are there are enough voluntary
 7   agreements and coordination of when
 8   they start constructing one line,
 9   they've got to, of course, take that
10   out of service and somebody else has
11   got to pick it up?  And I know that
12   they're working on it, but I'd like for
13   you to just comment on whether you're
14   satisfied that they have taken care of
15   those issues.
16         MR. REW:
17              Sure.  I've had a lot of
18   discussion with Don Shipley about that.
19   He is our manager of reliability
20   coordination for that area and he's
21   very pleased with the coordination
22   that's occurring between the utilities
23   there, recognizing that, you know, once
24   we get deeper into construction and
25   have to start taking outages that, you
0068
 1   know, it will require a lot of
 2   coordination, and I think so far, it's
 3   a very positive response that
 4   everyone's working together and, you
 5   know, identifying what needs to be done
 6   in order to get those outages for the
 7   new facilities to be put in place.
 8         MR. FIELD:
 9              Thank you.  That's the
10   impression I got from talking to the
11   utilities.  I just wanted to confirm
12   it.  Thank you.
13         MR. REW:
14              Yes.
15         MR. SUSKIE:
16              Any other questions?
17              (No response.)
18         MR. SUSKIE:
19              Thank you, Bruce.
20              Next report, I think, Mark
21   McCulla from Entergy is going to give
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22   us an update.
23         MR. McCULLA:
24              It shouldn't take too long.
25   We just have one slide.
0069
 1              Last meeting it was asked
 2   for us to collect some of the ongoing
 3   costs, and let me just clarify one
 4   update that we had on the total project
 5   cost on the second bullet.  Last time
 6   Antoine talked about 24.4 million.
 7   That is 24.8 million.  The annual
 8   ongoing costs we have is about
 9   3 million and that's for both Entergy
10   and ICT WPP costs.
11              If you take the 24.8 million
12   and the annual capital recovery for
13   that would calculate over a five-year
14   amortization, that would be about
15   8 million and the annual revenue
16   requirement for that would be about
17   11 million.  As Bruce said, we're
18   seeing a savings of about 17 -- 17
19   million so far.
20         MR. SUSKIE:
21              Commissioner Field?
22         MR. FIELD:
23              Mark, and that's -- the
24   $17 million savings, that is with
25   current gas prices.  Have y'all gone
0070
 1   back to see what it might have been in
 2   2005 or at a higher level?  Wouldn't it
 3   be much greater, the savings?
 4         MR. McCULLA:
 5              That's probably correct.  As
 6   the gas prices are higher, you probably
 7   would experience higher savings.  That
 8   was one of the things that we're seeing
 9   over the past -- the wintertime period
10   when the cold temperatures set in and
11   we did see some of the higher gas
12   prices relative to what they were
13   before that time period.  So, yes, I
14   think you would expect that periods of
15   higher gas prices, you would have
16   higher savings.
17         MR. FIELD:
18              Thank you.
19         MR. SUSKIE:
20              Commissioner Presley, did
21   you have a question?
22         MR. PRESLEY:
23              I guess I don't see this
24   particular slide in our packet.  Does
25   Entergy have that?
0071
 1         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 2              It should be there.
 3         MR. PRESLEY:
 4              Maybe I just missed it.
 5         MS. VOSBURG:
 6              Do you have an extra copy
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 7   you can --
 8         (UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
 9              You got it in the book.
10         MR. McCULLA:
11              We have an extra copy we
12   could give out to you.
13         MR. BRIGHT:
14              It's in the stapled version.
15   It's right after the minutes.
16         MR. PRESLEY:
17              I was looking at the wrong
18   section.
19         MR. McCULLA:
20              It's posted.  Ben has it
21   posted out there.
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              If we could, the court
24   reporter is giving me that look.  Make
25   sure we all speak at once.  I think
0072
 1   that's on the record.
 2         MR. McCULLA:
 3              Any other questions on this?
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              I do have a question.  This
 6   is something I've been curious about.
 7              With the WPP process, what
 8   percentage of Entergy's purchases of
 9   power come through the WPP compared to
10   some other mechanism?
11         MR. McCULLA:
12              John, do you have a feel for
13   that?
14         MR. SUSKIE:
15              I see him shaking his head.
16         MR. HURSTELL:
17              No, I don't.  I'd rather not
18   speculate.  We can get you that rather
19   than guessing.
20         MR. SUSKIE:
21              Sure.  If y'all could get
22   that, I think it would be good to know
23   what percentage of the purchases of
24   electricity goes through the WPP versus
25   other processes, which is something
0073
 1   I've always been curious about.
 2         MR. HURSTELL:
 3              Okay.  We'll get you that
 4   breakdown of all the monthly, weekly
 5   (inaudible).
 6         MR. SUSKIE:
 7              Okay.  All right.  Thank
 8   you.
 9         MR. McCULLA:
10              Any other questions?
11         MS. VOSBURG:
12              I have one.
13         MR. SUSKIE:
14              Jennifer Vosburg.
15         MS. VOSBURG:
16              Looking at the ongoing
17   costs, are the Entergy and the ICT
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18   costs passed on through the network
19   charges as well?  I know on network
20   bills, there's an ICT allocation and an
21   RTO development and those cost
22   assessments.  Are the costs of the WPP
23   included in those charges?
24         MR. McCULLA:
25              I believe the costs of the
0074
 1   WPP are included in the overall ICT
 2   cost.  What we did is we broke out --
 3   They have a number of employees, I
 4   believe it's about four employees, that
 5   work on the WPP.  So we broke that out
 6   of the total ICT cost that we get
 7   allocated to us and so that is included
 8   in the ICT cost, I believe.
 9         MS. VOSBURG:
10              And, Commissioner, one of
11   the questions that we have is with the
12   understanding that the WPP, as Steven
13   indicated in Bruce's report earlier, is
14   to serve Entergy's network load and
15   displace Entergy's higher cost
16   resources, is it appropriate for the
17   WPP cost to be passed down to network
18   customers in network transmission costs
19   as well when we don't get the benefit
20   from it?
21         MR. SUSKIE:
22              Good point.  Good question.
23         MR. McCULLA:
24              Well, it was -- The WPP was
25   set up for any network customer to be
0075
 1   able to participate.  Entergy is the
 2   only one that's participating, but
 3   other network customers are certainly
 4   welcome to participate.
 5         MS. VOSBURG:
 6              The problem is, I mean,
 7   there are issues that I know we've
 8   raised in the past with the way the WPP
 9   is set up that, in practicality,
10   Entergy is going to be the only one
11   that's actually going to work through
12   the WPP.  The fact that over the last
13   year or two years, none of the other
14   network customers have participated in
15   it, I think it's indicative of that.
16   So it's an issue we wanted to raise and
17   I think needs additional exploration.
18         MR. McCULLA:
19              Is there a particular reason
20   why?
21         MR. SHARER:
22              You know, I think it -- Andy
23   Sharer with Entergy.
24              Mark, I think in general,
25   we'd support anyone who does
0076
 1   participate to, you know, share pro
 2   rata in the cost of WPP.  It's just a
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 3   matter of obviously y'all are obviously
 4   the biggest network customer.  We've
 5   been doing the WPP now in various
 6   forms, you know, for a couple years and
 7   so, you know, you haven't gotten anyone
 8   to participate at this point, not
 9   likely anyone is going to do that going
10   forward.
11              But having said that, I
12   think, you know, if -- for instance, if
13   we were a participant, I think it's
14   certainly reasonable that we should pay
15   our share of the cost.  There's no
16   doubt about that.  The fact of the
17   matter is we don't and no one does.
18         MR. SUSKIE:
19              I think obviously for the
20   presentations about the other
21   enhancements, I know one of those
22   presentations for later today will be
23   on the WPP and I think that would be a
24   good point to raise in the future of
25   how the WPP proceeds down the line.
0077
 1   And I appreciate you raising that
 2   point.
 3              Any other questions?
 4              (No response.)
 5         MR. SUSKIE:
 6              Well, thank you, Mark, for
 7         your presentation.
 8         MR. McCULLA:
 9              Sure.
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              Now, what I propose at this
12   point is before we get and discuss the
13   nonenhancements, we'll take a break.
14   However, before we take a break, I'd
15   like to go through and kind of explain
16   the process that I see the E-RSC using
17   going forward on these particular -- on
18   the enhancements as a whole.
19              First of all, the
20   stakeholders have submitted 24
21   enhancements to the ICT.  Some of those
22   -- As Entergy correctly pointed out,
23   some of those are administrative in
24   nature, some are matters that Entergy
25   believes the ICT already has the
0078
 1   authority to do, and some of these
 2   would require filings at FERC and for
 3   tariff changes.
 4              As I see these coming about,
 5   E-RSC views, as Entergy does, that we
 6   have time frames on this, that based
 7   upon Entergy's statements, it's
 8   obviously -- I use my military training
 9   and work backwards -- October, the
10   current ICT ends, October, November
11   time frame.  So you have to schedule
12   back to September when Entergy believes
13   they need to make a filing at FERC.
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14   Then to step even further back, Entergy
15   believes some of those filings need to
16   be approved by their state commissions
17   to push us back to July 1st.
18              And as a result, as I think
19   it's the goal of the E-RSC to look at
20   all 24 of the recommendations and to
21   have our opinion on those
22   recommendations to be decided over a
23   meeting -- this meeting, a meeting in
24   April, a meeting in May, and a meeting
25   in June.  So it is our goal to finalize
0079
 1   what our views are should be
 2   enhancements to the ICT.  This will
 3   allow what our recommendations are to
 4   go to Entergy and that then Entergy can
 5   take the necessary filings they need to
 6   with state or city commissions and then
 7   have the timing to go and have a filing
 8   at FERC in September for enhancements.
 9              I do believe there's a
10   consensus on the E-RSC that we want to
11   make these filings all at once, not in
12   a piecemeal manner, so we can get these
13   put into place for a new ICT come
14   November of this year.  Clearly there
15   may be a lot of discussion ending some
16   205 authority to the E-RSC.  Some
17   things can be changed along those
18   lines, but I know at least in
19   Arkansas's position, we want to make
20   some comprehensive changes before this
21   thing -- well, comprehensive changes to
22   go into effect when the ICT expires so
23   we can do it all at once and not in a
24   piecemeal process.
25              Along those lines, how I
0080
 1   foresee that we'll proceed today, of
 2   the 24 proposed enhancements, we will
 3   address nine of them, which are the
 4   first recommended enhancements from our
 5   staff today.  And we will -- Any of
 6   them that we vote on will be an
 7   adoption in principle and then of those
 8   nine -- and we will ask the Working
 9   Group to work with the stakeholders and
10   Entergy and SPP on how to implement
11   that.  So we have a number of months to
12   look at the implementation process.
13   But, ultimately, we're going to take a
14   look at all the changes before they're
15   actually implemented and put into
16   place.
17              Now, there may be some
18   administrative matters that can go
19   ahead and begin the process, but at
20   this point, there's 24 items.  We're
21   going to eat this elephant one bite at
22   a time in 24 different bites and try to
23   address nine of them today, but some of
24   those may be deferred to our next
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25   meeting.
0081
 1              With that, any other
 2   comments from the E-RSC members?
 3              (No response.)
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              Kind of that process.  Any
 6   questions from stakeholders?
 7              (No response.)
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
 9              Well, with that, let's take
10   a ten-minute break and we'll start up
11   again.
12              (Whereupon a recess was
13   taken.)
14         MR. SUSKIE:
15              One thing.  I guess we could
16   go back on the record.  Kathy, our
17   court reporter, is obviously
18   transcribing this.  To help her, I
19   think if you have an unusual spelled
20   name or if you say any of the acronyms,
21   maybe spell it out for her because
22   obviously this is somewhat of a
23   technical matter and so forth on the
24   various things that we do.  If you
25   could do that, that would help us.
0082
 1              So at this point, what we're
 2   going to do is go to Roman numeral
 3   seven on the agenda where we will talk
 4   about the nine different proposed
 5   enhancements that have been vetted,
 6   nine of the 24 have been vetted, by the
 7   staff Working Group.  We will go
 8   through each one.
 9              It's -- What I perceive
10   we'll do is go through those.  We may
11   or may not vote on those as a matter of
12   policy to say the E-RSC would like to
13   see this.
14              Just assuming that a policy
15   position's taken on this by the E-RSC,
16   what I would foresee next is that what
17   we do in this meeting is then give it
18   to the staff Working Group to, again,
19   get input on how we would implement
20   those, whether it be a tariff change or
21   administrative or something along those
22   lines.  So this would not be the last
23   statement of all, but this would be an
24   acknowledgement that this is something
25   that E-RSC would like to see done, and
0083
 1   then we'd ask the Working Group to get
 2   input from stakeholders on how to
 3   implement and what actions would need
 4   to be taken to implement that.
 5              With that, any questions or
 6   comments from E-RSC members on this?
 7         MR. FIELD:
 8              We unanimously approve your
 9   comments.
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10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              We're unanimous on one thing
12   today.  That will work.
13              With that, what we will do
14   is we will ask Sam to proceed.  He's
15   going to go through each of the nine
16   enhancements and each of the nine
17   enhancements one at a time and we will
18   just discuss one at a time.
19              And before we get into this
20   next one, I'd like to welcome Cynthia,
21   who joined us.
22              And if you have any comments
23   you'd like to add --
24         MS. HEDGE-MORRELL:
25              No.  I'm observing right
0084
 1   now.
 2         MR. SUSKIE:
 3              We'll thank you.  And I'll
 4   say that we love to be in your home
 5   city and, more importantly, we love the
 6   food and to let you know, every quarter
 7   there's a SPC group of stakeholders
 8   that meet around the region and that it
 9   varies from place to place.  In May, it
10   will be in Baton Rouge, but we've all
11   decided if we meet in between those
12   quarters, we will meet in the French
13   Quarter.  So we're doing our best to
14   help the economy here.
15         MS. HEDGE-MORRELL:
16              That's wonderful.  We need
17   the help.
18         MR. SUSKIE:
19              So with that, Sam, if could
20   take over for the Working Group and go
21   over each enhancement.
22         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
23              Sure.
24         MR. PRESLEY:
25              Just for housekeeping
0085
 1   purposes, I just wanted to get -- I
 2   know we're trying to keep up with who's
 3   in the room, especially for Greg we
 4   keep approaching.  Bob Renfeld, who's
 5   with Entergy Mississippi is here.  He
 6   came in earlier.  I just wanted to make
 7   sure we had that as part of the record
 8   for future purposes.
 9         MR. SUSKIE:
10              Thank you.  And is there
11   anybody else who came in the room after
12   we passed the microphone around for the
13   record?
14              (No response.)
15         MR. SUSKIE:
16              Anybody else, or are you too
17   shy to be recognized?
18              (No response.)
19         MR. SUSKIE:
20              With that, thank you, Sam.
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21         If you could proceed with
22         Enhancement Proposed No. 1.
23         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
24              Yes, sir, Mr. President.
25              I would also, housekeeping
0086
 1   item, if you've got a sign-in sheet
 2   stating your name and who you're
 3   representing, would you see that Ben
 4   Bright gets that?  I think we've got
 5   some floating around.
 6              The recommended enhancements
 7   -- this is kind of an initial group.
 8   What the Working Group was trying to do
 9   was to move through the list of 24
10   quickly and take our bites of the
11   elephant, the ones that we thought
12   would be easiest to digest first.  So
13   these nine aren't any more or less
14   important than any of the other 20 or
15   the other remaining enhancements that
16   have been proposed by the stakeholders.
17              Just in terms of a little
18   brief history, the stakeholders
19   proposed enhancements, I think back in
20   December, if I remember correctly, and
21   those proposals were grouped together
22   and sent back out after the last E-RSC
23   meeting, whenever it was.  I just don't
24   remember.  And then we took the
25   responses we got from them and then
0087
 1   kind of put those together and started
 2   working through them as a working
 3   group.  Once we got through our initial
 4   group of nine, we sent those out to the
 5   stakeholders to review to see what kind
 6   of response they had, specifically
 7   whether they supported the
 8   recommendation or opposed it.
 9              And then about -- I think
10   that went out on the 26th of February.
11   They responded by the 5th of March, and
12   then we got responses from them on the
13   12th of March to the remaining list of
14   enhancements.  And then this week, I
15   sent out a quick note, Monday I believe
16   it was, late Monday afternoon, with the
17   amended version of the enhancements.
18   So it was based on the feedback that we
19   got from the stakeholders and that's
20   the document that's in y'all's meeting
21   materials right after the WPP cost
22   updates slide from Mr. McCulla.  So to
23   say we've been working feverishly would
24   be kind of an understatement.
25              So, anyway, that's kind of
0088
 1   where we are.  And, again, these are an
 2   initial group of proposed enhancements.
 3   And as I said, we received input
 4   initially and then we revised our
 5   recommendations, tried to clarify where
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 6   we felt like we needed to.
 7              The other thing I would say
 8   about this group of recommendations is
 9   they are fairly broad and they don't
10   have the detail necessary at this
11   point, but based on what I heard you
12   just say, I anticipate that we'll be
13   working with the stakeholders to try to
14   develop that detail to make these
15   things happen.
16              So we received input from AP
17   SWEPCO, the Arkansas Cities, AECC,
18   Calpine, CLECO, Entergy, EPSA, East
19   Texas, the joint stakeholders, Kgen,
20   SPP, and Union.  And the joint
21   stakeholders, just so you know, include
22   Lafayette, at one point it was Calpine,
23   Mississippi Delta Energy Agency,
24   Louisiana Energy and Power Authority,
25   Municipal Energy Agency of Mississippi,
0089
 1   Louisiana Energy Users Group, GDF SUEZ,
 2   and Cottonwood.  So it looks like we
 3   got 12, but you got more than 12 in the
 4   start.  Kind of think about it in those
 5   terms.
 6              And one thing I wanted to
 7   bring to your attention, we did ask the
 8   stakeholders if they thought on each of
 9   the initial nine whether or not there
10   was going to be a tariff change
11   required to implement the proposed
12   enhancement, and to be honest, we just
13   hadn't had time, the Working Group
14   hadn't had time to look at those
15   responses to bring you a recommendation
16   on that issue.  We'll do that in a
17   subsequent meeting.
18              So we're going to just start
19   at the top with Issue No. 1 and I
20   didn't change the order.  Issue No. 1
21   today for the stakeholders is the same
22   Issue No. 1 that we've had for the last
23   month.
24              I had thought getting ready
25   for this meeting that I'd try to group
0090
 1   these things in a way that -- so, you
 2   know, if you had an issue on an
 3   enhancement that you had unanimity on,
 4   we'd deal with that first because I
 5   thought that might make y'all's work a
 6   little easier.  Well, last night as I
 7   was sitting there looking at the chart
 8   and the responses, I thought, That
 9   isn't going to make any difference at
10   all, because you've got on almost all
11   of them, seven to nine of the 12
12   stakeholders tend to support the
13   different recommendations, which means
14   on all of them, you've got about four
15   that have some other position.
16              So my recommendation is we
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17   just kind of walk through them from the
18   first, on the very first one, and see
19   what kind of response we get that way,
20   if that's okay with you.
21         MR. SUSKIE:
22              Sure.
23         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
24              The first issue, the
25   recommendation from the E-RSC Working
0091
 1   Group is that the Entergy base plan be
 2   completed by the ICT be expanded to a
 3   ten-year plan.  Now, I've already -- I
 4   know this is stated incorrectly and
 5   this is one of the things that happens
 6   when you work in a hurry.  The base
 7   plan's actually the ICT base plan.
 8   It's not the Entergy base plan.
 9              And then that the published
10   ten-year plan would be used to process
11   and grant transmission service requests
12   and generation interconnection
13   requests.  And you can see at the
14   bottom of the slide, I tried to group
15   the responses as I understood them from
16   the stakeholders.
17              And on this one in
18   particular, we got opposition from
19   CLECO, Arkansas Cities, and Entergy.
20   And the way I understand their
21   opposition was that it's just kind --
22   It's on really the second bullet, that
23   it's difficult once you get out beyond,
24   say, year four to use the plan to
25   process and grant transmission service
0092
 1   requests and generation interconnection
 2   requests.
 3              And then we got conditional
 4   support from three of the players, and
 5   I can read to you what their
 6   conditional support is, if that will be
 7   helpful, or if you want to go to those
 8   stakeholders and ask them.  I just
 9   don't know what's going to make the
10   flow easier for you guys.  So --
11         MR. SUSKIE:
12              So do we want to hear from
13   the stakeholders?  Or we've had
14   opportunity to read their comments,
15   would the stakeholders like to comment
16   about the ones where they have the
17   concern?  Again, state your name for
18   the court reporter.  So I guess we'll
19   let the stakeholders comment about the
20   individual at this point Issue No. 1.
21         MR. THOMPSON:
22              Henry Thompson, Arkansas
23   Cities.
24              We oppose the idea of
25   establishing a ten-year planning
0093
 1   horizon to grant TSRs.  If you think
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 2   that you have TLRs and load pocket
 3   problems today, if you're not going to
 4   mesh up your construction plan to that
 5   plan that you're granting transmission
 6   service under, you hadn't seen what
 7   kind of TLRs and problems you're going
 8   to have.
 9              We believe that an
10   appropriate way to address this would
11   go to a five-year construction plan,
12   which would match what FERC currently
13   establishes as the time frame for
14   transmission rollover rights and grant
15   transmission service requests under
16   that.  Certainly ten-year planning
17   horizon or 20-year planning horizon or
18   whatever you want to use is appropriate
19   but not to grant transmission service
20   requests.
21              Regardless of what time
22   period you choose to grant transmission
23   service requests, whether it's five
24   years or whether it's ten years, or
25   20 years, because of the lumpiness in
0094
 1   adding transmission elements, if it's a
 2   ten-year plan and someone's looking out
 3   into the 12th year, there's probably
 4   going to be substantial upgrades
 5   required to grant that transmission
 6   service, just like there would be after
 7   a five-year plan.  But ten years is far
 8   enough out and uncertainties with load
 9   growth, uncertainties with everything
10   else associated with it as to what's
11   going to happen, we just -- we don't
12   believe that's an appropriate window of
13   time for granting transmission service
14   requests.  We think that it would, in
15   fact, increase transmission costs to
16   all entities, and I think that a
17   five-year construction plan that could
18   be used for granting transmission
19   requests and match the FERC
20   requirements for rollover rights is
21   more appropriate.
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              All right.  Thank you.
24              Any others?
25              Ms. Despeaux?
0095
 1         MS. DESPEAUX:
 2              I would just like to --
 3         MR. SUSKIE:
 4              If you can, state your name
 5   as well.
 6         MS. DESPEAUX:
 7              Kim Despeaux with Entergy.
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
 9              Your mike's not on.  And,
10   Kim, if you can spell Despeaux, that
11   would help.
12         MS. DESPEAUX:
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13              Despeaux is D-E-S-P-E-A-U-X.
14              And we just wanted to make
15   the point that we did not do this
16   recommendation as having any effect on
17   reliability and I just wanted to be
18   clear, we do do a ten-year reliability
19   plan as well as a five-year plan.  The
20   reason we do not support this request
21   is that the only effective is to ship
22   more costs to our customers and that's
23   what occurs when you start granting
24   transmission service based on a
25   ten-year base plan.  And I'm also --
0096
 1   I'm not aware of anybody besides SPP,
 2   who just initiated this, that does
 3   include a ten-year base plan in
 4   granting the transmission service
 5   requests.  Others may be.  We haven't
 6   done an exhaustive search and we
 7   certainly will do some more work to
 8   find out what others are doing, but
 9   that's why we oppose this.
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              Thank you.
12              Any other stakeholders?
13              We have one back there.  And
14   I appreciate y'all being brief.  I know
15   we've had an opportunity to read your
16   comments so that will help as well.
17         MR. MONROE:
18              Terry Monroe with CLECO.
19              I agree with earlier
20   comments that CLECO opposes this
21   primarily because of the inaccuracies
22   of the model of counter weakness
23   allowing transmission tariff and grant
24   transmission service and we're
25   interconnected with Entergy and CLECO's
0097
 1   concerns are that we may grant TSRs as
 2   well as interconnection requests.  In
 3   the event that the upgrades do not
 4   happen in that ten-year proposed plan,
 5   CLECO is concerned that we may be on
 6   the hook for granting that transmission
 7   service.  So that's why CLECO opposes
 8   this at this time.
 9         MR. SUSKIE:
10              Thank you.
11              Any other ones?
12         MR. PALIZA:
13              Roberto Paliza, Paliza
14   Consulting.
15              I just want to make some
16   clarifications before explaining our
17   point of view on this.  One is the
18   long-term transmission service is
19   correctly granted on Entergy.  You
20   know, in order to have rollover rights,
21   it needs to be weighted over a ten-year
22   period, you know.  It's true that the
23   duration, the minimum duration of
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24   transmission service, in order to be --
25   to have rollover rights, is five years.
0098
 1   However, for the rollover rights to be
 2   granted, the whole time period of --
 3   for evaluation purposes is ten years.
 4   So what that means is really that for a
 5   long-term transmission service request,
 6   the ICT and Entergy look at the
 7   transmission to be feasible for an
 8   entire ten-year period.
 9              And so with that in mind,
10   what is really happening now is that
11   with existing of base case overloads on
12   the system due to the lack of
13   reliability upgrades for that whole
14   ten-year period, those upgrades needed
15   to mitigate the base case overloads are
16   being assigned to the requesters of
17   transmission service or interconnection
18   service.
19              So the uncertainty that, you
20   know, I hear parties talking about here
21   is one sided in one regards, in the
22   sense that, yeah, there's uncertainty
23   in the future, you know, in order to
24   forecast the consistent conditions;
25   however, if a transmission service
0099
 1   requester come along, then there is
 2   very certainty that that requester will
 3   have to bear the full amount of the
 4   transmission upgrade, not only to
 5   mitigate the base case overload but
 6   also to compensate or mitigate the
 7   incremental impact on that particular
 8   overloaded element.
 9              So it is true, and this is
10   why I agree with Entergy, that we're
11   not talking about reliability per se
12   here in that time frame, you know, from
13   four years to ten years.  We're talking
14   about cost allocation issue here, that
15   the cost of mitigating base case
16   overloads in year four to ten has been
17   assigned to intermediary requesters.
18   And as a result of that, of course, the
19   amount of -- the dollar amount per
20   upgrade is so significant because it
21   has to cover the base case overloads,
22   but then, you know, a lot of the
23   requests don't get approved and funded
24   for upgrades.
25              So that's my comment.  And
0100
 1   this is basically a cost allocation
 2   issue, an (inaudible) issue.
 3         MR. SUSKIE:
 4              Thank you.
 5              Any others?
 6              Ms. Despeaux?
 7         MS. DESPEAUX:
 8              Can I ask just some
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 9   direction in terms of would you like us
10   to respond to those comments or do you
11   want to wait?  I mean, I'd love the
12   opportunity to respond, but I can also
13   wait.  I'm just at your direction.
14         MR. SUSKIE:
15              I don't want to have a
16   debate.  I mean, obviously like
17   everybody has had opportunity to, you
18   know, submit comments and so forth, and
19   at this point, anything we do is just
20   directing the Working Group to look at
21   implementation.  So anything you can
22   help us clarify, feel free to.  So I'm
23   all for, you know, input and talk, just
24   don't want to debate.
25         MS. DESPEAUX:
0101
 1              If we can, I'd like him to
 2   clarify just a couple of things.
 3         MR. SCHNITZER:
 4              Michael Schnitzer.  I'll
 5   try and be brief and not debate.
 6              I think there is agreement
 7   that this is about cost allocation, not
 8   about reliability.  Just a word as well
 9   just to clarify this rollover right
10   issue, that as Kim Despeaux mentioned,
11   Entergy does have a ten-year plan and
12   in that ten-year plan, the service that
13   has to be maintained would include any
14   rollover rights that might be
15   exercised.  So the long-term plan does
16   take into account the fact that there
17   are rollover rights that have to be
18   maintained as part of the service.
19              The issue here is whether
20   those upgrades that might show up at
21   the back of the ten-year plan are, in
22   fact, going to turn out to need to be
23   built, either because of new generation
24   resource selections by the network
25   customers, changes in load growth,
0102
 1   customers who like not to exercise the
 2   rollover rights, which isn't known
 3   until later on.
 4              So this issue is about what
 5   happens when service is sold premised
 6   on that upgrade being built.  And then
 7   when it comes time within the
 8   construction window for that particular
 9   upgrade, it actually wouldn't have been
10   required to serve load and rollover
11   rights previously granted firm service,
12   but because other service, new service
13   was sold premised on that, now you're
14   in a box and you have to build it.
15              The current tariff deals
16   with that situation, it says, "If you
17   are requesting new service and an
18   upgrade is required that is not
19   committed, if you will, you have to pay
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20   for that to get your service, but if in
21   the future because of the exercise of
22   rollover rights, because of load
23   growth, because of anything, that
24   upgrade that you funded turns out to be
25   necessary for the rest of the system to
0103
 1   maintain reliability and service, you
 2   get reimbursed on a pro rata basis for
 3   the upgrade that you funded."
 4              So it's not the case that
 5   it's on the backs of the requesting
 6   customer if it turns out to be needed.
 7   If, in fact, it turns out to be needed,
 8   there's compensation provisions in the
 9   tariff itself.
10              With that, Mr. Chairman,
11   I'll -- I hope that's helpful.
12         MR. SUSKIE:
13              Sure, it is.  Thank you.
14              And one thing I realize,
15   that obviously that part of this issue
16   is that you're right, this is a cost
17   allocation issue.  That's obviously an
18   issue that will come up, that will
19   likely come up in the future, does the
20   E-RSC have -- will we have some type of
21   205 filing for cost allocation.  So a
22   lot of this stuff's constantly moving
23   in different directions, but we
24   acknowledge that and the cost
25   allocation issue, I assume, will be
0104
 1   addressed subsequently.
 2              Commissioner Field?
 3         MR. FIELD:
 4              Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
 5              I might ask Entergy this
 6   question:  Have you ever refunded
 7   somebody that upgraded your system and,
 8   if so, when and whom?
 9         MS. DESPEAUX:
10              Commissioner Field, this is
11   Kim Despeaux again.
12              Sorry.  I don't know the
13   answer to that.  I won't speculate on
14   it, but I will get you that
15   information.
16         MR. FIELD:
17              Okay.
18              Secondly, I'm not prepared
19   to vote on this today, Mr. Chairman.  I
20   do think it is a cost allocation issue,
21   and, therefore, if we're going to
22   socialize the cost based on
23   improvements that are needed in year
24   eight, nine, or ten, I want to know
25   what impact that would have on all of
0105
 1   the ratepayers of the Entergy
 2   jurisdiction.  And my thought is,
 3   frankly, the three-year is not working.
 4   I want to move from a three-year, but
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 5   I'm not sure I can be convinced that it
 6   should be ten.  Maybe it should be a
 7   five as suggested by the Arkansas
 8   Cities or maybe six or seven.
 9              But I would like to ask
10   Entergy to -- and I understand they're
11   doing this -- go ahead and give us some
12   studies on the difference between the
13   three and the ten and, if you could
14   maybe, put in a five and -- so that we
15   can see what the impact would be.
16              But I think I speak for my
17   fellow commissioners, that it's not
18   working now.  The three-year is not
19   working.  We want to move, but I'm not
20   sure we want to move to ten.  So we'd
21   like to see the impact that it would
22   have on that and -- because I think it
23   is -- this is a cost allocation issue
24   as I see it.
25         MR. SUSKIE:
0106
 1              Ken?
 2         MR. ANDERSON:
 3              And I don't know whether
 4   this is more of an Item 6 issue or a 1
 5   issue, but they're sort of related.
 6   Whichever way we go, and I'm not sure
 7   about ten years all the way out, but I
 8   agree with you, three is not working.
 9   But kind of a related problem that
10   we're going to have to mesh into this
11   is Item 6 and that is the failure of
12   Entergy to meet the schedule under its
13   existing construction plan.  And, you
14   know, the in-service dates, do they
15   slip up?  That's been a consistent
16   complaint, at least that I've heard,
17   over the last year.
18         MR. SUSKIE:
19              Here is a thought I have
20   is -- and I'd even propose this in a
21   motion -- is move that the state --
22   that the E-RSC doesn't believe the
23   three-year plan is long enough and ask
24   the Working Group to work with the
25   stakeholders to come up with an
0107
 1   alternative that may be less than ten
 2   years.
 3         MR. PRESLEY:
 4              But above three?
 5         MR. SUSKIE:
 6              But above three.
 7         MR. PRESLEY:
 8              I second the motion.
 9         MR. SUSKIE:
10              Motion is second.
11              Sam?
12         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
13              Thank you.  Sam
14   Loudenslager.
15              Yeah, you're reading my
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16   mind.  We work too closely together, I
17   guess, because I was thinking, you
18   know, what we need to do is take this
19   back to the Working Group and the
20   stakeholders and I don't hear a lot of
21   concern about the ten-year base plan.
22              It's all on how you get your
23   arms around the issue of granting of
24   transmission service request and the
25   generation interconnection request and
0108
 1   just let the Working Group and the
 2   stakeholders kind of work through that,
 3   and all of you folks seem to be moving
 4   in that direction, and then come back
 5   to you with -- if Entergy can do the
 6   stay that Commissioner Fields has
 7   requested and then on some of the
 8   policy discussion, we'll just have
 9   those with the stakeholders, if that's
10   okay with you guys.
11         MR. SUSKIE:
12              Certainly.
13         MR. SCHNITZER:
14              Mike Schnitzer.
15              Mr. Chairman, just one other
16   clarification.
17         MR. SUSKIE:
18              Okay.
19         MR. SCHNITZER:
20              You had alluded a few
21   moments ago in your comments that this
22   being a cost allocation issue is one of
23   a set of cost allocation issues.  I'm
24   just wondering if when this next comes
25   back to you, whether it would be
0109
 1   helpful to be looking at these other
 2   piece -- the cross allocation issues
 3   together so that you could see how they
 4   come together as opposed to dealing
 5   with them on a one-on-one kind of
 6   basis.  I don't know what your
 7   preference would be.
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
 9              Yeah.  I think certainly,
10   assuming the motion that's been moved
11   and seconded is adopted and working --
12   our staff working group can certainly
13   do that and incorporate some of that in
14   how that issue is vented out, that can
15   be a certain possibility.
16              So we have a motion and a
17   second.  Y'all care to vote on it?
18         MR. FIELD:
19              There are no objections.
20         MR. SUSKIE:
21              All those in favor say aye.
22         MR. ANDERSON:
23              Aye.
24         MR. PRESLEY:
25              Aye.
0110
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 1         MR. SUSKIE:
 2              All those opposed?
 3              (No response.)
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              Motion carries.
 6              So I guess we can go back
 7   through the record and see exactly what
 8   I spelled out asking the Working Group
 9   to move on along those lines.
10         MR. PRESLEY:
11              No less than three.
12         MR. SUSKIE:
13              No less than three, and
14   Entergy study some of the cost issues
15   that Commissioner Field mentioned and
16   come up with another idea from the
17   stakeholders.
18         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
19              Yes, sir.
20         MR. SUSKIE:
21              All right.  Next Item No. 2.
22         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
23              That was the easy issue,
24   Issue No. 1.
25              This issue is dealing with
0111
 1   the determination of market sensitive
 2   and confidential information.  The
 3   recommendation is that the ICT, working
 4   with Entergy, would develop a
 5   standardized list of all data items,
 6   including those that were used to
 7   develop dispatch scenarios, to respond
 8   to TSRs, and for modeling the Entergy
 9   system.
10              And that would include --
11   Those data items would be classified as
12   CEII, No. 1.
13              Number 2 is highly sensitive
14   market competitive information for the
15   Entergy footprint.
16              And, No. 3, public
17   information.
18              And the objective is to try
19   to ensure consistent treatment of the
20   data.  And then we felt once the
21   classification was completed, the E-RSC
22   could review the proposals related to
23   the granting of access to the data and
24   some sort of process that would be
25   appropriate to ensure that the data is
0112
 1   protected.
 2              We didn't get any opposition
 3   to this.  We got conditional support
 4   from three entities, Entergy, Kgen, and
 5   Union.  And I know I'm going to speak
 6   for somebody and I try to avoid that,
 7   but I know that the Entegra or UPP,
 8   this was -- they wanted the -- they
 9   suggested that the CEII-related
10   provisions would somehow be included as
11   an attachment to Attachment K or as
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12   part of Attachment K so that it's clear
13   in the tariff how the data is going to
14   be dealt with and dealt with
15   consistently.
16              Anyway, that's all I have on
17   this one.
18         MR. SUSKIE:
19              All right.
20         MR. PRESLEY:
21              I move we adopt the
22   recommendation on Issue 2.
23         MR. ANDERSON
24              Second.
25         MR. SUSKIE:
0113
 1              Move adopted and seconded.
 2              Any of the stakeholders care
 3   to comment?
 4              Ms. Turner.  Please state
 5   your name and who you work for.
 6         MS. TURNER:
 7              Becky Turner with UPP
 8   Entegra.
 9              When you say "adopted," is
10   that with the provision that Sam just
11   mentioned in terms of, you know, if
12   Entergy does have this list, this
13   information is referred to in their
14   Attachment K in their planning process,
15   but it's not defined, just like, you
16   know, we are going to define it here?
17   So does that include that provision
18   that it would be filed either as a
19   business practice or as an amendment to
20   Attachment K?
21         MR. SUSKIE:
22              Sam?
23         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
24              Yeah.  Sam Loudenslager.
25              You know, Becky, when I
0114
 1   start thinking about all the details
 2   associated with each one of these, they
 3   are details that we just have to work
 4   out.  And if the E-RSC votes adoption
 5   of what the E-RSC Working Group has
 6   proposed, then we'll be getting back to
 7   the stakeholders to work through the
 8   details.  We know these are broad brush
 9   recommendations, all of them are that
10   way.  So at this point --
11         MR. PRESLEY:
12              We're adopting them as that,
13   right, Mr. Chairman, as broad-based not
14   in principle?
15         MR. SUSKIE:
16              Yeah.  Absolutely.  Adopt
17   them as that, send it back to the
18   Working Group to come back with how to
19   actually implement it.
20         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
21              Yes, sir.
22         MR. SUSKIE:
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23              All those in favor say aye.
24              (All ayes.)
25         MR. SUSKIE:
0115
 1              Opposed?
 2              (No response.)
 3         MR. SUSKIE:
 4              The third is No. 3.
 5         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 6              This recommendation deals
 7   with transmission loading relief
 8   analysis for upgrades, and we believe
 9   that the ICT should initiate a
10   completed study that would identify the
11   potential upgrades that would alleviate
12   local area procedures, or LAPs, TLR-4s
13   and TLR-5 events.  The issue of the
14   treatment of redispatch costs would be
15   addressed once a decision is made
16   regarding whether Entergy would join
17   the SPP RTO or not.
18              Now, when this
19   recommendation or proposed
20   recommendation went out to the
21   stakeholders, it was all one and so we
22   got some kind of interesting responses.
23   A lot of people supported the first
24   statement that the ICT would complete,
25   initiate and complete a study to
0116
 1   identify the upgrades, but they opposed
 2   the second because of issues related to
 3   the redispatch costs.
 4              And so the way we just kind
 5   of addressed that was to say, "Well,
 6   we'll hold off on the treatment of the
 7   redispatch costs until a decision is
 8   made on where Entergy -- what Entergy
 9   will look like after November 17.  And
10   will it be an RTO?  Will it be an
11   enhanced ICT?  And will it be something
12   else that none of us has figured out
13   yet?"  So --
14              And, again, NRG supported
15   the first statement and opposed the
16   second and we got then conditional
17   support from CLECO and Entergy.  And my
18   interpretation of Arkansas Cities was
19   it was conditional support; they just
20   needed more information.  Again, when
21   you think broad-brush, you're going to
22   get that.  So --
23         MR. SUSKIE:
24              Yeah.  My thoughts are let's
25   break these up and discuss them as 3A
0117
 1   and 3B.  I figured that would probably
 2   be a good way to break that down.
 3              So any discussion on the 3A
 4   issue?
 5              (No response.)
 6         MR. SUSKIE:
 7              Anyone?
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 8              (No response.)
 9         MR. SUSKIE:
10              So along these lines, if I
11   could refresh my recollection,
12   Ms. Despeaux, that it's Entergy's view
13   that ICT can currently do this under
14   its authority, the 3A in particular?
15         MS. DESPEAUX:
16              Yes.  Yes, Chairman.  That
17   is correct that we do have the
18   authority to do screening studies to
19   identify potential transmission
20   upgrades, including for TLRs and other
21   congestion.
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              All right.  Thank you.
24              Any other -- Commissioner
25   Field, for 3A?
0118
 1         MR. FIELD:
 2              It was my understanding that
 3   -- and maybe Mr. Rew can correct me,
 4   but I thought y'all were already doing
 5   these studies and that's why we came up
 6   with the KL load pocket issue and that
 7   we needed upgrades in that area, you
 8   know, a few years ago.
 9         MR. REW:
10              Yeah, that's correct,
11   Commissioner Field, that like in our
12   I-step process, we look at TLR events
13   and try to identify transmission
14   upgrades for those.  So it would be a
15   matter of looking at the specifics of
16   the LAP TLR-4 and -5 to make sure we do
17   a complete assessment of all of those.
18         MR. FIELD:
19              So this is almost a
20   continuation of what you're doing now,
21   just more detail because it's a local
22   area that's going to be studied as
23   well?
24         MR. REW:
25              Yes, that's correct.
0119
 1         MR. FIELD:
 2              Thank you.
 3         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 4              And part of the issue is
 5   that this isn't required of the ICT
 6   today, the way I understand it.  And so
 7   there may be some contract questions
 8   there.
 9              I'm sorry.  Sam
10   Loudenslager.
11              There may be some contract
12   questions there.  I mean, you know, SPP
13   can do lots of studies.  I can swear to
14   that.  But somebody's got to pick up
15   the tab for them because they're not
16   cheap.  Those things run anywhere from
17   20 to -- 20,000 to a quarter of a
18   million dollars.
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19         MR. SUSKIE:
20              And so I view 3A as more of
21   a policy statement for the E-RSC that
22   we would like for the ICT to do this.
23   Entergy acknowledges they have the
24   authority to do this.  So this will be
25   one of those administrative ones.
0120
 1              So is there any motion for
 2   3A?
 3         MR. ANDERSON:
 4              I so move.
 5         MR. PRESLEY:
 6              Second.
 7         MR. SUSKIE:
 8              All those in favor say aye.
 9              (All ayes.)
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              Oppose?
12              (No response.)
13         MR. SUSKIE:
14              3A passes.
15              Next let's go to 3B.  Here's
16   one that I didn't quite understand the
17   recommendation of the E-RSC Working
18   Group.  We have no idea what Entergy --
19   if they will join SPP or not, or what
20   it will look like.  And I assume we're
21   years away before there even could be
22   some type of move and there would be a
23   lot of hurdles and obstacles.
24              Why was it the Working
25   Group's recommendation to wait on this?
0121
 1         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 2              It was just too big a bite
 3   for us to try to eat between the last
 4   meeting and this one.  If you tell us
 5   to go back and give it a second look,
 6   we'll certainly do that, President
 7   Suskie.
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
 9              Comments from stakeholders
10   on this?
11         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
12              Let me back up.  Some of the
13   Working Group members really felt that
14   by trying to address the issue of
15   redispatch costs without knowing where
16   Entergy was going to be could be just
17   kind of a waste of time.  If you know
18   that Entergy -- If you think that
19   Entergy's going to be in the RTO, the
20   issue kind of goes away.
21              If Entergy's not in the RTO,
22   then you're going to have to get your
23   arms around it at that point, anyway.
24   So they -- And there are plenty of
25   Working Group members in the room.  If
0122
 1   I mischaracterized it, let me know.
 2   But my sense was that could be a lot of
 3   work for nothing if Entergy's in an
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 4   RTO.
 5         MR. SUSKIE:
 6              Bill Booth?
 7              Oh, I'm sorry.  Go ahead.
 8         MR. SHARER:
 9              Andy Sharer with Entergy.
10              We see this issue as -- you
11   know, the first one is almost kind of
12   long term, almost theoretical in
13   nature.  The second one is right here
14   today now.  As you stated, you know, if
15   the study comes out and Entergy joins
16   the RTO in some form or fashion, what
17   is that?  20?  13?  14?  15?  I mean,
18   that's some number of years away.
19              It's our opinion that the
20   OATT requires redispatch across the
21   system on a least-cost basis.  In fact,
22   if we implement it today -- it should
23   be implemented today, we should
24   probably vote that is in place today.
25   We're very concerned about glossing
0123
 1   over an issue that, frankly, we're
 2   living with every single day.
 3              What are we going to do this
 4   summer in the Acadiana load pocket, you
 5   know, if we're not willing to address
 6   the issue today just because it might
 7   be too complicated or sticky to work
 8   with?  I mean, this is something that
 9   if you serve load -- and, frankly,
10   you're not Entergy -- you live with
11   every single day.  And from our
12   standpoint, we should be getting up
13   front with this issue right now and not
14   waiting, you know, three or four years
15   to have a long-winded discussion about
16   something that is frankly critical in
17   nature.
18         MR. SUSKIE:
19              All right.  Thank you.
20              Bill Booth?
21         MR. BOOTH:
22              Bill Booth on behalf of New
23   Orleans.
24              We talked about this issue
25   in the Working Group quite a bit, and
0124
 1   maybe one alternative -- and we'll run
 2   it by the Working Group, but one
 3   alternative might be to have NRG to
 4   submit a proposal.  We'll continue with
 5   our process.  We'll go through the
 6   cost/benefit analysis.  And if in
 7   November the result is that the
 8   benefits don't exceed the costs, you'll
 9   have a proposal ready for the Working
10   Group to review.
11              If the cost/benefit analysis
12   indicates that benefits do exceed the
13   cost and RTO participation is a good
14   thing, we could still evaluate the
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15   proposal.
16         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
17              I would say it a little bit
18   differently, given the time frame that
19   was laid out earlier in this meeting.
20   I think NRG -- I like where Bill's
21   coming from.  NRG is the one that's
22   really been pushing this issue.  And
23   maybe the right approach is for them to
24   come back with a proposal, but we need
25   to kind of have it roughly nailed down
0125
 1   by June, if I'm understanding the time
 2   lines here, not at the end of the
 3   cost/benefit study.
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              Yes, Mr. Newell?
 6         MR. NEWELL:
 7              This is Gary Newell for
 8   Lafayette.
 9              This is an issue that has
10   also been of some concern to us, and I
11   know that I'm stepping carefully
12   because I know some progress has
13   actually been made with regard to some
14   of the outages that are foreseen in
15   connection with construction in
16   Acadiana facilities and how the
17   redispatch cost there would be handled.
18   But our concern is that's a fairly
19   confined setting of circumstances and
20   there are likely to be many other
21   circumstances in which redispatch is
22   necessary that would fall outside of
23   that, not particularly until those
24   upgrades are completed, and, you know,
25   I guess a question here is really what
0126
 1   do we really mean by address?
 2              I think one possibility
 3   would be something that's sort of at
 4   the policy in which the E-RSC could
 5   consider, you know, what the issues are
 6   and sort of make a policy statement
 7   with regard to treatment of redispatch
 8   costs.  And I think conceptually one
 9   could do that without necessarily
10   knowing to the dollar and cent of what
11   the cost/benefit impact is because I
12   think it's more a conceptual problem in
13   that whatever that policy statement is,
14   I think, you know, would help guide any
15   actions between now and when a decision
16   is made on RTO membership, but it
17   wouldn't necessarily force one result
18   or another, I don't think.
19              But it is -- as Andy said,
20   you know, it's a problem that's been
21   around for quite awhile.  It's
22   continuing to raise its head whenever
23   TLRs become necessary and some parties
24   get their resources redispatched in a
25   way that costs them quite a bit of
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0127
 1   money.  It cost Lafayette $2 million
 2   last summer getting redispatched for
 3   problems on adjacent facilities.  And
 4   nobody wants to step up to the plate
 5   and say, "Well, we'll carry that cost.
 6   It was really for regional or at least
 7   area support."
 8              And until the ALP upgrades
 9   are finished, that could happen again
10   and so that sort of motivates our
11   interest in this issue, but it's not
12   confined to the ALP.  There are TLRs
13   happening on other flowgates and other
14   parts of the system that, you know,
15   result in redispatch costs.  And I
16   think there may be a little bit of
17   additional fact gathering that's
18   necessary to figure out what the
19   circumstances are and how those are
20   being handled now.  But I would suggest
21   that it is a problem currently and
22   putting it off for some uncertain
23   number of years is not the best way to
24   handle it.
25         MR. SUSKIE:
0128
 1              Commissioner Presley?
 2         MR. PRESLEY:
 3              (Shakes head negatively.)
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              One question is there's -- I
 6   personally agree with in terms of
 7   delaying this issue because, you know,
 8   the question I've had is when will --
 9   what is the earliest of the time frame
10   Entergy would make a decision about RTO
11   membership, and then how many years
12   would it take to implement that?
13              Kim, do you have any insight
14   of when Entergy at the earliest or the
15   latest would make that decision?
16         MS. DESPEAUX:
17              President, I think it really
18   does follow the time frame for this RSC
19   because -- and your decision on what is
20   -- you know, what you think is the
21   right path for us because we probably
22   could do one pretty quickly after that,
23   but I think the critical time or the
24   critical resolution we're looking at is
25   what the E-RSC's view of that is.  And
0129
 1   so I anticipate that could -- if we do
 2   have the results by September 30th --
 3   and I'm just laying a potential time
 4   frame --
 5         MR. SUSKIE:
 6              Yeah.
 7         MS. DESPEAUX:
 8              -- then we have to -- it's
 9   my understanding we have to take those
10   results and allocate them down to the
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11   individual operating companies and then
12   I would anticipate we would come back
13   to you guys and share those results
14   with you and get your views on this,
15   and then within -- you know, I don't
16   want to commit to this, but I would
17   anticipate within, you know, a month,
18   two months, we could have a decision
19   after we hear the recommendation of the
20   E-RSC.  And we will work to expedite it
21   as much as we can.
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              Certainly.
24              I'd like to ask NRG and, I
25   guess, Gary, how would y'all want to --
0130
 1   y'all propose we proceed with that with
 2   3B?
 3         MS. VOSBURG:
 4              Commissioner, on behalf of
 5   NRG, we would be more than willing to
 6   submit a proposal and work with the
 7   Working Group on this.  This is an
 8   issue that's been agreed to a number of
 9   times (inaudible) earlier this week as
10   well.  We'll get the committee to get
11   something pretty fast out to the
12   Working Group.
13              We, again, concur with the
14   comments of Gary that just waiting on
15   this is not the right answer.  So we'll
16   get something out to the Working Group
17   and copy the Commission on it and we'll
18   have something definitely ready for
19   y'all before the next meeting.
20         MR. SUSKIE:
21              Okay.  How about on 3B?  I
22   want to make a motion that we direct
23   the E-RSC Working Group to work with
24   stakeholders on 3B and allow
25   stakeholders to submit proposals and
0131
 1   we'll take it up at a later date.
 2         MR. PRESLEY:
 3              Second motion.
 4         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 5              Can I make a suggestion?
 6   Have the stakeholders work together and
 7   try to see if they can't develop a
 8   proposal just because of the time
 9   allotted.
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              Great idea.  So we have a
12   motion and a second.
13              Mr. Newell, did you want to
14   say anything?
15         MR. NEWELL:
16              Yeah.  I was just going to
17   respond to what Sam said.  I think
18   that's a good idea.  We may be in
19   slightly different -- well,
20   substantially different positions
21   vis-a-vis network customers like NRG
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22   versus adjacent control area operators
23   like Lafayette, but I will certainly
24   take a stab to see if we can come up
25   with a common position.  And if we're
0132
 1   unable, we may have to submit two to
 2   the Working Group.
 3         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 4              That's fine.
 5         MR. NEWELL:
 6              But we'll give it a shot and
 7   see if we can come up with just one
 8   common position and address them both
 9   on our sets of circumstances.
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              If you get everybody in this
12   room to agree to one signal thing, I'll
13   be impressed.  Well, thank you.
14              With that, we have a motion
15   and a second.  All those in favor say
16   aye.
17              (All ayes.)
18         MR. SUSKIE:
19              Those opposed?
20              (No response.)
21         MR. SUSKIE:
22              Motion carries for 3B.
23              Now let's go to Item No. 4,
24   Sam.
25         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
0133
 1              Identification of
 2   reliability must-run units and remedies
 3   associated with the use of those units.
 4              The Working Group said that
 5   the ICT should -- recommendation that
 6   the ICT should conduct a comprehensive
 7   study to identify the RMR unit
 8   characteristics.  The study would
 9   include identifying upgrades that will
10   cost effectively mitigate use of the
11   RMR generation, and when the study is
12   completed, the E-RSC would work with
13   the stakeholders to identify what next
14   steps might be necessary.  And we've
15   got conditional support from the
16   Arkansas Cities, Entergy, NRG, and UPP.
17         MR. SUSKIE:
18              Okay.
19         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
20              And I know that there is an
21   RMR.  Did I make this up?  There is an
22   RMR study going on right now in the
23   ICT, but I don't know -- I've seen the
24   scope.  It's been too many days ago.  I
25   don't remember what's in the scope and
0134
 1   I don't remember what the time line is
 2   for completion.
 3         MR. SUSKIE:
 4              Bruce Rew?
 5         MR. REW:
 6              Well, the scope of that
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 7   particular RMR study is we are
 8   evaluating the RMR units within
 9   Entergy.  I think that the -- Well, let
10   me back up.
11              The results of that study,
12   some of those are still considered
13   confidential so the stakeholders are
14   not going to see all the details
15   because of the confidentiality.  And I
16   think that takes me to the next step on
17   the comprehensive study to define what
18   that means so that we make sure that we
19   meet the requirements and objectives of
20   the stakeholders and the E-RSC.
21         MR. SUSKIE:
22              Any other stakeholder input?
23         MR. PALIZA:
24              The ICT just started working
25   on the scope of this study, but as far
0135
 1   as I understand, when this came out in
 2   the last week meeting, the ICT's
 3   planning to perform what is known as a
 4   screening study or high-level type of a
 5   study, I think -- and the process that
 6   we have had in place, that the ICT has
 7   had in place now for a little while is
 8   that the ICT performs the screening
 9   high-level studies, like for the ICT
10   projects, and then Entergy performs the
11   detailed studies.  And I think that had
12   to do with the confidentiality of data.
13              I believe when these
14   recommendations was put forward, No. 4
15   was for the ICT to perform one single
16   detailed study that we incorporate, you
17   know, all the necessary data and will
18   be comprehensive.
19              So that's my question.  I
20   see the inconsistency there and I don't
21   know how this is going to work, so --
22         MR. REW:
23              This is Bruce Rew with
24   Southwest Power Pool again.
25              And that's exactly what I
0136
 1   was trying to hit on, Roberto, is that
 2   the study we're doing now, we're using
 3   the availability of the data that we
 4   have and if it's comprehensive, we need
 5   to define comprehensive and how
 6   detailed that is to make sure that, you
 7   know, we meet the requirements because,
 8   like you pointed out, that the studies
 9   that we've done before and that are
10   economic are primarily what we consider
11   screening based on the information that
12   we have, which is, you know, not all of
13   the detail that is or would be
14   available.
15         MR. SUSKIE:
16              Okay.  Other comments?
17         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
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18              I don't think the Working
19   Group looked at this as being some sort
20   of screening study at all, just to be
21   clear.
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              Ms. Turner?
24         MS. TURNER:
25              Becky Turner with Entegra.
0137
 1              This is really a question
 2   for Entergy because it's been a
 3   question in my mind for a long time.
 4   In the Attachment K of Entergy's OATT,
 5   it seems clear to me that any
 6   information that the ICT needs to do
 7   comprehensive studies, Entergy's
 8   required to provide and I just want to
 9   ask Entergy if that's their view as
10   well?
11         MR. SUSKIE:
12              It looks like Kim's getting
13   the answer by --
14         MS. DESPEAUX:
15              Yeah.  Actually if I could
16   get back with you on that, we can look
17   at that.  I know we give them a lot of
18   information.  There's requirements in
19   the tariff, you're right, as to what
20   information and what those requirements
21   are.  We'll comply with them.  I can't,
22   sitting here right now without having
23   any attachments, give you an answer on
24   that.
25         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
0138
 1              Sam Loudenslager.
 2              Given time, I'd really --
 3   Kim, I'd like to know when you think
 4   you could get back to us on that?
 5         MS. DESPEAUX:
 6              I should be able to get back
 7   to you within a day.
 8         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 9              Thank you.
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              Thank you.
12         MR. ANDERSON:
13              In my mind, it kind of --
14   that's a critical question because I,
15   for one, really would like what I'll
16   call a comprehensive study, meaning an
17   independent study, meaning that the ICT
18   gets -- that they perform the study and
19   that they get from Entergy all the
20   information they need.  And during the
21   process, if they are -- if they don't
22   get any information that they need,
23   that they report that to the committee,
24   at the very least to the staff of the
25   committee.
0139
 1         MR. PRESLEY:
 2              I agree with Commissioner
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 3   Anderson.  I think maybe the
 4   requirements should be reported to the
 5   committee so that we make sure that
 6   it's very much on the record.  And if
 7   we have a motion on this, Mr. Chairman,
 8   I'd just like to incorporate his
 9   statements in that as we kind of come
10   up with a broad-brush policy.  But what
11   he just said, I think, is very, very
12   important.
13         MR. SUSKIE:
14              How about let's hold off and
15   wait for Mr. Booth.
16         MR. BOOTH:
17              Bill Booth for New Orleans.
18              Just to follow up on Sam's
19   comment, I think when we were working
20   through this, the concept that we had
21   behind the words "comprehensive study"
22   was basically twofold.  First, identify
23   which specific components, generators,
24   whatever are must-run units and then
25   understand exactly which transmission
0140
 1   upgrades would be required to resolve
 2   the must-run requirement.  And then I
 3   guess, third, at some point, do a
 4   cost/benefit analysis to determine
 5   whether it makes sense to continue to
 6   use a must-run unit or to upgrade the
 7   transmission system to resolve that
 8   issue.
 9              So, Sam, correct me if I'm
10   wrong, but I think that's what we were
11   looking at.
12         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
13              Yeah, that's right.  And the
14   only thing I would say in addition is
15   -- you know, recognize that everybody
16   in the country uses RMR units to some
17   extent.  Until you get -- Until you're
18   watching transmission, that's just part
19   of the way the world works.  So --
20         MR. SUSKIE:
21              Ms. Byrd?
22         MS. BYRD:
23              I'm Sandra Byrd with
24   Arkansas Electric Cooperative.
25              We just wanted to clarify
0141
 1   that we do support the comprehensive
 2   analysis and, in particular, how we
 3   would define that would be to evaluate
 4   the cost of running the RMR versus the
 5   cost of transmission upgrade.  And if
 6   it turns out that running the
 7   reliability must-run unit is more cost
 8   effective or less expensive than the
 9   transmission upgrade, the cost of
10   running that RMR would become a part of
11   the transmission rate.  It's a
12   significant cost issue for us as it is
13   some other generation owners.
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14         MR. SUSKIE:
15              Okay.  Ms. Despeaux?
16         MR. HURSTELL:
17              This is John Hurstell.
18              I'd just like to correct one
19   misapprehension or misinformation going
20   out here is that frequently on our
21   system, a generator does not run for
22   the sole purpose of RMR.  So the
23   concern that we have is that you may
24   identify a generator as being RMR for
25   transmission purposes, but even if you
0142
 1   resolve the transmission, invest
 2   millions of dollars in transmission,
 3   the unit is going to run for other
 4   reasons on the system.  So that's why
 5   if anyone believes that units run
 6   on our -- The vast majority of the
 7   units that run on our system that serve
 8   an RMR function also serve other
 9   functions.
10              So you can't just solve one
11   problem on the system and think you're
12   going to stop a unit from running and
13   that's something I want everyone to
14   keep in mind.  And we've gone over this
15   many times with the whole flexibility
16   issue.
17         MR. SUSKIE:
18              All right.  Thank you.
19              All right.  With that, it
20   will be my thought that we have a
21   motion on number -- Okay.  Sorry.
22   Ms. Turner?
23         MS. TURNER:
24              I'm Becky Turner with Union
25   Entegra.
0143
 1              I just want -- I don't want
 2   to get off topic here, but this issue
 3   of providing the information has also
 4   come up in the cost/benefit analysis
 5   with CRA.  They requested the
 6   information and at the meeting in
 7   Dallas, it wasn't clear if all the
 8   information that they needed would be
 9   provided.  So it has some spillover
10   into the CBA as well.
11         MR. SUSKIE:
12              Okay.  With that -- I was
13   going to add that to a motion.  I'll go
14   ahead and make the motion for the
15   approval of No. 4 and then add as a
16   subpart that the SCT should report to
17   the E-RSC on Entergy's providing the
18   necessary information.
19         MR. PRESLEY:
20              I second that motion,
21   Mr. Chairman.
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              Mr. McCulla?
24         MR. McCULLA:
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25              Yeah, just to clarify, we
0144
 1   are working on providing the data
 2   that's necessary for the CRA study so
 3   we don't have any problems there.
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              Okay.  Thank you.
 6              So we have a motion and a
 7   second.  All those in favor say aye.
 8              (Everyone responds aye.)
 9         MR. SUSKIE:
10              Anyone opposed?
11              (No response.)
12         MR. SUSKIE:
13              Motion carries.
14              Commissioner Field?
15         MR. FIELD:
16              Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
17              You know, I feel like we
18   need to have a measurement or a metric
19   for measuring tracking and displacement
20   of all old inefficient oil and gas
21   generation.  And let me just make a few
22   comments because I have a motion.
23              The retirement and
24   displacement of Entergy's inefficient
25   high heat rate units is important to
0145
 1   all consumers as well as our
 2   environment.  When a utility runs on
 3   dispatches, its units out of economic
 4   order is a direct cost borne by
 5   consumers.  We have struggled with this
 6   issue for many years in Louisiana.
 7   While we saw some improvement in the
 8   decreased use of old units in the 1999
 9   to the 2006 time frame, the progress
10   has slowed significantly.
11              In May 2008, the LPSC
12   retirement study update, Entergy
13   asserted that it will -- and this is in
14   quotes -- will continue to attempt to
15   procure flexible capacity from the
16   market, but it appears that there's
17   little opportunity to displace more
18   older gas-fired generation beyond what
19   has already been achieved since 1999.
20              In Charleston, Entergy's
21   Mr. Hurstell indicated the problem
22   rested with lack of flexible capacity
23   offers from the market and the
24   difficulties associated with QF puts.
25   He also indicated that if there was a
0146
 1   greater transmission capacity, Entergy
 2   would have more flexibility in
 3   addressing the QF issue and, therefore,
 4   more opportunities to address the
 5   persistent RMR issue.
 6              The reason that the E-RSC
 7   exists is to determine cost-effective
 8   transmission solutions, policies that
 9   would deliver benefits to consumers.  I
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10   fully support measure No. 4, which when
11   taken to its conclusion should yield a
12   timely and definitive cost-effective
13   RMR exit strategy.
14              I also think that we should
15   adopt a straightforward metric that we
16   can use to gauge the E-RSC's
17   effectiveness in reaching the goal of
18   reducing the use of old or inefficient
19   generation.  We need to remain results
20   driven not process driven.
21              Therefore, I make the motion
22   that Entergy be required to file
23   quarterly with the E-RSC simple
24   spreadsheets that identify the megawatt
25   hours produced by each of Entergy's
0147
 1   legacy oil and gas generation units
 2   that operate over 15 percent capacity
 3   factor and have a heat rate in excess
 4   of 10,500.
 5              We will all have a simple
 6   scorecard that will keep us accountable
 7   for cost-effective RMR exit strategy.
 8   And I think they already filed this
 9   with the EAI, and basically this would
10   be the same type of information that we
11   could look at it and tell what the
12   reductions have been and if they're
13   continuing.
14         MR. PRESLEY:
15              I second that motion.
16         MR. SUSKIE:
17              I've got a motion and a
18   second.  All those in favor say aye.
19              (Everyone responds aye.)
20         MR. SUSKIE:
21              All those opposed?
22              (No response.)
23         MR. SUSKIE:
24              Anything that reduces the
25   reduction cost in Louisiana and, hence,
0148
 1   reduces the equalization payments, I'm
 2   all for it.
 3         MR. ANDERSON:
 4              Amen.
 5         MR. SUSKIE:
 6              Sorry, Entergy, I just
 7   couldn't pass that up, although it is
 8   nice to be in a state to enjoy some of
 9   the electricity we're paying for.
10   That's why we're really having these
11   meetings.  I'm joking there.
12              Next, if we can, let's go to
13   Item No. 5.
14         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
15              Yes.  Item No. 5, the
16   recommendation on TLR data analysis and
17   reporting.
18              The ICT would provide a
19   nonclassified information from the
20   operator logs, NNL responsibility, and
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21   identification of redispatch when
22   reporting TLR-5 events.  The
23   recommendation is that by April 20th,
24   interested stakeholders would identify
25   the exact type of information that
0149
 1   would be needed by the ICT and then the
 2   Working Group would then define the end
 3   product, including classification and
 4   how to protect the data, and make a
 5   recommendation to the committee on how
 6   to formalize the list with the ICT and
 7   Entergy.
 8              And that kind of gets back
 9   again, I think, to Becky's -- to
10   Ms. Turner's point, should that be as a
11   tariff filing posted somehow somewhere?
12   I guess on the OASIS.
13              This recommendation, we got
14   conditional support from the cities,
15   from Arkansas Cities, Entergy, and
16   Union.  Kgen supported adding to that
17   list information regarding LAPs,
18   L-A-P-S, and SPP supported or/and it
19   opposed in part, the recommendation.
20   And I think -- and I'll start with SPP
21   can certainly correct me.  I think it
22   has to do with confidentiality issues
23   related to the RTO members, their
24   members.  But Bruce is looking at me
25   and scowling so he might disagree with
0150
 1   that.
 2         MR. REW:
 3              When the ICT or the SPP
 4   report the TLR events, we report what's
 5   required based on the industry
 6   standards for NERC and, you know, this
 7   goes above that.  And, in particular,
 8   you know, the concern that we have is
 9   the operator logs and, you know,
10   confidentiality of that and what's in
11   there.  So we would want to look at
12   that before we agree to, you know,
13   carte blanche provide that openly.
14         MR. SUSKIE:
15              And so what's the concern if
16   you exceed the industry standard?
17         MR. REW:
18              Well, there's not a concern.
19   I was just making a point that we are
20   providing the industry standard and
21   that these go above and beyond that
22   and, in particular, the operator logs
23   are one that we have the most concern
24   over.
25         MR. SUSKIE:
0151
 1              And what is, in particular,
 2   that concern?
 3         MR. REW:
 4              Excuse me?  Could you say
 5   that again?
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 6         MR. SUSKIE:
 7              Help articulate that concern
 8   about operator logs.
 9         MR. REW:
10              Do you want to --
11         MR. MONROE:
12              Yeah.  Generally, first of
13   all, they might have CEII information
14   so we'll have to deal with that.  So
15   publicly posting them may be an issue
16   in the first place, CEII and
17   confidential information from our
18   members itself.
19              There's actually -- in the
20   operator's logs, they're not really the
21   official record of the event either.
22   So posting those as an official record
23   that we have some -- we may have some
24   problems with that, too.  We just
25   haven't delved into that yet.
0152
 1         MR. SUSKIE:
 2              Okay.
 3         MR. MONROE:
 4              I'm sorry.  Carl Monroe,
 5   Southwest Power Pool.
 6         MR. ANDERSON:
 7              Could you -- Would it be
 8   possible to resolve those questions by
 9   the April 20th date?
10         MR. MONROE:
11              Yes.  Yes.  Carl Monroe.
12   Yes.
13         MR. SUSKIE:
14              Yes.
15         MR. SHARER:
16              Andy Sharer with NRG.
17              One of the things that we
18   think would be helpful and useful
19   especially is, you know, even if you
20   can't get immediately every piece of
21   data we're looking for, just some
22   things like being able to keep a record
23   of the transmission that's sold, you
24   know, immediately preceding a TLR, a
25   week in advance, etc.  You know, one of
0153
 1   the issues that we have with the TLR
 2   and LAP issue as a whole is, you know,
 3   both sides of the ICT don't spend a lot
 4   of time, at least it appears to us,
 5   courting with each other, in terms of
 6   those who are selling service and those
 7   responsible for reliability.  It seems
 8   to us, you know, on a routine basis, a
 9   lot of problems with the TLR are just
10   overselling of transmission.  So being
11   able just to track that, know what was
12   sold, when it was sold, and what type
13   of service was sold would be very
14   helpful.
15         MR. SUSKIE:
16              Okay.  Mr. Newell?
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17         MR. NEWELL:
18              This is Gary Newell
19   representing Lafayette.
20              Bruce is correct that the
21   NERC TLR report procedures specify what
22   items of information are to be
23   submitted by a reporting -- reliability
24   reporting.  But among the items on the
25   list is operating logs and the ICT
0154
 1   submitted those up until about two, two
 2   and a half years ago, the handwritten
 3   logs.  And there's -- you know, the
 4   concern about their being submitted as
 5   an official record is kind of a red
 6   herring.  It is what it is.  The
 7   operator logs are not intended to be an
 8   official anything other than what the
 9   operator at the time wrote down in the
10   log as to what was happening on the
11   system and frequently that's a whole
12   lot more informative as to what events
13   develop into a full-blown TLR-5 than
14   some, you know, after-the-fact
15   recitation of events.
16              So I think what probably
17   needs to happen is -- and I'm happy to
18   participate in this -- is sit down with
19   the NERC requirements, see what the ICT
20   is currently submitting and whether
21   that squares with the NERC requirements
22   and if anything's falling short.  And
23   if something is falling short, find out
24   why, what's the problem.
25              You know, the operator
0155
 1   logs -- we're picking on that as an
 2   example -- were confidential.  It seems
 3   to me the ICT's problem is with NERC
 4   for putting that on the list of
 5   required items.  But that's just one
 6   example.
 7              There are other items where,
 8   you know, information is specified in
 9   the NERC report requirements and the
10   ICT's response is, "We keep that
11   information, but we're not attaching it
12   to the report because -- in order to
13   keep down the size of the report."
14   Well, the information is the key.  They
15   can make it available in some fashion
16   that won't gum up the Internet if
17   that's their concern.
18              So, as I say, I'm happy to
19   sit down and work with the ICT and
20   others and see what they should be
21   submitting, and if there's stuff that
22   they're not submitting that they should
23   be, we'll find out why and work with
24   them to make sure those reports are as
25   useful as they can be.
0156
 1         MR. SUSKIE:
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 2              All right.  Thank you.
 3              Any other comments?
 4              Ms. Byrd?
 5         MS. BYRD:
 6              Sandra Byrd with the
 7   Arkansas Electric Cooperative.
 8              We'd like to be on record
 9   supporting Kgen's suggestion that this
10   be expanded to include local area
11   problems as well because that's an
12   important issue in this overall
13   analysis and reporting area.
14         MR. SUSKIE:
15              Okay.  With that, I would,
16   if there's no other comments, make a
17   motion that we adopt No. 5 and include
18   LAPs.
19         MR. PRESLEY:
20              Second that motion.
21         MR. SUSKIE:
22              Any discussion?
23              (No response.)
24         MR. SUSKIE:
25              All those in favor say aye.
0157
 1              (Everyone responds aye.)
 2         MR. SUSKIE:
 3              Those opposed?
 4              (No response.)
 5         MR. SUSKIE:
 6              Motion carries.
 7              Next, No. 6, construction
 8   authority.  I'll start out on this one
 9   by stating I think the caption is
10   somewhat misleading:  Construction
11   authority.
12         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
13              It's reporting.
14         MR. SUSKIE:
15              Construction reporting, and
16   with that, I offer that to kick it off.
17   And, Sam, if you could proceed with
18   Number Enhancement 6.
19         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
20              Yes, sir.
21              Basically the way we
22   initially did this was that the ICT
23   would provide a quarterly tracking
24   report on the status -- on the progress
25   and status of implementing -- of
0158
 1   Entergy implementing the approved
 2   construction plan.  The feedback we got
 3   on March the 5th indicated that -- it
 4   was very helpful -- was that Entergy
 5   actually needs to provide that
 6   information to the ICT.  The ICT
 7   doesn't have the detail unless Entergy
 8   provides it to them.  So we said okay.
 9              Then Entergy would need to
10   provide the ICT with the report.  The
11   ICT then would review the report for
12   reasonableness and distribute it to the
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13   stakeholders.  And then the Working
14   Group with input from the stakeholders
15   will help develop a recommended format
16   for the report.
17              Frankly, I think this is
18   critical.  This is one of those kind of
19   dashboard things in my mind that the
20   E-RSC can get a quick -- take a quick
21   look at and understand where things
22   are, if things are on schedule, or if
23   they're behind, and provide y'all with
24   a light to point in order to ask
25   questions about why something is
0159
 1   behind.  And there are good reasons for
 2   things not to occur as scheduled.  I
 3   mean, stuff happens.
 4              But on this one, we got
 5   conditional support from the Cities,
 6   Calpine, and Union, and then NRG
 7   opposed it.  And I think the opposition
 8   from NRG was basically this really
 9   isn't where we need to focus our energy
10   and, instead, we need to focus our
11   energy more on dealing with the issue
12   of the redispatched cost.
13              That's kind of my quick
14   characterization of it.  I don't know
15   if that's right or wrong, but they're
16   in the room and they'll correct me.
17         MR. SUSKIE:
18              Well, we'll ask them to
19   speak to that.
20              One thought I have about the
21   reporting is break it up by
22   jurisdiction so we can always say, if,
23   let's say, a Mississippi construction
24   line is behind, you know, it could be
25   because the Mississippi Commission is
0160
 1   taking too long or something and --
 2         MR. PRESLEY:
 3              That will never be the case.
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              But if we could -- you know,
 6   obviously the actual construction, I
 7   assume most states are the same in how
 8   we regulate transmission construction,
 9   and a lot of that would rely upon the
10   states.  And so if it was in Arkansas,
11   I could try to follow through with EAI
12   and see what the holdup is.  So that
13   would be kind of a recommendation along
14   those lines.
15              NRG?
16         MS. VOSBURG:
17              And Sam is right.  NRG was
18   -- after looking at the 3B issue on the
19   failure to originally address the
20   redispatch issue, we did not think
21   this was a -- this has not been a major
22   issue in stakeholder meetings at the
23   ICT that we've seen or heard about.
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24              One question I would have is
25   just, you know, with the limitation of
0161
 1   resources and the amount of money that
 2   we're going to be already spending for
 3   other projects and research, is it
 4   necessary really to have the ICT and
 5   everybody standing in between?  Why
 6   can't Entergy just provide the
 7   information to the E-RSC?
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
 9              Yeah.  Well, they can
10   obviously provide it and the ICT can
11   e-mail it to us or post it somewhere.
12         MS. VOSBURG:
13              I mean, looking at resources
14   and the cost of other ICTs, this list
15   was not a high priority.
16         MR. SUSKIE:
17              So can I characterize that
18   y'all don't oppose it, just think
19   there's more important things to do?
20         MS. VOSBURG:
21              Yes.
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              I'll say as a regulator,
24   this is the type of information I'd
25   like to know to make sure we're making
0162
 1   the progress because you can plan all
 2   day, but you've got to execute that
 3   plan.  That's important, to me at
 4   least.
 5         MR. PRESLEY:
 6              Mr. Chairman, I move that we
 7   adopt in principle on issue No. 6 for
 8   information.
 9         MR. SUSKIE:
10              All right.
11         MR. ANDERSON:
12              Second.
13         MR. SUSKIE:
14              A motion and a second.
15              All those in favor say aye.
16              (All say aye.)
17         MR. SUSKIE:
18              All those opposed?
19              (No response.)
20         MR. SUSKIE:
21              Thank you.
22              Now, let's go to No. 7.
23         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
24              A couple of things.  This is
25   kind of a break.  This is a paid public
0163
 1   advertisement of something, I'm not
 2   sure what, but I apologize if I
 3   mischaracterized anybody's position on
 4   any of these issues.  It was about 11
 5   o'clock last night when I was trying to
 6   figure out who said what.  So feel free
 7   to correct me on any of these.
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
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 9              To let y'all know, Sam was
10   incredibly sick earlier this week and
11   then he toughed it up and made it down
12   to join us.
13         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
14              The other thing is it looks
15   like we're picking up speed so people
16   must be getting hungry.
17              The recommendation on Issue
18   No. 7, this is Seams Agreement,
19   one-stop shopping and elimination of
20   rate pancaking.
21              The Working Group
22   recommendation is that SPP, ICT, and
23   Entergy will continue the current
24   efforts to develop a Seams Agreement
25   and one-stop shopping initiative.
0164
 1              The second part of that is
 2   that Entergy will provide estimates of
 3   customer retail rate impacts for each
 4   operating company from the elimination
 5   of rate pancaking between the SPP and
 6   Entergy region grids using results of
 7   the 2009 Charles River study on rate
 8   pancaking.
 9              This was opposed by Arkansas
10   Cities, and got conditional support by
11   Entergy and UPP, and I don't remember
12   why NRG was supportive and in
13   opposition to it.  But one of the
14   things that came to light, to me,
15   anyway, and I'll speak for myself and
16   not any members of the Working Group,
17   was when Entergy filed their response
18   on this recommendation, they said that
19   -- they questioned -- I don't know that
20   they questioned the results of the rate
21   pancaking study as much as they said
22   that there was additional data that
23   needed to be considered by Charles
24   Rivers and -- as part of their modeling
25   process.  Of course, that didn't come
0165
 1   out until after the study was
 2   completed.
 3              And, I mean, it's just a
 4   flag for me personally when I see that
 5   kind of action, and we're on track to
 6   get a bigger study completed in six
 7   months.  And, you know, there are going
 8   to be a lot of unhappy people who at
 9   the end of six months on October 1 or
10   December 31 or next year sometime, that
11   there's the wrong data set because the
12   data -- Everybody has the opportunity
13   to review and validate the data that is
14   going to be used by the consultant and
15   that were used in the rate pancaking
16   study as well.  And to come back after
17   the fact, just -- it doesn't make me
18   very happy.  I'll just leave it as
19   that.
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20         MR. SUSKIE:
21              And I'll tell Entergy that I
22   agree with Sam on that.
23              Mr. McCulla?
24         MR. McCULLA:
25              Yeah.  Let me just
0166
 1   clarify -- This is Mark McCulla with
 2   Entergy.  When the rate pancaking study
 3   was done, some of the data on the
 4   calculation of revenues wasn't included
 5   in that study and that was some of the
 6   comments we provided back to SPP at
 7   that time.
 8              We talked about this with
 9   CRA and some of the folks that attended
10   the meeting in Dallas last week and
11   we're certainly giving the information
12   that's necessary to clarify the
13   revenues appropriately on that
14   analysis.  So those -- All those
15   revenues will be accounted for in the
16   CRA study going forward.
17              Our comments with respect to
18   the 2009 study that was done is that we
19   just questioned the results of even
20   though the benefits were relatively
21   minimal, I think they showed a
22   favorable benefit of about $4 million
23   when -- when all things considered.
24   When you consider some of the other
25   revenues that weren't considered, we
0167
 1   believe that will be -- those benefits
 2   will come down and may even show a
 3   detriment of about $4 million.  So
 4   that's roughly what our analysis
 5   showed.
 6         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 7              Sam Loudenslager, Arkansas
 8   Commission.
 9              I would point out to the
10   committee that Charles Rivers was asked
11   pointedly last week, "Do you stand by
12   the results of your study?"
13              And they said, "We stand by
14   the results of our study."
15         MR. SUSKIE:
16              And I'll just articulate for
17   Entergy.  Obviously we're all in this
18   room because there's been a history of
19   reasons to cause suspicions and I
20   certainly hope that when we do the
21   cost/benefit study that FERC's funding
22   and I guess part of what Arkansas
23   ratepayers are funding, that at the end
24   of the study, we don't have --
25   Obviously we should review it and talk
0168
 1   about it and discuss it, but we don't
 2   need to have new inputs need to be put
 3   in after the fact to correct those.  I
 4   think that's what Sam's concerns were.
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 5              Obviously we're getting a
 6   little bit off track.  But No. 7, any
 7   comments about No. 7?
 8         MR. WILSON:
 9              Zachary David Wilson for
10   Arkansas Cities.
11              We did oppose it.  It was as
12   much an effort to get attention as
13   anything else on the first item.  You
14   have a set of pleadings in this case
15   where the staff is telling Entergy and
16   SPP to continue their efforts and
17   Entergy and SPP made a filing with the
18   Arkansas Commission and told this group
19   to continue its efforts and the efforts
20   are not going very well.
21              I understand that -- Just in
22   the past ten days, I've learned, that
23   this Seams Agreement, unlike the other
24   Seams Agreement SPP has, unlike any
25   others in the country, is going to have
0169
 1   to be built from the ground up because
 2   of the material differences between the
 3   Entergy technical aspects of their
 4   business and the SPP technical aspects
 5   of their business.  So it needs to move
 6   at pace.
 7              My clients have a specific
 8   interest because they're all embedded
 9   within the Arkansas transmission
10   system, except for one which is
11   interconnected with both, and it's next
12   to impossible to buy transmission
13   service across both Seams.  It's very,
14   very difficult.
15              We had a meeting on Tuesday
16   with SPP and Entergy and they are
17   making some efforts to deal with this
18   on an interim rate basis, which we're
19   very appreciative of that, but if there
20   is no RTO in one tariff, that problem
21   is not going to go away and will have
22   to be dealt with ultimately in a Seams
23   agreement.  And we think it needs to be
24   a higher priority item than it seems to
25   be from the Entergy, SPP standpoint, a
0170
 1   literal actual big Seams agreement.
 2         MR. SUSKIE:
 3              To add to his comments, the
 4   Arkansas Commission last April or March
 5   ordered Entergy and SPP to work on a
 6   new Seams agreement.  We were told it
 7   would be completed by the end of 2009
 8   and it has not been done.  And so I
 9   think the concept is -- is to take what
10   the Arkansas Commission ordered and
11   make it a policy statement from the
12   E-RSC to proceed with the Seams
13   agreement issues.
14              Any other comments on this?
15              Bill?
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16         MR. BOOTH:
17              Bill Booth.
18              Just to follow up on the
19   chairman's comments and on Sam's
20   earlier comments, I think we need to go
21   just a little bit further than hoping
22   everyone's going to validate the data.
23   I think any study, garbage in, garbage
24   out.  We've got to ensure that we don't
25   have any garbage in this study.  So
0171
 1   everybody who's at this stage should be
 2   required to validate that data and, up
 3   front if there is any data or
 4   assumptions that people object to, they
 5   need to state those objections up front
 6   so those objections can be evaluated.
 7   I think what we don't want are
 8   statements after the fact that would
 9   tend to undermine the validity of the
10   study.
11         MR. SUSKIE:
12              Okay.  Good point.
13              Let's try to state focused
14   on Topic No. 7.
15              I have a -- somebody on the
16   phone here who wanted to make a
17   comment.
18         MR. THOMPSON:
19              Yeah, it's Russ Thompson
20   here from Northbridge Group.
21              I just wanted to respond to
22   an earlier comment regarding CRA's
23   statement during the meeting in Dallas
24   last week.  I think somebody mentioned
25   that, you know, this issue of the lost
0172
 1   transmission revenues came up during
 2   that meeting and CRA said that they
 3   would stand by the results of that
 4   earlier study.
 5              You know, it was Ralph
 6   (Inaudible) was the person from CRA who
 7   made that comment, and I think his
 8   comment was that given the change in
 9   the lost revenues associated with
10   Entergy, the fact that they had
11   undercounted those, and he recognized
12   that fact that they still believe that
13   there was an overall benefit to the
14   Entergy and SPP regions associated with
15   elimination of the pancake.  What he
16   didn't say, though, was how those
17   benefits would be reallocated given the
18   revision of the data associated with
19   the Entergy lost revenues.
20              So I don't think his
21   comments -- and other people who were
22   at the meeting can confirm this if they
23   believe otherwise or not -- I don't
24   think his comment was that, you know,
25   given the revised data he would
0173
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 1   definitively say that the Entergy
 2   region was a beneficiary of elimination
 3   of the pancake.
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              All right.  Thank you.
 6              If we can, comments on
 7   No. 7.
 8              Commissioner Field?
 9         MR. FIELD:
10              I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
11              I just wanted to clarify
12   that what I understand as far as
13   de-pancaking, that Entergy is going to
14   make these customer and retail impacts
15   on each operating company for
16   elimination of the rate pancaking
17   between SPP and Entergy grids using the
18   2009 CRA study.  We are not voting
19   today to eliminate it, but we're voting
20   to have that study made and everybody
21   informed on it.  I just wanted to
22   clarify that.
23         MR. SUSKIE:
24              Sure.  That's mine as well.
25              Ms. Turner?
0174
 1         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 2              That's correct.  We had that
 3   discussion in the Working Group,
 4   Commissioner, and none of us were
 5   comfortable saying, "Let's go ahead and
 6   eliminate it," without knowing how much
 7   it was going to hurt us or help us.
 8         MR. FIELD:
 9              Right.  Thank you.
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              Ms. Despeaux?  A microphone.
12         MS. DESPEAUX:
13              Yes.  I just wanted to
14   clarify a couple things.  On the CRA
15   study, they asked -- They came to us.
16   They asked us for the transmission
17   revenues between Entergy and -- going
18   from Entergy and sinking at SPP and
19   from SPP into Entergy and we gave them
20   that information.
21              The report then came out and
22   when we looked at it, we realized that
23   they hadn't asked us for and didn't
24   include the revenues from SPP through
25   us to Southern.  We notified the ICT of
0175
 1   this issue in September.  We actually
 2   had another discussion with them in
 3   October after we noticed it.  So I just
 4   wanted to clarify.  We did give the
 5   information, all the information that
 6   was requested of us and didn't realize
 7   they hadn't included the other
 8   information until we actually looked at
 9   the study and saw that.
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              All right.  Thank you.
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12              Anything else?
13              Jennifer?
14         MS. VOSBURG:
15              Just briefly.  Of course,
16   you know, I'm not going to pass up the
17   opportunity to say if we would have had
18   the Dallas meeting transcribed, we
19   wouldn't have the he said/she said on
20   what CRA said.
21              On NRG's position on
22   Issue 7, we support the elimination of
23   the rate pancaking.  One of the
24   concerns we raised was related to the
25   Seams agreement.  Just there are
0176
 1   processes on Entergy's side that are
 2   more beneficial with the more
 3   transparency on the AFC process as well
 4   as the more frequent -- the assignment
 5   of TSRs, where SPP only does
 6   transmission service requests twice a
 7   year and Entergy's are more frequent,
 8   which is the reason why the opposition
 9   was made, just to note that we don't
10   want a Seams agreement that's going to
11   actually put us in a worse position
12   than we were -- you know, than we are
13   right now.
14         MR. SUSKIE:
15              Okay.  Thank you.
16              Mr. --
17         MS. TURNER:
18              I'll make it brief.  Becky
19   Turner with Entegra.
20              Last week at the meeting in
21   Dallas for clarification, I asked CRA,
22   "What is the difference between the
23   base case where Entergy as a region is
24   dispatched economically and SPP is
25   dispatched economically?"  That's the
0177
 1   base case and compare that to the
 2   integration.
 3              And what became clear was --
 4   is opposed to what they did in this
 5   study when they look at the
 6   integration, they look at the entire
 7   region dispatched economically, which
 8   is different.  The information used in
 9   this study, it did not include the
10   information from Entergy.  It was, you
11   know, generic unit data.  They didn't
12   have RMR data.  So a simple sensitivity
13   to the study that is being done this
14   year would simply be with all the same
15   conditions and hopefully everything
16   will be correct.  You just look at that
17   one case where Entergy as a whole, you
18   know, is dispatched economically.  SPP
19   is dispatched economically, but there's
20   no hurdle to get across the Seam, and
21   that might take care of everyone's
22   concern.
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23         MR. SUSKIE:
24              All right.  Thank you.
25              Any motion on No. 7?
0178
 1         MR. PRESLEY:
 2              I move that we adopt Issue
 3   No. 7 as recommended by the Working
 4   Group.
 5         MR. ANDERSON:
 6              I second.
 7         MR. SUSKIE:
 8              All those in favor, say aye.
 9              (Everyone responds aye.)
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              Opposed?
12              (No response.)
13         MR. SUSKIE:
14              Motion carries.
15              Next No. 8.  And my goal is
16   to get through eight and nine before
17   lunch.
18         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
19              Mine, too.
20         MR. FIELD:
21              No further discussion.
22         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
23              Chairman, I told you that
24   this wasn't going to go as quickly as
25   you thought it was.
0179
 1              The Working Group
 2   recommendation on Issue No. 8, which is
 3   the elimination of the base case
 4   overloads, you know, timing is
 5   everything.  The recommendation is that
 6   the existing base case overload task
 7   force that's part of the LTTIWG, I
 8   think, in the ICT process would provide
 9   recommendations to the E-RSC for
10   evaluation and kind of a subpart to
11   that is moving to a -- it's kind of an
12   assertion on the Working Group's
13   part -- moving to a ten-year base plan
14   in conjunction with implementing any
15   recommendations coming out of that base
16   case overload task force should
17   mitigate or eliminate the current base
18   case overload situation.
19              We received initial support
20   from Arkansas Cities, NRG, and UPP and
21   support in part and opposed in part by
22   Entergy.  I think the LTTIWGG received
23   the recommendations of the base case
24   overload task force this week or in
25   January and I don't know where that
0180
 1   stands right now.
 2              There were basically four
 3   proposals on how to deal with it and I
 4   think that the task force pushed
 5   forward two.  But timing wise, I don't
 6   know where these things are.
 7              Anyway, this is our
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 8   recommendations, just trying to keep
 9   y'all as up to date as I can.
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              Okay.  Comments?
12         MR. PALIZA:
13              Let me add to what Sam has
14   said that the base case overload task
15   force really had proposals from two
16   options to recommend to the SPC group.
17   And those two options, Option 1 is the
18   expansion of the base plan from three
19   years to ten years, which we have
20   discussed earlier.  And the Option
21   No. 2 is to deal with base case
22   overloads in the same way that SPP
23   does.  And a number of the stakeholders
24   are leaning that way is basically
25   adopting methodology which is going to
0181
 1   be very similar to what SPP is doing
 2   now, almost the same, to deal with base
 3   case overloads.
 4              Let me just sort of comment
 5   here that might not be obvious from our
 6   discussions, that the expansion of the
 7   base plan from three year to ten year
 8   doesn't really require the transmission
 9   of Entergy in this case to build all
10   those upgrades in the plant.  Beyond
11   the three year, it just allocates
12   responsibility for those upgrades to
13   the transmission (inaudible) in terms
14   of base case overloads, but it doesn't
15   require to build all those upgrades
16   whether they are needed or not.  And
17   that has been a point of confusion for
18   some people that they believe that, you
19   know, having a ten-year base plan would
20   require to build all those upgrades in
21   the plan regardless of whether they are
22   needed or not.
23         MR. SUSKIE:
24              Okay.
25              Any other comments?
0182
 1              (No response.)
 2         MR. SUSKIE:
 3              So could somebody clarify
 4   what Sam brought up last about whether
 5   this -- the recommendation of the task
 6   force work, who they were presented to
 7   and when?
 8         MR. PETERSON:
 9              Todd Peterson, West Memphis
10   Utilities.
11              The LTTIWG met this past
12   Tuesday and they were -- brought a
13   recommendation, but the recommendation
14   was just basically on hold waiting on
15   what was going to come out of this
16   meeting at the E-RSC.  And mainly
17   because of the -- I spoke adamantly
18   against the recommendation from the
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19   base case overload task force mainly
20   because they're going to a ten-year
21   plan.  We do not feel that going to a
22   ten-year plan is the right thing to do.
23   I think I agree with Entergy on this,
24   that it's shifting the load to network
25   customers.  It's a cost that goes back
0183
 1   to the cost allocation and not solving
 2   base case overloads.
 3         MR. SUSKIE:
 4              Okay.  Other comments about
 5   No. 8?
 6         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
 7              Can I ask a question?
 8              Todd, so there are kind of
 9   two parts to this if I understand
10   Roberto correctly.  And the first part
11   is on the ten-year planning process?
12         MR. PETERSON:
13              Okay.
14         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
15              And I understand where you
16   guys are coming from on that.
17              But if the second part of it
18   has to do with how you deal with base
19   case overloads -- and if I understand
20   what I'm hearing correctly, the
21   recommendation is that those would be
22   dealt with within the Entergy region
23   the same way that the RTO deals with
24   them within the RTO.  Do y'all support
25   or oppose that aspect of it?
0184
 1         MR. PETERSON:
 2              And, again, Todd Peterson,
 3   West Memphis.
 4              Carl can correct me.  My
 5   understanding was that in years four
 6   through ten, if a transmission customer
 7   requests a service and it's in the base
 8   case that it's an overload, then it
 9   falls back on the transmission owner.
10   I do not support that because that is
11   based on load projections, and those
12   load projections, again, if you look at
13   that, try and project my load ten years
14   from now, and I'm a very small city,
15   you know, 90 megawatts, and I'm trying
16   to project my load, the percentage of
17   that error is high.
18              So I could actually -- to be
19   safe, if I project my load higher than
20   what it's supposed to be --
21         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
22              Sure.
23         MR. PETERSON:
24              -- you can sway it to where
25   most of your requests then become base
0185
 1   case overloads and fall back on the
 2   network customers.
 3         MR. SUSKIE:
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 4              Thank you.
 5              All right.  Ms. Turner?
 6         MS. TURNER:
 7              Becky Turner with Entegra.
 8              Just to be clear on this, in
 9   the case of a base case overload for a
10   generator that is moving power off of
11   the Entergy system, the higher-up
12   pricing is what is used to determine
13   whether or not you pay the rate, the
14   transmission rate under Entergy's
15   tariff or if you fund the upgrade.  And
16   if the upgrades cost more, then the
17   service will only determine the service
18   you have to pay for the upgrade.
19              So in terms of those types
20   of transactions, I don't see how
21   network customers would be hurt because
22   my understanding is the revenues that
23   come in from wholesale transmission
24   transactions offset correctly network
25   costs for network customers.  Is that
0186
 1   correct?  I just want to make sure that
 2   that's clear, that this isn't about IPP
 3   moving their power off system.
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              Do we have a response for
 6   that?
 7              ICT, Carl?
 8         MR. PETERSON:
 9              Again, Todd Peterson.
10              I don't think that's the
11   issue.  I can gain that just as much as
12   an IPP would by projecting my loads
13   higher and then when I request
14   transmissions in years eight, nine, and
15   ten, where that is -- actually should
16   be my responsibility to build that
17   transmission.  If the loads are
18   projected higher than they need to be,
19   then in the base plan, it's shown that
20   it falls back to everybody.  So I think
21   it would be gained by anybody just as
22   easily.
23         MR. MONROE:
24              I was just going to make the
25   statement that these discussions are
0187
 1   the same discussions as issue No. 1, I
 2   believe, that we talked about.  And so
 3   it seems to me that these two, if you
 4   don't -- It seems that a suggestion
 5   would be to group these two together
 6   and deal with that cost allocation
 7   issue in that discussion.
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
 9              As a matter of fact,
10   Commissioner Field even suggests that
11   Recommendation 8, that the -- Do you
12   want to go ahead and explain that, the
13   second sentence?
14         MR. FIELD:
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15              Because of what we did on
16   Item 1, I'd like to just modify the
17   second sentence of the recommendation
18   to read, "Moving from a three-year base
19   plan in conjunction with implementing
20   task force recommendations should
21   mitigate or eliminate base case
22   overload."
23         MR. SUSKIE:
24              So with the idea it's
25   combining No. 1 and No. 8, as Carl just
0188
 1   mentioned, so these could be handled
 2   together.
 3              With that, is there a
 4   motion?
 5         MR. PRESLEY:
 6              I move we approve that to
 7   include Commissioner Field's language.
 8         MR. ANDERSON:
 9              Second.
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              All those in favor say aye.
12              (Everyone responds aye.)
13         MR. SUSKIE:
14              Those opposed?
15              (No response.)
16         MR. SUSKIE:
17              Okay.  Let's go to No. 9.
18   We've got to cover this before we go to
19   lunch.
20         UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
21              I know you're hungry, but,
22   Commissioner Field, could you go over
23   that again for me, that second
24   sentence, please, sir?
25         MR. FIELD:
0189
 1              After the word "moving" --
 2         UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
 3              Yes.
 4         MR. FIELD:
 5              -- insert "from a three-year
 6   base plan," and strike out "to a
 7   ten-year base plan."
 8         UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
 9              Thank you.
10         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
11              The last issue is the
12   recommendation regarding ATC and AFC
13   calculations.
14              The ICT's authority to
15   validate ATC and AFC calculations for
16   processing TSRs should be enhanced.
17   The enhanced authority would cover all
18   data inputs, models utilized, and the
19   results.
20              We got conditional support
21   from CLECO and UPP and conditional
22   opposition from NRG and support in part
23   and opposition in part by both SPP and
24   Entergy.
25         MR. SUSKIE:
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0190
 1              SPP, Entergy, y'all's
 2   comments?
 3         MR. MONROE:
 4              From SPP's perspective, we
 5   really think that this needs to be
 6   clarified more.  We believe that you
 7   shouldn't be asking us to go all the
 8   way to take over the AFC/ATC
 9   calculations themselves.  And we
10   proposed in our response additional
11   activities that SPP could do to help
12   out with ATC and AFC.  So that's why it
13   was supporting part and opposing part.
14              If through the cost/benefit
15   study there is an enhanced ICT and
16   continues into the future, then I
17   believe we could go through the
18   complexity of the discussion and the
19   expense of looking at taking over the
20   full AFC/ATC calculation, but I think
21   in this interim time, it makes more
22   sense just to beef up our ability to
23   validate it.
24         MR. SUSKIE:
25              Okay.  Comments Entergy?
0191
 1         MR. CAMET:
 2              This is Greg Camet with
 3   Entergy.
 4              We just want it to be clear
 5   that our position is the ICT already
 6   has all of the authority to validate
 7   the ATC and AFC calculations in the
 8   tariff already.  And if there are
 9   additional things it wants to do,
10   perhaps it's a matter of cost for them,
11   but the tariff is clear in its
12   Section 4.2 of Attachment S, the
13   transmission service protocol.  And the
14   FERC orders that approved the ICT
15   originally all point to those
16   provisions.  They've got authority to
17   take a look at any of the data inputs
18   for the AFC process and that's
19   specifically framed out in those tariff
20   provisions.  And we can provide those
21   provisions if that would help.
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              All right.  Thank you.
24              NRG?
25         MS. VOSBURG:
0192
 1              The opposition came from the
 2   fact that it -- what was being proposed
 3   and the extent of the authority given
 4   by ICT was not clarified here and
 5   without additional information to know
 6   the details about what's actually being
 7   proposed and the authority given to ICT
 8   to support it.
 9         MR. SUSKIE:
10              So you wouldn't support it
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11   if they were given the authority to?
12         MS. VOSBURG:
13              If they're exercising
14   authority that they already have, it's
15   one thing.  You know, I think it goes
16   back to what Carl was just saying.  How
17   far of an authority are you giving them
18   over the complete ATC/AFC process?
19         MR. SHARER:
20              Additionally, I mean, I
21   think we want to expand to when we see
22   data and exactly what it is of the
23   scope we're proposing in our minds.
24   You know, there are certain inputs that
25   network customer provide that get
0193
 1   pulled into the models and we're not
 2   prepared to give up, you know, those
 3   rights just because somebody may
 4   disagree with them.
 5         MR. SUSKIE:
 6              Ms. Turner?
 7         MS. TURNER:
 8              In terms of this
 9   recommendation, our concern is that the
10   ICT has done a good job of uncovering
11   some errors in terms of how the
12   software may be performing in doing ATC
13   and AFC calculations and they've
14   identified problems and they've
15   reported these to Entergy, but the
16   problem is, a lot of these or some of
17   these problems need to be resolved by a
18   third-party contractor who's
19   maintaining the software.
20              What the ICT lacks is the
21   authority to prioritize and direct the
22   activity of a third-party contractor,
23   so they can't prioritize the work that
24   the third-party contractor should do,
25   nor can they direct them, and that was
0194
 1   our concern as we've seen this lag
 2   between when a problem is identified
 3   and when the problem's addressed.
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              All right.  Anybody else?
 6              Sam, one thing.  The handout
 7   we have, it appears No. 9 got cut off
 8   to an extent.  So is No. 9 still the
 9   same language as the original proposal?
10         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
11              Yes.
12         MR. SUSKIE:
13              Okay.  So the handout we
14   have for some reason got cut off mid
15   sentence.
16         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
17              I was listening and I was
18   sitting here reading SPP's response and
19   listening to the discussion.  It may be
20   one of those things that we want to
21   kind of go back and see if we can bring
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22   something to you that's a little better
23   defined, but, I mean, that's y'all's
24   call.  I'm sure not asking for more
25   work.
0195
 1         MR. PRESLEY:
 2              I move that we adopt Issue
 3   No. 9 as proposed.
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              I would ask what if we
 6   scratch the word "enhance" and just say
 7   "Support the ICT's authority to
 8   validate ATCs," just to clarify,
 9   Entergy has said that they have that
10   authority and we support that
11   authority?
12         MR. PRESLEY:
13              I accept that and amend my
14   motion to reflect it.
15         MR. SUSKIE:
16              Second?
17         MR. FIELD:
18              I'll second, unless you are,
19   Mr. Chairman.
20         MR. SUSKIE:
21              I'll second it again.
22              All those in favor say aye.
23              (Everyone responds aye.)
24         MR. SUSKIE:
25              All those opposed?
0196
 1              (No response.)
 2         MR. SUSKIE:
 3              Motion carries.
 4              It's straight up 12 o'clock.
 5              (Whereupon the lunch recess
 6   began at 12:03 p.m., and the
 7   proceedings reconvened at 1:07 p.m.)
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
 9              We'll go ahead and get back
10   started and go back on the record.
11              What we're going to do at
12   this point is have four presentations
13   that were submitted by the request of
14   the E-RSC on the remaining 15
15   enhancements.  So I guess in a lot of
16   ways, you can say we're a third of the
17   way there.  On these, we're going to go
18   first with SPP, then Kgen, then the
19   stakeholders, and then Entergy last to
20   talk about the remaining 15
21   enhancements.
22              At the end of that, if
23   anybody wants to talk about particular
24   enhancements of the remaining 15, time
25   permitting, they'll be given that
0197
 1   opportunity to do so.  It is our goal
 2   that we -- for catching plane purposes,
 3   we need to be out of here by 4:30 and
 4   that includes time for the E-RSC to
 5   interview consultants.  So we want to
 6   try to get this wrapped up 3:30 to
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 7   4 o'clock time frame before we go into
 8   our executive session.
 9              The concept is just as y'all
10   saw the process we did this morning,
11   one that was not nearly as painful as I
12   thought, and everybody did really well,
13   but that same concept will be used in
14   future meetings about giving more
15   specific guidance to the Working Group
16   to work with stakeholders on policy
17   matters.
18              So with that, we'll start
19   with SPP, Mr. Rew.
20         MR. REW:
21              Well, Mr. President,
22   hopefully I can go through this pretty
23   quickly to respect your timing.
24              The SPP had put together a
25   short presentation primarily responding
0198
 1   to some of the concerns that were
 2   identified by stakeholders regarding
 3   the use of the ICT's authority and I
 4   wanted to just touch on those six
 5   things that were pointed out and talk
 6   about those briefly.
 7         MR. SUSKIE:
 8              Bruce, one question.  Is
 9   this presentation and this handout for
10   us?
11         MR. REW:
12              Yes.  It's in the yellow
13   tab.
14         MR. SUSKIE:
15              Yellow tab.
16         MR. REW:
17              On Slide 3, the first issue
18   that was raised -- again, this is --
19   the discussion, from our standpoint,
20   there is a difference between --
21         MR. PRESLEY:
22              We've got this whatever this
23   is.  You want to use it?  It's a
24   portable mike.
25         MR. REW:
0199
 1              I don't know if it's coming
 2   from this mike or another mike, but --
 3              See if there's feedback on
 4   this one.
 5              The ICT looks at what our
 6   authority is.  We also look at
 7   independents and when we're asked to do
 8   things, we look at:  Do we have the
 9   authority to do it?  And then also from
10   an independent standpoint, is this
11   something that we see is appropriate
12   based on the rules and responsibilities
13   of the ICT?
14              One of the first ones that
15   the stakeholders identified was that we
16   had declined to perform RMR studies
17   that would reduce the RMR generation.
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18   And I've got a couple of slides after
19   this that kind of go into some of the
20   details on what's in the Attachment F
21   in the Entergy tariff.  But, generally
22   speaking, we have begun the detailed
23   RMR study that was discussed a little
24   bit earlier in the meeting, so we are
25   performing that.
0200
 1              In the past, we looked at
 2   what was requested versus what -- Well,
 3   let me back up.
 4              In the past, we've performed
 5   the economic studies, for example, in
 6   the south Louisiana area looking at the
 7   RMR.  So we have performed some of
 8   those studies.  With respect to RMR,
 9   there are some of those that are more
10   public than others and that's why we
11   had limited our response to performing
12   the detail up until this year.  And
13   then, like mentioned earlier as well,
14   when we perform the RMR study that's
15   underway right now, not all that
16   information is going to be able to be
17   fully disclosed.  And then when we get
18   into the study that was proposed today
19   as one of the enhancements, we'll be
20   able to look at that.
21              The next item is on Slide --
22   I can't read it.  Keep going down, Ben.
23   I think it's Slide 7.
24              The next issue was the ICT
25   has not identified specific upgrades
0201
 1   that would improve congestion and shown
 2   as an economic problem.  I think,
 3   generally speaking, we disagree with
 4   this statement that we have performed
 5   and do perform several studies anywhere
 6   from the I-step, which includes
 7   specific transmission upgrades to
 8   relieve TLR constraints and other
 9   activities that we perform in that
10   I-step.  But, again, in this one, we'll
11   continue to work, just like we talked
12   about a little while ago, on the LAP,
13   the TLR Level 4 and TLR Level 5
14   studies, the analysis that will be
15   performed to get specific upgrades to
16   relieve those constraints.
17              The next issue is on ten,
18   and this deals with Attachment K and
19   the 5 free economic studies, that the
20   ICT was treating the stakeholder
21   request as falling under those five.
22              We still do see this as
23   consistent with the Order 890 in the
24   development and genesis of these 5 free
25   economic studies that the stakeholder
0202
 1   requested analysis should be included
 2   in those five.  We also point out in
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 3   the slides that follow that when you
 4   look at the total economic analysis
 5   that we perform from these five to the
 6   analysis that we're performing with
 7   Entergy, SPP, and other studies, that
 8   we're doing a lot of analysis on
 9   transmission upgrades that would
10   improve the system.  So we feel like
11   we're doing a lot of those analyses
12   already.
13              And, Ben, if you'd move
14   to -- Is it 14?  The next issue is the
15   ICT's stated it did not have access to
16   information needed to complete economic
17   upgrade studies and we think this was a
18   comment that was made maybe a couple of
19   years ago when we first started looking
20   at the economic studies.
21              At that point, we did get
22   some pushback from Entergy on the
23   detailed information that we were
24   requesting to perform the economic
25   study.  So what we did at that point is
0203
 1   we had gone in and used the generic
 2   data that comes with the model and we
 3   felt like it was consistent with what
 4   we were trying to do, which we were
 5   trying to perform a study that was the
 6   initial screening analysis and not the
 7   detailed analysis or final report.  So
 8   while at that time we didn't get the
 9   specific data that we had requested, we
10   felt it didn't prevent us from doing
11   the analysis that we had desired to be
12   performed.  Now, certainly there's been
13   some discussion this morning about
14   getting additional detail and a
15   comprehensive study and, you know,
16   Entergy will probably work with them on
17   providing the data that's needed to
18   perform that.
19              The next one is on 17.  And
20   this, I think, has already been talked
21   about this morning regarding the TLR
22   Level 5 reports and the information
23   that's submitted in there.
24              And then there's one more,
25   which is on 21.  And the ICT often
0204
 1   declines to take action on the
 2   stakeholders' requests unless it can
 3   reach agreement with Entergy first and
 4   then reference to the delayed action on
 5   proposed tariff change on sale of
 6   non-firm during TLR Level 5.
 7              And this is a situation
 8   where we, as an independent entity, try
 9   to make sure we have balance between,
10   you know, what the stakeholder's
11   position is and what Entergy's position
12   is.  And we believe that we, for the
13   most part, have taken action on it.
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14   Now, there might have been a couple of
15   things that have taken longer than -- I
16   think, than we had expected.  Some of
17   those things were talked about at the
18   last stakeholder policy committee on
19   getting some tariff modifications
20   filed.
21              So, you know, this is one
22   that we think we need to continue
23   working on and can improve on, but,
24   overall, we recognize what the
25   stakeholders have identified and we'll
0205
 1   continue to use our authority as
 2   appropriate for that.
 3         MR. SUSKIE:
 4              If under an enhanced ICT the
 5   E-RSC had 205 filing rights, would you
 6   see that would be a mechanism where
 7   stakeholders could come use a
 8   stakeholder process, come to us to then
 9   -- if we said it unanimously, you know,
10   "Entergy make a 205 filing," do you
11   think that would help alleviate -- I
12   guess maybe I should ask this to the
13   stakeholders.  Would that help
14   alleviate some of your concerns?
15              I see a couple of heads
16   nodding and something tells me Jennifer
17   is not going to be shy about talking.
18         MS. VOSBURG:
19              This is what -- a comment
20   that the ENG had made and is directly
21   related to the recent TLR filing and as
22   first mentioned from the SEC.  The
23   issue has been that -- you know, on
24   this particular issue with the NNL,
25   apparently that the ICT and Entergy had
0206
 1   come to an agreement on the language
 2   that should have been to resolve an
 3   issue, and we're told that it was in
 4   April 2009, and then there was almost a
 5   year delay in getting the tariff
 6   language actually filed.
 7              So it was, "Okay.  Well,
 8   ICT, every time you have your attorney
 9   come up and give us, 'Well, we're still
10   waiting.  We're still waiting'" --
11   that's a situation where you clearly
12   could have taken action and moved
13   forward.  And, Bruce, I appreciate you
14   recognizing that's an area that you
15   need to work on.
16              On the 205 filing rights, I
17   think if there was somebody else to
18   have authority to say, "Go and make
19   this filing, get it done," that would
20   be good.  In this situation, the
21   authority has already been there.  It
22   was just a matter of pushing it
23   through.  There was no reason for the
24   delay.
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25         MR. SUSKIE:
0207
 1              All right.  Thank you.
 2              All right.  Bruce?
 3         MR. REW:
 4              Well, that concludes my
 5   presentation unless you have any other
 6   questions for me.  Again, there's
 7   additional detail on the slides if you
 8   want to see some specific references
 9   that are in the attachment.
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              Any questions?
12         MR. FIELD:
13              Bruce, explain to me why
14   heat rates are confidential.  I mean,
15   they affect environment, affect the
16   utilization of natural gas or another
17   fuel, and they have an economic impact
18   on ratepayers.  I don't understand.
19   Every time when we approve a
20   co-generation unit or look at it, we
21   always look at it -- or a purchase.  We
22   have a couple of purchases of plants
23   pending.  Well, they always disclose
24   the heat rate.  "Well, this is a real
25   good unit.  It's 7,500 heat rates."
0208
 1   Why not -- If I understood this, why
 2   are heat rates considered confidential?
 3   Can you explain that to me?
 4         MR. REW:
 5              Well, I'll give you what my
 6   opinion is on it, and certainly I don't
 7   deal in that area, but by reviewing the
 8   full detail of the unit economics, it
 9   provides someone who's going to bid in
10   to compete with that price an exact
11   price or exact knowledge of what your
12   costs are so that they can bid at a
13   price which is maybe just below that to
14   be able to replace your generation
15   versus a price which may be market
16   based, which could be a lot less, so
17   that you could get a lot more savings
18   if you had not revealed your price.
19              If -- You know, for example,
20   if you're a gas station -- I don't know
21   if this is a good example.  If you're a
22   gas station on the corner and you
23   reveal your price at 2.70 and you're
24   across the street wanting to compete
25   with that, you know, you can put it at
0209
 1   2.69 and be a little lower.  But if the
 2   prices weren't public, then if you're
 3   the person that's trying to buy gas,
 4   you can get a potentially better price
 5   because there's not somebody setting
 6   the price.
 7              In this case, Entergy has to
 8   have generation to serve their load and
 9   they have a cost for that.  So if
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10   they're going to go out and buy
11   generation to displace it, if that
12   price is not known, then you'd be able
13   to potentially get a better price than
14   you would otherwise.
15         MR. FIELD:
16              Okay.  Now, if -- We know
17   the age of the units, don't we?  They
18   have to publish that, don't they?
19         MR. REW:
20              Yes.  Well, generally
21   speaking, people know what the units
22   are and what their general ballpark of
23   the costs are, if it's an old unit, a
24   new unit, and what field type.  So it's
25   not that you don't have a ballpark.
0210
 1   It's getting down to the exact cost as
 2   to what the units are.
 3         MR. FIELD:
 4              Exact, okay.
 5         MR. SUSKIE:
 6              Any other questions?
 7              (No response.)
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
 9              Any from any stakeholders?
10              (No response.)
11         MR. SUSKIE:
12              All right.  Thank you.
13              I guess next we'll go to
14   Kgen.
15              Again, state your name for
16   the court reporter.
17         MR. PALIZA:
18              Roberto Paliza, Paliza
19   Consulting.  And I'm giving this
20   presentation on behalf of two
21   customers, Entegra and Kgen Power.
22              And what we are bringing in
23   this presentation is our thoughts and
24   recommendations on four specific
25   topics.  The cost allocation of
0211
 1   upgrades, authority to direct
 2   construction of upgrades, the weekly
 3   procurement process, and the AFC, the
 4   regional coordination process.  We know
 5   that this doesn't cover all the
 6   enhancements and we hope to have an
 7   opportunity to come back at the next
 8   meeting to touch on the other
 9   enhancements.  Due to the time
10   constraint that we have today, we
11   decided to focus on these four topics.
12              The first topic is in regard
13   to a cost allocation of upgrades.  And
14   let me just go over the main shortfalls
15   of the current allocation of upgrade
16   cost so that then -- you know, we take
17   those into consideration when
18   developing a new process for this.  We
19   have discussed this morning about the
20   reliability upgrades or those upgrades
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21   that are in years four through ten and
22   how they impact customers requesting
23   new transmission service or requesting
24   interconnection service in that they're
25   not paying for not only the impact that
0212
 1   the customer assisted but also paying
 2   for the existing base case overload
 3   that is on that facility.  So that's an
 4   additional cost that is put on the
 5   market participant.
 6              I mean, at this point, I
 7   just want to highlight that basically
 8   these overloads happen not only because
 9   basically upgrades are not included in
10   years four through ten, but there is
11   another source where they come from and
12   that's the use of operating guide and
13   redispatch that Entergy makes use of
14   for themselves but they are not
15   available to customers.
16              And so that's another thing
17   to take into consideration.  And what
18   happened as a result of that is a
19   market participant is not paying for a
20   lengthy upgrade that is needed in order
21   to -- if his TSR or interconnection
22   agreement to get through, then the part
23   of the capacity could be consumed for
24   base case overload.
25              Now, Entergy has in place
0213
 1   existing financial flowgate rights
 2   which are used in order to compensate a
 3   market participant for excess capacity
 4   that might be used by others.  The only
 5   problem with that is that the financial
 6   flowgate rights are not protected
 7   against compensated uses such as loop
 8   flow, for instance, or changes in
 9   configuration and dispatch, which means
10   that, you know, there is no certainty
11   as to the value of the financial
12   flowgate rights and whether a market
13   participant will be fully compensated
14   for its investment, which makes it very
15   difficult to make a business case for
16   anybody, you know, to fund an upgrade
17   which they don't know whether they are
18   going to recover their investment,
19   their full investment on that.
20         MR. SUSKIE:
21              So who benefits from that?
22   If a stakeholder makes an upgrade and
23   your statement says they may not be
24   compensated, that implies somebody
25   benefits.  Who would benefit from that?
0214
 1         MR. PALIZA:
 2              Well, the ones that benefit
 3   from that really are -- is the system
 4   in general.  Let me put you an example
 5   that probably explains this better.
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 6              Let's say that a market
 7   participant funds an upgrade of a
 8   hundred megawatt and that is per
 9   capacity, the nexus per capacity that
10   that participant should be compensated
11   for.  However, let's say that the loop
12   flows from Southern Company to TBA are
13   increased the following year or the
14   time that the model is updated and
15   there is an increment of 20 megawatts
16   on that particular upgrade that wasn't
17   there before.  Then the capacity of
18   that flowgate right is reduced, of
19   course, from 100 to 80 now.  I mean, in
20   that case, it's the loop flow that took
21   that additional capacity.  Well, you
22   say then, well, the neighboring systems
23   are benefiting from that.
24              Another example, of course,
25   can be due to changes in dispatch or
0215
 1   transmission configuration that can
 2   change the base flow on that upgrade
 3   facility -- on that upgrade and,
 4   therefore, the remaining net capacity
 5   is less than what the participant
 6   funded.  And that's the issue here,
 7   that the value of the flowgate right is
 8   not protected against those changes.
 9         MR. SUSKIE:
10              Okay.
11         MR. PALIZA:
12              And the last bullet here
13   highlights the fact that at this point
14   in time, what Entergy has for cost
15   allocation is basically the ICT base
16   plan.  Whatever is the ICT base plan is
17   considered base upgrade, probability
18   upgrade.  Anything outside that is
19   considered supplemental and, therefore,
20   is directly assigned to a market
21   participant.
22              That particular approach
23   lacks the understanding that some
24   upgrades might have -- might provide
25   reliability as well as economic
0216
 1   benefits and, therefore, you know, both
 2   benefits -- type of benefits should be
 3   upgraded and allocated accordingly.
 4              The next one, please.
 5              So our recommendation is --
 6   well, as we discussed in the morning,
 7   we would have to deal with the
 8   reliability upgrades for years four
 9   through ten and those are the initial
10   enhancements that have been discussed,
11   however, that will not deal with the
12   entire cost allocation process.  And a
13   new process really needs to be defined
14   that determine reliability and economic
15   benefits, evaluates those benefits and
16   identifies the beneficiaries of those
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17   benefits, develop a criteria to
18   determine when an upgrade is beneficial
19   to be built based on the cost/benefit
20   analysis, and then determine cost
21   allocation for those upgrades.
22              In addition to this, there
23   is a complementary process that needs
24   to be either developed or modified
25   assisting one so that the entities
0217
 1   funding economic upgrades get assigned
 2   rights or compensation mechanism so
 3   that they basically are assured to
 4   recover the full investment.
 5              In order to implement all
 6   this, basically which is a new process
 7   for cost allocation and for, let's say,
 8   flowgate rights, then 205 filing rights
 9   are needed for the E-RSC to implement
10   this.
11              Next one.
12              Let's talk a little bit
13   about this compensation mechanism or
14   rights needed for parties funding
15   economic upgrades.  Those rights could
16   be physical right, financial right, or
17   a combination of them.  What Entergy
18   has, for instance, is a combination of
19   them in which market participant who
20   needs a TSR to get approved, they fund
21   an upgrade and get awarded transmission
22   service, and for the spare capacity,
23   you get the probate rights.  However,
24   as discussed before, the probate right
25   is not protected against changes on the
0218
 1   system and, therefore, its value is not
 2   certain.  There needs to be a process
 3   for a right that allow a market
 4   participant to fund these upgrades to
 5   lock in the benefits of them.
 6              Now, other compensations
 7   could be considered, other compensation
 8   mechanisms for people to fund these
 9   upgrades could also be considered.
10              Next one, please.
11              In regards to the authority
12   to direct construction of upgrades, the
13   shortcoming of the process are that
14   basically Entergy is the only entity
15   now that has that authority to approve
16   the construction of upgrade, of
17   reliability upgrades.  And Entergy
18   develops its construction plan in order
19   to meet the NERC/SERC criteria.  They
20   also have their local planning
21   criteria, which is very important when
22   it comes to load pockets because
23   actually, that's when the definition of
24   a load pocket comes into the picture
25   and the stringent reliability criteria
0219
 1   coming from the local planning criteria
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 2   is applied.
 3              There have been in the past
 4   some issues as to which areas should be
 5   considered a load pocket.  And as far
 6   as I understand, for instance, water is
 7   not a load pocket in the latest local
 8   planning criteria that was reviewed by
 9   the stakeholders, which, of course,
10   several stakeholders challenged that
11   criteria at that point in time.
12              Entergy, of course, has the
13   latitude to determine when to use
14   operating guides or develop operating
15   guides and redispatch in lieu of
16   building physical upgrades.  Now, for
17   the Entergy construction plan, the
18   transparency on the process hasn't been
19   there in terms of how the decision of
20   which upgrades to be built is
21   determined or developed.  The
22   stakeholders provide comments, but it's
23   not very clear how those are being
24   factored into the development of the
25   construction plan.
0220
 1              Next one, please.
 2              So our recommendation is
 3   that, well, if we're going to develop a
 4   new cost allocation methodology and a
 5   new set of financial rights, that
 6   should go a long way in really
 7   providing the right incentives and
 8   (inaudible) to the market to invest in
 9   transmission.  But in addition to that,
10   we believe that E-RSC should be given
11   the authority to direct construction of
12   upgrades as a backstop.  In case of
13   reliability upgrades that are really
14   needed are not getting built, then is
15   when the E-RSC would step in and direct
16   the construction of upgrades in case
17   where regional upgrades that have
18   reliability and economic benefits are
19   needed and make sense, then -- and are
20   not getting built or not getting
21   funded, then the E-RSC, I think, would
22   play a key role in making sure that
23   those get -- move forward.
24              Let's keep in mind --
25         MR. SUSKIE:
0221
 1              I'd like to throw something
 2   out there.  We've talked about --
 3   obviously in Charleston, there was a
 4   big concern about the difference in the
 5   construction plan and the base plan.
 6   The base plan come up with by the
 7   independent coordinator of
 8   transmission, and then Entergy, you
 9   know -- I'll just say what we called in
10   Arkansas, the new black box, is how is
11   this being decided.
12              Well, since Entergy has
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13   moved towards the construction plan and
14   the base plan essentially being the
15   same, I throw out some food for thought
16   here is in the new tariff filing, that
17   whatever the ICT proposes is the plan
18   that's presumed to be built and any
19   deviations from that would come to this
20   Commission, albeit a unanimous vote.
21   And so as a result, if Entergy and the
22   ICT have a disagreement, then they can
23   continue to resolve those and that
24   those projects come to the E-RSC.  Just
25   food for thought to throw out there,
0222
 1   that ICT is presumed and then the E-RSC
 2   could add to or subtract from after
 3   having a stakeholder process like this.
 4   Just a thought for the Working Group
 5   and stakeholders.  Then we don't get
 6   into the issue of Entergy decides, the
 7   ICT decides what oversight of the
 8   E-RSC.  Just some food for thought for
 9   y'all.
10         MR. PALIZA:
11              I think that would be great.
12   I think that would be great.  There is
13   just one thing that I think the ICT
14   needs to be aware of, and they haven't
15   stepped into that role, is whether --
16   as we talking, in the plan, in the
17   construction plan as well as in the ICT
18   base plan, there are some operating
19   guides and redispatch that are used in
20   lieu of building upgrades.  Up to this
21   point, I don't think the ICT has
22   evaluated whether those operating
23   guides and redispatch should continue
24   or not.  That has been an Entergy
25   decision as far as I know.  And if we
0223
 1   go with one plan, obviously the ICT
 2   would need to have a say on that in
 3   determining whether that's appropriate
 4   to continue using those or build
 5   physical upgrades instead.
 6              Now, the last point on this
 7   is that if Entergy joins the SPP RTO,
 8   then we are going to have another
 9   market for an entire region.  Let's
10   keep in mind that if that is the case,
11   then those load pockets and loads
12   located on weak parts of the
13   transmission system could be -- is vary
14   penalized, you know, because we are
15   taking about another pricing now, is
16   that we'll determine, you know, those
17   congested spots and price energy
18   accordingly.  That's, of course,
19   depending on whether those loads have
20   congestion hedges to protect them
21   against transmission -- transmission
22   congestion prices or not.  So that's
23   just a point looking to the future.
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24              Next one.
25              I would like to switch to
0224
 1   the WPP, which we have talked quite a
 2   bit in the last E-RSC meeting and bring
 3   some concerns and recommendations and
 4   idea to help improve it.  There are
 5   several issues that we have seen with
 6   the WPP implementation of it and the
 7   first one is in terms of transparency.
 8   And so far it looks to us as a
 9   stakeholder that it's being basically
10   operated as a black box.
11              Although we have a WPP
12   working group that discusses the
13   issues, we're limited to discussing
14   only certain issues that, you know,
15   don't require really getting into a lot
16   of the details of it.  So the
17   usefulness of this discussion, you
18   know, prevents any, I think, valuable
19   analysis and assessment of what's going
20   on and how to improve the process in
21   order to increase savings.  Entergy has
22   said many times that that is due to
23   data confidentiality issues and that --
24   you know, that prevents us from getting
25   into a more detailed analysis, and I
0225
 1   hope that that will be addressed as
 2   part of the -- one of the initial
 3   recommendations that we saw this
 4   morning.  So that's one issue.
 5              The second one is that --
 6   and I haven't seen this before
 7   explained here by the ICT, but there
 8   have been several occurrences of the
 9   hold harmless provision and the
10   traceability violations in the WPP
11   model, which causes all of the results
12   to be thrown out for that week.  So, in
13   other words, if the WPP fails to
14   solve -- to solve for that week a
15   resolution actually that it reaches
16   sometimes with the hold harmless
17   provision it's invalid, and as a result
18   of that, all the results are thrown out
19   for that week and there's no IPPs or
20   other generation peak are selected for
21   that week.  These, of course, would, in
22   fact, savings -- an analysis on this
23   has not been done and the source of the
24   problem, although we have discussed it
25   at high level, seems to be in the
0226
 1   program itself, in the software
 2   program.  It's an optimization program.
 3   And so that's the second one.
 4              Please, the next one.
 5              The same issue that has been
 6   discussed and has been with the WPP
 7   from the very beginning is the
 8   limitation of the offers to on-peak
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 9   only, which, of course, limits the
10   savings that can be materialized by
11   having, you know, a full set of hours.
12   But that hasn't been really evaluated
13   how much savings we could have if the
14   off-peak hours would be included here.
15   And I understand WPP is working on
16   this, but no clear resolution at this
17   point.
18              The last point here -- Well,
19   the next point is in regards to the AGC
20   offers.  AGC offers and like Entergy
21   offers are required to submit a TSR, a
22   transmission service request for the
23   entire week, which goes through the AFC
24   process and we have seen -- this is by
25   experience -- AFC process is sometimes
0227
 1   inconsistent in evaluating TSRs and as
 2   a result, you know, TSRs don't get
 3   approved and, therefore, this
 4   particular type of product, AGC, which
 5   is flexible, then, is not allowed to be
 6   in WPP, and only Entergy offers at that
 7   point in time can be submitted by that
 8   particular plant -- the generating
 9   plant.
10              Again, we think that the AGC
11   offers are very flexible and could
12   provide more savings than the current
13   process and the potential savings there
14   have not been evaluated and is unknown.
15              And the next one talks about
16   the benefits, the benefits of the WPP
17   and in -- The ICP has reported in --
18   well, reports on a continual basis the
19   WPP benefits; however, that reporting
20   is based on the savings evaluated
21   according to the models, basically the
22   production cost of run one minus run
23   zero.  So these savings are not the
24   actual savings.  These are model
25   savings.  And, you know, we have gone
0228
 1   through many discussions about that,
 2   you know, how different the model
 3   savings could be from the actual
 4   savings.  You know, and to get the ICT
 5   to record the actual savings is --
 6   today is the first time that we saw
 7   Bruce Rew reporting on the RMR
 8   displacement, the actual displacement.
 9   So from that standpoint, you know, it's
10   a little bit unknown what the
11   difference is between those model
12   savings that the ICT reports and the
13   actual savings that are being produced
14   in the field.
15              Okay.  The next one, please.
16              So our recommendation is --
17   and in light of, you know, the data
18   confidentiality issues that have been
19   raised and even market power issues
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20   have been raised, too -- that the E-RSC
21   determines how to perform a thorough
22   evaluation, an audit, of the WPP with
23   the aim to improve the process and the
24   program in order to increase the
25   savings to the customers.  There are
0229
 1   some issues that I have listed here
 2   that come from experience now a year
 3   and we know that the ICT and Entergy
 4   are working on them, but really what is
 5   needed here is an entity, an entity
 6   that really oversees and gets into, you
 7   know, all the details in determining
 8   what is the best way to improve the WPP
 9   in order to increase the savings.
10              A consideration for enhanced
11   ICT is really to give the enhanced ICT
12   a bigger role than they have.  They
13   have the oversight role for the WPP.
14   The WPP is basically run by Entergy as
15   we understand it up to this point.  I
16   think enhanced ICT would have to have a
17   bigger role on managing the WPP, you
18   know, and that will provide, of course,
19   confidence in the process and hopefully
20   add transparency and new products might
21   be evaluated in the future.
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              What are your thoughts or
24   response as to what Mark McCulla said,
25   that it was designed to where other
0230
 1   stakeholders could participate in the
 2   WPP and they have not?
 3         MR. PALIZA:
 4              And I really welcome -- He
 5   was referring specifically to other
 6   network customers and -- for instance,
 7   LIGEN (spelled phonetically), and I
 8   think -- Yes, I think ideally, ideally,
 9   we want entire load in Entergy to
10   participate in the WPP because that's
11   how savings will increase.  And I know
12   that LIGEN has some concerns and those
13   are the reasons why they have not
14   participated to date, but, ideally,
15   that's how, you know, savings will
16   increase if all the load is put under
17   the WPP.  And some of the restrictions
18   that we're seeing the WPPs are reduced
19   or removed so that, you know, the most
20   efficient generators get really
21   dispatched to serve the load.  That
22   should be the ultimate goal.  And when
23   we achieve that, you will maximize the
24   savings.
25         MR. SUSKIE:
0231
 1              Thank you.
 2         MR. PALIZA:
 3              The next one is on AFC
 4   interregional coordination and this is
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 5   an issue that was recognized and has
 6   been on the ICT LTTIWGG working group
 7   for a long time now.  The Entergy
 8   transmission system is impacted by loop
 9   flows, loop flows from TVA from
10   Southern Companies, SPP.  And the most
11   significant loop flows that we have
12   seen are the TVAs from Southern
13   Companies and they have a serious
14   impact on the AFC process.
15              Actually, as a matter of
16   fact, we have seen the AFC process
17   (inaudible) in terms of a solution,
18   depending on when you look at the
19   solution, you know, each changes
20   because of the way that external system
21   is modeled.
22              Now, this has a direct
23   impact on how transmission service
24   requests are evaluated during the AFC
25   process.  And in the AFC process also
0232
 1   is the starting point for the WPP.  So
 2   there is a direct link here in terms of
 3   inputs into the WPP, the input model.
 4   So in order to improve this, there
 5   needs to be a coordination process with
 6   external entities and I'm talking about
 7   the first tier, a control area in order
 8   to be able to change to a more accurate
 9   model and coordinate AFCs.
10              The next one, please, Ben.
11              The recommendation here is
12   for the enhanced ICT to take a bigger
13   role in performing and overseeing the
14   regional coordination, and we
15   understand that in order to perform
16   that kind of coordination is no -- it's
17   a single party desire, but you need to
18   be able to engage the other party and
19   that's where the E-RSC might really
20   provide useful help in being able to
21   bring parties to the table so that, you
22   know, the right agreements can be
23   struck.  But let's keep in mind that an
24   accurate external system representation
25   could lead to TLRs.  It also could lead
0233
 1   to phantom congestion.  And if we
 2   improve the AFC models, then we have
 3   also a better model for the WPP.
 4              And that's the end.
 5         MR. SUSKIE:
 6              Any questions?
 7         MR. FIELD:
 8              Roberto, thank you for your
 9   presentation.
10              Do you know of any other
11   WPPs and how they function and the
12   differences between -- I mean what you
13   described would be ideal, but what
14   happens in practice?  Where are the
15   WPPs in the country that maybe could be
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16   looked at?
17         MR. PALIZA:
18              In the -- The WPP is unique
19   in the sense that I have not seen that
20   particular implementation in other
21   parts of the country; however, the WPP
22   uses the basic blocks -- and with basic
23   blocks, I'm talking about security
24   constraint, unit commitment and
25   dispatch -- that is used in all the
0234
 1   energy markets, in all the normal
 2   pricing type of markets, that includes
 3   ERCOT, SPP, where ERCOT is still
 4   implemented there, but SPP, ISO, PJM,
 5   and I'm familiar with the (inaudible)
 6   market.  And so from that standpoint, I
 7   understand, you know, it's a
 8   sophisticated optimization program, but
 9   the enormity is not something that
10   has -- is unique.
11              In the approach of
12   optimizing for the entire week, yes;
13   however, RTOs perform security
14   constraint in the (inaudible) for
15   reliability reasons for entire week.
16   It's the look ahead that they have to
17   do and, of course, you have the
18   real-time market and also the day-ahead
19   market.
20              So from that standpoint,
21   there is experience on how to operate
22   issues related to optimization software
23   because that's what we're talking about
24   is the optimization software that seems
25   to be unstable and all the experiences
0235
 1   from people who are running those
 2   markets will be very helpful in
 3   addressing some of these issues.
 4         MR. FIELD:
 5              Thank you.
 6         MR. SUSKIE:
 7              Do we have any questions?
 8              Bill?
 9         MR. BOOTH:
10              Bill Booth.
11              I know in the Working Group,
12   one of the things that we were talking
13   about was what is the value of the WPP
14   if -- after SPP creates its future
15   market design and if Entergy joins SPP.
16   And something I think we were
17   struggling with -- and I'm sure Sam can
18   comment on this, too -- is how much
19   investment do you want to make in the
20   WPP if ultimately it's supplanted by a
21   security constraint unit commitment and
22   dispatch -- security constraint
23   dispatch system like the other RTO's
24   use?
25         MR. PALIZA:
0236
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 1              And that's a tough question
 2   because that's true.  I mean, you know,
 3   if Entergy goes to SPP, then that
 4   becomes part of a bigger market and
 5   where they supposed to be the day-ahead
 6   market, the ETR market and real-time
 7   market would be implemented.  And so
 8   the benefits of that WPP would be
 9   reduced in that regard.
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              Okay.  Oh, Sam?  I'm sorry.
12         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
13              Sam Loudenslager.
14              Yeah, one of the questions I
15   keep kind of asking to different folks
16   is any idea what it would cost to get
17   in and modify the process so that
18   you're looking day ahead rather than
19   week ahead, that you've got some
20   options in the real time?  Even if it's
21   not, you know, quote, a market, if the
22   tool is there that could be utilized at
23   low cost -- reasonably low cost because
24   until we have a better idea what the
25   future is, I'm certainly not an
0237
 1   advocate of spending a lot of money.
 2   If you can spend some money and get a
 3   much better result, then I think we
 4   need to figure out how to go about
 5   estimating that.  And you probably
 6   haven't given that any thought,
 7   Roberto, but Entergy might have.
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
 9              NRG?
10         MR. SHARER:
11              Andy Sharer with NRG.
12              I was just going to make the
13   comment, we've touched on it a couple
14   of times, about why is it only Entergy
15   who's really participating in the WPP?
16   A bit of history.
17              Back when the WPP was, you
18   know, filed at FERC and people made
19   comments to this, one of the comments
20   that NRG made was, "We felt with the
21   WPP that Entergy should provide
22   basically that analysis across the
23   entire system -- and not just for
24   Entergy's ratepayers but for all -- all
25   network customers across the system so
0238
 1   that it's not done on an individualized
 2   basis."  Basically the way it works is
 3   customers make offers to Entergy to
 4   displace their generation.  Entergy
 5   takes their load forecast together with
 6   their generation and offers that have
 7   been made.  They flow them into the
 8   model and they get a result.
 9              Now, we're probably -- I
10   don't know, I guess we may be the
11   largest customer on the system and
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12   we're a little over 2,100 megawatts of
13   load, and of that 2,100 megawatts, we
14   have a coal unit, and that's on a peak
15   basis.  So on an average day, we just
16   simply don't have a large enough system
17   to actually buy off a lot of generators
18   that make offers.  And who would they
19   rather make an offer to, somebody who
20   as a 10,000-megawatt need or somebody
21   who has a 30-megawatt need?
22              And so it's just not
23   something that -- you know, from our
24   standpoint, we don't participate
25   because my system is not very
0239
 1   complicated.  I have a bunch of
 2   expensive peakers and a coal unit.
 3   It's easy to supplant one of my peaking
 4   units.  I don't need to run it on a
 5   weekly basis.  I can do it each day and
 6   it's obviously not very complicated.
 7              But we did make these
 8   comments, you know, I don't know, three
 9   or four years ago, and basically I
10   think -- I believe Entergy opposed it
11   and the Commission agreed with Entergy.
12   And so that kind of -- in a very short
13   concise way, that's why we are where we
14   are today.
15         MR. SUSKIE:
16              All right.  Thank you.
17         MR. SCHNITZER:
18              Michael Schnitzer.
19              I just want to respond to a
20   couple of these last comments.  Roberto
21   made the observation that the WPP in
22   it's particular configuration is fairly
23   unique but has some similarities to the
24   other markets and Sam was asking why we
25   couldn't have a more near real-time,
0240
 1   day-ahead function, and the answer to
 2   both of those has to do with the
 3   differences between the Entergy
 4   situation and the rules that exist with
 5   the rest of the organized markets.
 6              What the WPP was designed to
 7   do was to allow merchant generation to
 8   compete with Entergy generation at the
 9   time Entergy generation would otherwise
10   be committed and these steam fossil
11   units often have minimal commitment
12   cycles between, you know, cold start to
13   warm and then ramp and then cool down
14   and all that kind of stuff, and they're
15   committed four to five days to a week.
16              Now, how do RTOs get around
17   that?  Well, RTOs, in addition to
18   having these day-ahead markets, they
19   have -- many of them have capacity
20   obligations or are in capacity markets
21   in one form or another and the key
22   feature of those is that if you're a
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23   capacity resource in an RTO, you are
24   obliged to bid or schedule the next day
25   if your unit is available, so you know
0241
 1   what the supply is going to be.
 2   There's market monitors to basically
 3   evaluate the bidding behavior of people
 4   and you have to bid the same price
 5   every hour of the day.  You can't
 6   change your price in the various hours.
 7              So you can't focus just on
 8   the day-ahead market.  You have to
 9   focus on the full suite of market rules
10   and Entergy doesn't have the rest of
11   that full suite and didn't have at the
12   time and so we didn't -- The reason we
13   went to a week as opposed to day ahead,
14   is we thought, Well, what happens if we
15   took a bid for tomorrow, we didn't
16   commit our unit, and then the next day
17   that same unit either didn't bid or bid
18   a much higher price because they knew
19   we couldn't start our unit?  And, you
20   know, so the thought was that's just
21   not a place to put our customers and
22   the reliability of the system.
23              So the week-ahead approach,
24   Sam, really arose out of the absence of
25   the rest of the features of these
0242
 1   phase-two markets and that's still a
 2   situation that exists today.
 3              Just to respond briefly to
 4   the gentleman from NRG, there was a
 5   substantial discussion about doing the
 6   WPP network customer by network
 7   customer versus a -- you know, a pool,
 8   if you will, a power pool where
 9   everybody could offer in.  And, again,
10   we have the circumstances that -- the
11   constraints that certainly describe the
12   situation.
13              Entergy's commitment is to
14   offer all of its fossil units every
15   week at incremental cost.  That's --
16   And this is a pay-as-bid market, not a
17   market-clearing-price market.
18              And so if you take those
19   constraints, you say, What would be the
20   consequence of broadening the WPP to do
21   it as a pool?  The consequence of that
22   is that Entergy's units would be
23   available for sale to serve other
24   native load at incremental cost.  And
25   you-all obviously may have your view,
0243
 1   but we didn't think that the retail
 2   regulators would look very kindly upon
 3   that particular feature of the
 4   market -- of a market, if you will.
 5   And so, again, given the constraints
 6   with which we were dealing, the
 7   decision was made to allow these other
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 8   network customers to participate on it
 9   in parallel rather than to try and make
10   a power pool, if you will, out of the
11   whole Entergy region.
12              And I think as SPP is in the
13   process of going through that, when
14   you're going to put in place one of
15   these markets, a lot of stuff has to
16   get developed.  There's a whole suite
17   of rules that have to be developed and
18   it's pretty hard just to pick out a
19   single piece and try and implement
20   that.
21              So I hope that's kind of
22   clarified, Sam, your point in
23   particular.
24         MR. SUSKIE:
25              Thank you.
0244
 1              All right.  Anything else?
 2              (No response.)
 3         MR. SUSKIE:
 4              Let's take a ten-minute
 5   break and come back.
 6              (Whereupon a recess was
 7   taken.)
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
 9              I just wanted to also let
10   everybody know, y'all may have read in
11   one of the letters we sent out, our
12   next meeting is scheduled for the 22nd.
13   We're having some hotel room issues.
14   We looking at possibly the 21st.
15   That's the conflict.  So we'll let you
16   know for certain, but it looks like the
17   22nd will be the next meeting of April,
18   that is, for the E-RSC.  We'll give
19   more precise details in the next couple
20   of days for people to make reservations
21   and whatnot.
22              And these may not be totally
23   updated, but a couple of updates.  Old
24   Dominion beat Notre Dame.  Villanova
25   was down by two to Robert Morris, and
0245
 1   Florida-BYU is in the second overtime.
 2   I don't know if there's any updates to
 3   that.
 4         UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
 5              Yeah.  Florida -- BYU beat
 6   Florida and Villanova beat Robert
 7   Morse.
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
 9              If we can, I guess, go back
10   on the record and now we'll continue
11   with the joint stakeholder group
12   comments.
13              Who is going to lead the
14   joint stakeholders?
15              Mr. Newell?
16         MR. NEWELL:
17              Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
18              Since we represent or we
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19   constitute a fairly large and diverse
20   group, I'm going to split up the slides
21   with your permission --
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              We're having trouble hearing
24   you.
25         MR. NEWELL:
0246
 1              How is that?
 2              What I was beginning to say
 3   was since we've got a pretty diverse
 4   group here that is in the joint
 5   stakeholder group, I'm going to split
 6   up the slides, with your permission,
 7   with Katherine King, who is counsel for
 8   the Louisiana Energy Users Group, and
 9   then that way you won't have to listen
10   to me going on for 15 or 20 slides.
11              The first one we had -- Ben,
12   if you can --
13         MR. BRIGHT:
14              Done.
15         MR. NEWELL:
16              Just the caveat that we had
17   last time that, you know, this is very
18   high level, doesn't represent a
19   comprehensive explanation of our
20   position on everything, but we've
21   covered the most significant things
22   here.
23              We combined Items 1 and 2.
24   They seem to be pretty much two sides
25   of the same coin.  All right.  And we
0247
 1   do generally support the idea of
 2   identifying the full range of benefits
 3   that flow from any upgrade, whether
 4   it's planned for economic or
 5   reliability purposes.  Any addition to
 6   the network has certain collateral
 7   effects and benefits that should be
 8   measured.  Any such analysis is likely
 9   to have implications for cost
10   allocation, but we did not try to go
11   there and I didn't read the proposed
12   enhancements as necessarily venturing
13   that far.  So we will take that up at
14   another time.  But, in general, we
15   support Items 1 and 2.
16              Item 3 -- And if there are
17   any questions about the specifics of
18   this, I will actually, unbeknownst to
19   her, defer to Becky Turner, who I think
20   is among the most knowledgeable person
21   about this particular problem.  But the
22   situation is that in interactions with
23   the ICT over the last couple years,
24   there were instances in which
25   stakeholders sought certain types of
0248
 1   action that the ICT sort of demurred on
 2   and said that they felt that they
 3   couldn't do that because it was
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 4   inconsistent with their contract.  So
 5   we think that this proposed
 6   enhancement, which calls for an
 7   independent analysis of limitations on
 8   ICT authority, is a good idea.  It may
 9   lead to some beneficial enhancements
10   that would probably need to be
11   reflected through some tariff tweaks,
12   but to the extent there are limitations
13   on the ICT's authority, I think we need
14   to look at those, test them out, see if
15   they make sense or whether they should
16   be removed.
17              Next slide.
18              Item 4, if you read the
19   enhancement itself, it's kind of
20   apparitional.  It says that the ICT
21   should have sufficient resources and
22   doesn't really have any kind of action
23   directive behind it and certainly we
24   agree with the apparition.  The trick
25   is how do you put that into effect?  We
0249
 1   trust that will be something that will
 2   come under closer analysis down the
 3   road in terms of whether it's, you
 4   know, reporting on a number of
 5   full-time employees or reporting on
 6   employees that move back and forth
 7   between the RTO or whatever.  But in
 8   terms of making sure that the ICT is
 9   fully staffed with competent people who
10   stay on the assignment long enough to
11   really get familiar with the Entergy
12   system, we think that's really of
13   utmost importance.
14              Item 5, you know, this kind
15   of overlaps with some of the discussion
16   we had earlier this morning.  And the
17   nature of the enhancement, it says the
18   ICT should be required to study and
19   identify cost-effective solutions for
20   flowgates that are chronically
21   congested.  I certainly think that's a
22   good idea.  It wouldn't necessarily
23   limit your transmission solutions in
24   terms of identifying cost-effective
25   ways to resolve congestion, but, you
0250
 1   know, certainly if it's through the
 2   congestion solution that would be
 3   implemented through upgrades, that's
 4   something that should be focused on and
 5   pursued.
 6              I guess one thing I would
 7   point out in that last bullet, it's
 8   almost a doctrinal difference of view,
 9   I think, between some of the
10   stakeholders and Entergy as to whether
11   resolution congestion is an economic
12   problem or a reliability problem.  And
13   I think -- I don't think there's any
14   yes-or-no, one-or-the-other answer.  I
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15   think it's a matter of degree.
16              If you have a flowgate that,
17   you know, once a year gets into a
18   TLR-3, you know, that's an economic
19   problem.  Looking at, you know,
20   transmission solutions for that
21   probably doesn't make a lot of sense.
22   If you have a flowgate that is hit with
23   Level 5 TLRs 60 times a year, which is,
24   I think, the number we had last year in
25   some of the flowgates in the ALP, in my
0251
 1   mind, you're in the realm of a
 2   reliability issue because what you've
 3   got is energy emergency alerts being
 4   declared because of those curtailments,
 5   literally difficulty in meeting load.
 6              So I think in looking at
 7   these questions, that it's a false
 8   choice to say it's either economic or
 9   reliability.  I think it's a spectrum.
10              Item 6, the question here, I
11   think, has to do with how some of the
12   economic studies will be treated as to
13   whether they were part of the safe 5
14   free.  They're not really free.  It's
15   just that the costs are recovered
16   through the transmission rate instead
17   of directly charged to the requesting
18   party.
19              And we do feel that the RMR
20   study costs, not only the 2010 but
21   future RMR analyses, should be treated
22   as part of the rolled-in costs -- study
23   costs in part because, you know, RMR is
24   itself a reliability issue.  So we see
25   those as being rolled in and not
0252
 1   counted against the five other
 2   rolled-in analyses that Attachment K
 3   presents.
 4              Our last little -- a little
 5   bit of an embellishment, but in terms
 6   of how we get to identifying the five
 7   economic studies to be rolled in.  We
 8   suggest that the ICT take a look to
 9   give kind of a first pass analysis that
10   would assist stakeholders in
11   identifying the five studies and then,
12   we'll probably get some push back on
13   this, but in FERC orders on this, I
14   think 90, they said the stakeholders
15   are supposed to pick the five studies.
16   And as things stand now, the ICT picks
17   the five, and we kind of grasped on
18   that, and didn't get FERC to change its
19   mind, I guess.  We'd like the group to
20   maybe take a second look at that and
21   consider having the stakeholders pick
22   the five examples.
23         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
24              Yeah.  A couple questions,
25   if you don't mind.
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0253
 1              First-pass analysis is --
 2   I'm not sure I know what that means.
 3   Does that mean some sort of screening
 4   study similar to what SPP does before
 5   they hand off more detailed studies to
 6   Entergy?
 7         MR. NEWELL:
 8              Yes.  The idea is they would
 9   be a really rough-cut first-order
10   analysis to try to sort out which would
11   be so grossly expensive as to not pay
12   off in any reasonable time frame as
13   those that seem to be in the ballpark.
14         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
15              And then the second question
16   I've got is the last item you mentioned
17   before my question, which was who
18   decides which five studies are done.  I
19   thought for some reason that the
20   LTTIWGG made that determination on what
21   studies they wanted to see done.  But,
22   I mean, I'm speaking completely out of
23   ignorance.  I don't know.  So if you
24   could tell me how that process worked a
25   little bit.
0254
 1         MR. NEWELL:
 2              I think the process has been
 3   that there's a recommendation by
 4   LTTIWGG, but at least as Attachment K
 5   is written, it's the ICT that makes the
 6   final decision.  To date, I don't
 7   think -- you know, some other folks are
 8   closer to this process and could
 9   probably correct me if I'm wrong -- but
10   I don't think there has been an
11   instance where there was conflict where
12   stakeholders wanted one study and the
13   ICT said, "No.  I'm going to pick
14   another one."
15              But, you know, in concept,
16   if the ICT is making the decision, that
17   certainly would seem to be a
18   possibility.  And, again, it was -- I
19   was never sure why FERC to me seemed
20   sort of a way down issue.  FERC ordered
21   that stakeholders would pick it and
22   then in this instance, they don't,
23   so --
24         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
25              Thank you.
0255
 1         MR. NEWELL:
 2              The next slide, the Section
 3   205 filing rights for the ICT.
 4              Our language here is
 5   carefully guarded.  We said we don't
 6   oppose it if it's legally sustainable.
 7   You know, in the FERC oral essay you
 8   have terrific -- but, you know, what
 9   we're talking about here would be the
10   delegation of statutory rights under
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11   the Federal Power Act.
12              I cannot -- I don't want to
13   sit here and tell you that I've done
14   the legal analysis to determine whether
15   it would, in fact, be lawfully
16   permissible for 205 filing rights to be
17   delegated or assigned to a party that's
18   not a, quote, public utility under
19   Section 205 of the Federal Power Act.
20   I think that's something for -- you
21   know, when you invest a lot of time and
22   hope in these, somebody ought to really
23   chase that issue down to make sure that
24   it could be done.  And I'll just give
25   you an example.
0256
 1              It wasn't the Power Act; it
 2   was the same sort of problem.  There
 3   was a group up in the mid Atlantic
 4   that's building a great big
 5   transmission project called Taft and it
 6   was structured as an LLC.  Well, the
 7   LLC filed the application for approval
 8   before the Maryland Commission.  They
 9   went through a whole lot of time and
10   trouble and then Maryland Commission
11   decided the path is not a utility
12   eligible to make the final and had to
13   start back at square one.  So we don't
14   want to get in that situation.
15         MR. SUSKIE:
16              I would assume that any
17   tariff language that would give the
18   E-RSC 205 filing rights would have been
19   approved by FERC ahead of time.  So --
20         MR. NEWELL:
21              Yeah.  Yeah.  But you can
22   always have the situation where maybe
23   FERC approves it and then five years
24   later, somebody challenges it.
25         MR. SUSKIE:
0257
 1              Yeah.
 2         MR. NEWELL:
 3              But as we say, you know, as
 4   important as the 205 filing rights, I
 5   think is ensuring that the ICT uses the
 6   authority it has under 206.  And I
 7   think that would address a lot of the
 8   underlying concern behind the 205 idea,
 9   which was delayed in issue resolution.
10   You know, if we could get over the
11   disinclination of the ICT to use 206
12   rights, I think we'd go a long way
13   toward resolving it.
14              Why are they disinclined?
15   I'm not going to speculate, but, you
16   know, there may be a concern that
17   engaging in litigation with Entergy
18   while providing a service to would sort
19   of, you know, be an adversarial
20   relationship which wouldn't be
21   constructive in the long term.  I guess
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22   I'd point out that FERC does have a
23   number of ETR options and offerings to
24   use alternative dispute resolution that
25   might permit the resolution of a 206
0258
 1   complaint without necessarily all the
 2   costs or hard feelings that tend to
 3   accompany full-blown litigation.
 4              Next slide.
 5              E-RSC authority, the 205
 6   question.  I just said we certainly
 7   concur in the idea that E-RSC's
 8   authority should be more than simply
 9   advisory.  How far we push that, again,
10   I think probably ought to take some --
11   a little bit of research to see what
12   the parameters might be.
13              And there was the second
14   part of the enhancement.  I'm sorry.  I
15   didn't reproduce the enhancement itself
16   just because of the slides.  But it
17   really isn't an enhancement so much as
18   a statement of view as to whether the
19   current governance structure is
20   effective currently and we think the
21   current governance structure is
22   effective.  We understand there are
23   concerns about the unanimity
24   requirements.  You know, that's where
25   we are and I don't think there's any
0259
 1   point of rehashing that discussion.  So
 2   we generally support the idea that the
 3   E-RSC's authority should be more than
 4   advisory and we think the current
 5   governance structure is a good one.
 6              So with that, I'm going to
 7   turn it over to Katherine.
 8         MS. KING:
 9              Yes, thank you.
10              Katherine King, counsel for
11   the Louisiana Energy Users Group, who
12   is one of the joint stakeholders and
13   I'll complete the presentation.
14              Number 9 is the elimination
15   of participant funding and we strongly
16   support the elimination for participant
17   funding as it has been defined by
18   Entergy and under their OATT.  The
19   proposition as stated seemed to imply
20   that you would eliminate participant
21   funding and replace it with a rolled-in
22   cost treatment of all 69 plus kV
23   upgrades, both economic and
24   reliability.
25              We still think there needs
0260
 1   to be a lot of discussion on what the
 2   appropriate cost allocation is.
 3   Certainly there are other alternatives
 4   besides the one included in the
 5   proposition as stated.  Overall, our
 6   group supports a fair cost allocation
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 7   based on a look at both economic and
 8   reliability benefits over a reasonable
 9   period of time and we hope to have more
10   discussion with the E-RSC and other
11   stakeholders on that point.  There will
12   be a presentation later today about how
13   it's done in other parts of the
14   country.
15              The next slide, please.
16              The next slide, market
17   power --
18         MR. SUSKIE:
19              Can everybody hear?
20         MS. KING:
21              Can everybody hear?
22         MR. SUSKIE:
23              The court reporter asks that
24   you speak up.
25         MS. KING:
0261
 1              Okay.  Item 10, market power
 2   concerns.  This proposition really
 3   discusses the appointment of an
 4   independent market monitor, the monitor
 5   for unduly discriminatory transmission
 6   service.  We support this proposition
 7   but on a conditional basis.  If we're
 8   going to go to the trouble to appoint a
 9   market monitor, it certainly needs to
10   be someone with proper authority.  So
11   we think that they need to be fully
12   independent of the ICT.  They need to
13   be given appropriate authority with
14   regard to data collection, analysis,
15   and remedial action and they need to be
16   given specific and clear views.  In
17   other words, we don't think they should
18   be merely an auditor of what's going on
19   but have actual authority.
20              Next slide, please.
21              Data exchange and sharing.
22   This topic is about the ICT being
23   responsible for exchanging operational
24   and planning data and coordinating with
25   neighboring entities and certainly the
0262
 1   ICT is doing that currently to a
 2   certain extent.  We understand there
 3   may be some problems with some
 4   neighboring entities associated with
 5   maybe confidential information and how
 6   that's handled.  We agree that's an
 7   issue and there should be provisions
 8   worked out to handle market sensitive
 9   information, but we support the
10   proposition.
11              The next slide.
12              Qf puts.  Under this
13   proposition, it calls for the ICT to
14   establish policy associated with
15   modeling and the curtailment priorities
16   of QF puts.  We actually oppose this
17   proposition.  The curtailment of QF
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18   puts is currently controlled by federal
19   law, PURPA, and FERC's regulations in
20   support of PURPA.
21              The issue of QF modeling is
22   currently under consideration by FERC
23   and so we think this is not a matter
24   for the ICT to establish policies on at
25   this time.
0263
 1              The next slide, please.
 2              Item 13, new markets.  This
 3   provision would give ICT responsibility
 4   to develop and establish new markets
 5   optimize existing transmission systems.
 6   We actually oppose this enhancement.
 7   We think it's premature.  Currently
 8   based on where we are, there's
 9   certainly no consensus in the Entergy
10   region on new market structures.  And
11   we think there are a lot more important
12   issues to be focused on currently by
13   the ICT and the E-RSC and we don't
14   think this is an area where the ICT
15   should be attempting to make policy
16   under its current structures.
17              The next item, E-RSC.
18   Entergy's proposal that really goes to
19   the authority of the E-RSC.  This item
20   is really linked to Item 8, which Gary
21   covered earlier.  We support this
22   proposal as stated.  We think the E-RSC
23   should have the authority to recommend
24   adoption of cost allocation methods.
25         MR. SUSKIE:
0264
 1              Let's try to change mikes.
 2         MS. KING:
 3              How is that?  Is that
 4   better?
 5         MR. SUSKIE:
 6              Yes.
 7         MS. KING:
 8              Okay.
 9              We agree that the E-RSC
10   should have authority to recommend the
11   adoption of cost allocation methods.
12   And absent of any other ability to do
13   so, we think the E-RSC should be able
14   to direct Entergy to make cost
15   allocation filings.  And we support the
16   E-RSC having the authority to direct
17   the construction of particular
18   upgrades.
19         MR. SUSKIE:
20              I've got a question.  This
21   goes back to what I asked earlier.
22   What if -- As Entergy has moved to
23   having the construction plan match the
24   ICT base plan, what would you think
25   about an idea to where the ICT base
0265
 1   plan is presumed to be what's built and
 2   there will only be deviations from that
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 3   with new projects or withdrawing
 4   projects if there's a unanimous consent
 5   on the part of the E-RSC?
 6         MS. KING:
 7              I would certainly have to go
 8   back and get input from our joint
 9   group, but I think to me, that sounds
10   like that would be a significant
11   improvement over where we are now.
12              And then the final slide,
13   one-stop shopping, elimination of
14   pancake rates.  I think this one was
15   actually covered this morning in our
16   discussion on one-stop shopping and I
17   think the enhancement that we discussed
18   this morning probably covers this
19   topic.  The group does support this
20   enhancement.
21              And that's it.
22              Any questions?
23         MR. SUSKIE:
24              Any questions?
25              Ken?
0266
 1         MR. ANDERSON:
 2              Yeah, I have a question on
 3   No. 13.  I don't know what the slide
 4   number is on it.  It doesn't have a
 5   number on mine.  But the new markets,
 6   do you include in that the revisions, I
 7   suppose enhancements, whatever you call
 8   them, to the WPP?
 9         MS. KING:
10              No, I don't think so.  I
11   think in the proposition as stated
12   talked about next day, ancillary, and
13   real-time type --
14         MR. ANDERSON:
15              As opposed to enhancements
16   to the existing WPP?
17         MS. KING:
18              That's correct.  We are not
19   including enhancements to the WPP in
20   that item.
21         MR. ANDERSON:
22              Okay.  Thank you.
23         MR. SUSKIE:
24              Any other questions?  Any
25   from any stakeholders?
0267
 1              (No response.)
 2         MR. SUSKIE:
 3              Thank you very much.  We
 4   appreciate that.
 5              It's kind of interesting as
 6   to where there's a dialogue and
 7   discussion today.  You can see how
 8   things clear up a bit because a lot of
 9   these recommendations overlap and
10   hopefully we can address these
11   remaining enhancements with some of
12   what we covered this morning.
13              Next we have a presentation
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14   by Entergy.  And I think Entergy did a
15   great job of categorizing where these
16   actual -- You know, as we started out
17   this morning, some things will be a
18   change to the tariff, FERC filing, some
19   are administrative, and I thought
20   Entergy did a very good job of helping
21   to break those down.
22              So with that, Kim?
23         MS. DESPEAUX:
24              Okay.  Thank you.
25         MR. SUSKIE:
0268
 1              This is Kim Despeaux.
 2         MS. DESPEAUX:
 3              I'm sorry.  Yes.
 4              And we did -- As we were
 5   thinking about how best to respond to
 6   all the recommendations, we did break
 7   it down into these four categories as
 8   President Suskie indicated.  The first
 9   one was that we felt like there were a
10   number of proposals that the ICT
11   currently had the authority to
12   implement and we did identify those.
13   It actually turned out to be about
14   seven out of the 24.
15              And then we also had a set
16   of proposals that -- in looking at the
17   proposals, that we thought could be
18   implemented during the extension
19   period.  And anybody who's read our
20   comments knows that one of the most
21   important ones that we felt like it was
22   critical to focus on was the decisional
23   authority of the E-RSC.  And we
24   certainly support providing the E-RSC
25   with the authority, upon unanimous
0269
 1   vote, to order us to file changes to
 2   the cost allocation methodology under
 3   Section 205 and also to give the E-RSC
 4   authority to, upon unanimous vote, add
 5   projects to the construction plan so
 6   that if there were differences in what
 7   other parties thought should be in the
 8   construction plan, either reliability
 9   or economic, that that discussion would
10   come to the E-RSC and if, upon
11   unanimous vote, we'd go ahead and add
12   them to our construction plan.
13         MR. SUSKIE:
14              Kim, I've got a couple of
15   questions for you.  One, what about the
16   thought I threw out since the
17   construction plan and the base plan
18   have moved closer together?  What if we
19   just -- you know, there's a presumption
20   that the ICT base plan's what's built
21   and any deviation from that comes to
22   the E-RSC?
23         MS. DESPEAUX:
24              Actually on that one, if we
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25   did that, that would actually turn the
0270
 1   ICT into the transmission provider and
 2   so we thought that by -- and to clarify
 3   also, since we are the transmission
 4   provider and have the obligations and
 5   liabilities that go along with the
 6   NERC/SERC transmission planning
 7   requirements, we wouldn't be
 8   comfortable allowing parties to pull
 9   projects out of the construction plan.
10   If we felt like they were needed for
11   reliability, we would want the right to
12   continue to pursue those.  And I don't
13   think that really will happen.  I think
14   the primary focus has been on adding
15   projects to the construction plan and
16   we think the way we've structured it,
17   it actually requires a unanimous vote
18   to the E-RSC and we think that is the
19   appropriate way to proceed.
20         MR. SUSKIE:
21              Okay.  And then one other
22   question.  The -- You refer to an
23   extension period, I'm a little confused
24   on that.
25         MS. DESPEAUX:
0271
 1              Yes.  And this goes back to
 2   our comments in November that it became
 3   apparent to us that we may not have the
 4   decision or the information on which
 5   way we are going to go longer term,
 6   whether that would be a modified ICT or
 7   the SPP RTO by November.  And so in our
 8   November -- our last year's November
 9   2009 filing, we indicated that it was
10   apparent to us that we were going to
11   have to extend the ICT, whether with
12   modifications or without modifications,
13   but we'd have to extend it until such
14   time as the direction -- we knew which
15   direction we were going on, the
16   modified ICT or the SPP RTO.  And so
17   that was kind of the thinking behind
18   it.
19              We also -- There were some
20   items that with the proposals --
21   particularly with the E-RSC authority,
22   there were a number of proposals that
23   we've heard a lot about today on cost
24   allocation and also that would result
25   in adding transmission projects to the
0272
 1   construction plan and so we were
 2   thinking that we could take those up
 3   after the decisional -- you know, the
 4   E-RSC had the decisional authority
 5   as -- while I don't agree with
 6   everything Mr. Paliza said today, I do
 7   agree that it's a very complicated,
 8   particularly the cost allocation is a
 9   very complicated issue.  And we were
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10   just thinking it might be difficult to
11   resolve that before June, but we will
12   work diligently with you guys to do
13   what we can to get it resolved before
14   the June, July -- before we have to
15   make the filing.
16         MR. SUSKIE:
17              I'd say, as stated when we
18   started out, I think it's the consensus
19   of the E-RSC that let's make
20   significant changes in the ICT from
21   October and then if we have 205 filing
22   rights from there, then as issues arise
23   and come up, we can make changes after
24   that.  I don't think there's a desire
25   just to extend status quo.
0273
 1         MS. DESPEAUX:
 2              Yes, and I would agree with
 3   that.  I mean, I think Entergy
 4   recognizes that as well, that there are
 5   some modifications that we should make
 6   for the November -- in the November
 7   time frame once we can get the filings
 8   in.
 9              There was also another
10   category --
11         MR. SUSKIE:
12              Brandon?  I think Brandon
13   has a question.
14         MR. PRESLEY:
15              I just have one.
16              Going back to this deviation
17   between the base plan and the
18   construction plan, and then you talked
19   about that there would be some transfer
20   of control.  I mean, one of the key
21   issues that ever led to the formation
22   of this group was, in fact, the fact
23   that the ICT would recommend certain
24   upgrades and they would be scrapped by
25   the company.
0274
 1              Now, what Chairman Suskie
 2   put out about that if that has a
 3   presumption, then, you know, if there's
 4   a disagreement that could come to us,
 5   you're saying that you don't agree with
 6   that.  What about if the committee was
 7   to come up with some sort of rule or to
 8   have this just as a procedure that if
 9   the -- once the base plan is set by the
10   ICT, then those projects that are
11   scrapped off table, there be some
12   formal recognition by this committee
13   about it?  But rather than just simply
14   glossing over it, I want to make sure
15   we kind of get back to the heart of the
16   matter while we're here and not gloss
17   over it with some jargon about we're
18   going to give away somebody's rights.
19         MS. DESPEAUX:
20              No, and I absolutely agree
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21   and that's what we would propose.  If
22   there is any disagreement on the base
23   plan, construction plan, we would come
24   back to this committee.
25         MR. PRESLEY:
0275
 1              And at that time, Entergy
 2   would be willing to fully explain why
 3   they scrapped that?
 4         MS. DESPEAUX:
 5              Absolutely.  And if you guys
 6   unanimously agree that we're wrong and
 7   if you want it in the plan, we will add
 8   it to plan.
 9              And also on economic -- I
10   think some of the other discussion we
11   had today relates to economic
12   transmission upgrades, which go beyond
13   the base plan, things that we would
14   bring to the committee and have them
15   decide.
16         MR. ANDERSON:
17              I'm a little confused
18   because what I thought I heard you say
19   is what you wanted was the ability,
20   because of your legal requirements,
21   legal liability as the PSP, to build --
22   I thought I heard you say to build
23   additional plans -- or rather
24   additional facilities beyond what's in
25   the base plan, you know, when you
0276
 1   consider those -- when you consider
 2   those necessary for reliability.  I
 3   didn't think I heard you say that you
 4   would drop -- that you would drop
 5   facilities out of the base plan.  So
 6   which is it?  That you can drop
 7   facilities or add facilities or both?
 8         MS. DESPEAUX:
 9              And let me respond.  I was
10   actually responding to what I
11   understood the comments of Chairman
12   Suskie, that the E-RSC could have us
13   pull projects out of our construction
14   plan that we thought were needed for
15   reliability.  And I don't know that he
16   even intended that, but that's what I
17   was responding to, that we would -- as
18   long as we have the obligation as the
19   transmission provider and planner and
20   had all the liabilities associated with
21   that, we would want to make sure that
22   we could pursue projects that we felt
23   were needed under those standards for
24   reliability and then add -- come back
25   to this committee if there's any
0277
 1   projects that like, for instance, the
 2   ICT thought should be included or that
 3   other parties thought should be
 4   included, we would come back to this
 5   committee and have them determine
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 6   whether or not they thought it
 7   appropriate to include.  And if they
 8   did think it was appropriate to
 9   include, we'd go ahead and include
10   them.
11         MR. PRESLEY:
12              I don't mean to jump in, but
13   you're continuing to go back to
14   additions to the base plan.  That's a
15   certain segment, but, quite honestly,
16   and in my estimate not the lion's share
17   of the concern.  The concern is when
18   the ICT says one through 15, in the
19   past we've seen one through nine or one
20   through 12.  I mean, you're painting
21   one side of the picture with that.
22              I want to make sure that we
23   get a clear answer on the record about
24   that because the -- I mean, the ability
25   of you to add projects that you think
0278
 1   are important above and beyond the plan
 2   is one thing, but your ability to go
 3   ahead and scrap projects are another.
 4   So you continually refer back to this
 5   ability to make sure you preserve your
 6   right and protect against your
 7   reliability, but I want to know about
 8   the ones which are recommended that
 9   don't get built.  I want to make sure
10   we paint a very good picture for the
11   record.  I want a real concise answer
12   for that.
13         MS. DESPEAUX:
14              And, Chairman, those
15   projects that we have a -- we have a
16   disagreement that the ICT believes
17   should get built and we have a
18   difference of opinion, we would come to
19   you guys and have you decide.  And if
20   you voted to add them to the
21   construction plan, we would add them.
22   We would pursue them.
23         MR. PRESLEY:
24              And at that time, you'd be
25   willing to give a full explanation
0279
 1   related to why you differed with that
 2   -- I mean, because that's not been the
 3   -- in the past, that's what we've been
 4   lacking?
 5         MS. DESPEAUX:
 6              Absolutely.  The debate
 7   would occur here, where we come in and
 8   explain to you why we don't think
 9   they're necessary.  The ICT or other
10   parties would explain why they believe
11   they are necessary and you guys would
12   decide, and we would comply with that
13   decision.  And if it's to add them,
14   we'd add them.
15         MR. ANDERSON:
16              I'm still a little concerned
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17   because it was my understanding with
18   your dropping of no B that there
19   frankly wouldn't be any differences,
20   you know.
21         MR. PRESLEY:
22              That's right.
23         MR. ANDERSON:
24              It would be rare when there
25   are differences between the base plan
0280
 1   and construction plan.
 2         MS. DESPEAUX:
 3              And I actually think that's
 4   the case.  That's what this year has
 5   shown, as Bruce alluded to earlier, our
 6   plans are lined up.  We're both
 7   planning the same criteria and reaching
 8   the same conclusions on what's properly
 9   needed for reliability.
10         MR. ANDERSON:
11              But you reserve the right to
12   disagree on it.
13         MS. DESPEAUX:
14              But then you guys decide.  I
15   mean, I reserve the right to have a
16   difference of opinion, but it always
17   comes back to you and you decide to add
18   projects.
19         MR. ANDERSON:
20              I'm sorry.  This is an
21   important issue.  I'd actually thought
22   about it earlier and I didn't want to
23   interrupt the flow of the presentation.
24   What about the timing of the
25   construction of those plans, because to
0281
 1   my mind, the priority with which
 2   they're built in certain terms stands
 3   as being important as to whether they
 4   get built?
 5         MS. DESPEAUX:
 6              I think that's --
 7         MR. ANDERSON:
 8              I mean, they're -- I realize
 9   they're technical issues and you don't
10   build a bridge to nowhere, but --
11         MS. DESPEAUX:
12              Yeah.  Getting CCMs, again,
13   we would pursue them as rapidly as we
14   could.
15         MR. SUSKIE:
16              Bill?
17         MR. BOOTH:
18              Kim, the way you're
19   describing this, it sounds as though
20   this is something Entergy is already
21   willing to agree to do.
22         MS. DESPEAUX:
23              Uh-huh (indicating
24   affirmatively).
25         MR. BOOTH:
0282
 1              Does that mean -- is any
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 2   further filing required?  Is Entergy
 3   consenting to that now, that the E-RSC
 4   can identify these projects?
 5         MS. DESPEAUX:
 6              Actually, there would be a
 7   filing required, and in order to
 8   facilitate this -- I was going to wait
 9   till end, but now would be as good a
10   time as any.  We actually have drafted
11   language and that may help, too, to
12   make sure it's clear, but we've drafted
13   language to amend our transmission
14   tariff to give the E-RSC this authority
15   and we have a draft of that language
16   here today.  We'd be happy to make it
17   available to everybody so that
18   everybody could look at it and see how
19   we've addressed it.
20         MR. SUSKIE:
21              Thanks.  Bill?
22         MR. BOOTH:
23              Are there any other
24   conditions that would accompany that
25   authority?
0283
 1         MS. DESPEAUX:
 2              No.  I think this is -- You
 3   know, we have to make -- I should say
 4   we have to make the requisite filings
 5   at the various retail jurisdictions and
 6   the FERC, but that's -- we are ready to
 7   move forward.  We support giving the
 8   E-RSC this authority.
 9         MR. SUSKIE:
10              Ms. Turner?
11         MS. TURNER:
12              I just did want to bring up,
13   and I think Mr. Anderson hit on this,
14   that although the projects have aligned
15   themselves, the timing of the projects
16   are still not aligned and there are a
17   number of projects that the ICT has
18   projected are needed earlier and
19   Entergy has projected to delay those.
20   There's been no explanation given as to
21   why there's a difference in their
22   timing.
23         MS. DESPEAUX:
24              There are differences in the
25   timing and I think some of them -- I
0284
 1   may have to look to the guys in the
 2   back here -- but we are pursuing them
 3   as quickly as we can.  We can't just
 4   physically and from a technical
 5   standpoint, you can't put in place some
 6   of these transmission upgrades
 7   overnight and we are pursuing them as
 8   quickly as we can.  And I think by
 9   having the construction plan, the
10   information that we've talked about on
11   the status and schedule, where we are
12   on all the construction plan and
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13   providing that information on a
14   quarterly basis, I think you'll be able
15   to look at that as well.
16         MR. PRESLEY:
17              What about disagreements on
18   the timing?  She raises a point that
19   you have a certain time horizon and ICT
20   has another one.  Would you be willing
21   to consent to that same authority
22   related to adding the projects -- it
23   would not just be merely adding of the
24   projects, but it would be some
25   decisional authority related to these
0285
 1   type of time horizons in which there's
 2   a decision made if there's disagreement
 3   between the ICT and the company?
 4         MS. DESPEAUX:
 5              Yeah, Chairman, I think --
 6   and maybe Bruce is going to jump in
 7   here and --
 8         MR. PRESLEY:
 9              I'm just trying to save you
10   some breath.  I'm just trying to make
11   sure that what you're proposing in this
12   language encompasses not just a mere
13   yes or no, but then the other many
14   decisions that must be carried on there
15   where there may be a disagreement
16   between the two.  Somebody has got to
17   be the final say-so and it should be
18   this committee.
19         MR. SUSKIE:
20              Bruce, do you have a
21   comment?
22         MR. REW:
23              Yes.  I just want to
24   convey -- this is Bruce Rew with SPP --
25   that from the ICT's perspective, we're
0286
 1   looking at it from when we identify the
 2   need in the model.  We're not factoring
 3   in the other considerations, like Kim
 4   had mentioned, that might be
 5   construction limitations or those type
 6   of factors, but we identify the date
 7   that we see it needed and that's what
 8   our focus is.  And if for some reason,
 9   it can't be constructed within that
10   time frame, then we would look at
11   mitigation plans until that facility is
12   constructed.
13         MR. SUSKIE:
14              And those delays being
15   regulatory or court battles for eminent
16   domain?
17         MR. REW:
18              Yes, absolutely.
19         MR. PRESLEY:
20              But those delays hinge upon
21   some evidentiary basis.  I mean, if you
22   say that we see that we have need,
23   let's just say in northwestern
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24   Mississippi, in a certain area by 2015
25   and the company says, "Oh, no, not
0287
 1   until 2010," that's based on something.
 2   And I just feel like it's highly
 3   important in this process that we
 4   compel the company to explain their
 5   reasoning behind that and that there be
 6   some, if you will, digging into the
 7   facts of whether -- you know, it's one
 8   thing to stand up and say all day long,
 9   "Oh, well, it's just a construction
10   problem."  Well, back that up with
11   something.
12              And I think that's -- I'm
13   not trying to hit up on what Ken's
14   saying, but I think that's -- in my
15   eyes, it's very important that we take
16   nothing on face value when it comes to
17   any deviation related to the ICT
18   report.  That brings weight and
19   objectivity and independence to the ICT
20   and everything that deviates from that
21   must be proved.
22         MR. MONROE:
23              Carl Monroe from SPP, too,
24   and I think part of what you wanted in
25   the tracking of construction would help
0288
 1   you in that regard, too, is to provide
 2   that type of information through it.
 3   So it's not just at the time you make
 4   the decision, but it should be through
 5   the tracking process, too.
 6         MR. SUSKIE:
 7              Gary?
 8         MR. NEWELL:
 9              This is Gary Newell.
10              Very quickly, Kim, just so I
11   understand what you're describing.  The
12   way things stand now, once the base
13   plan is finalized and the construction
14   plan is finalized, at that point, do
15   you do the differences report based
16   upon the final version of each?  It
17   sounds like what you're talking about
18   is that at an earlier stage dealing
19   with a draft construction plan that you
20   would at that stage highlight any
21   differences from the then current, I
22   guess, draft base plan, notify the
23   E-RSC, and if there was a project they
24   thought ought to be added, you would
25   add that to the next iteration of the
0289
 1   draft construction.  Is that kind of
 2   what you're thinking?
 3         MS. DESPEAUX:
 4              Well, I would like to work
 5   with the ICT, to be honest, and make --
 6   That process sounds fine.  I mean, we
 7   think it should be brought here.  I
 8   don't know, to be honest, Gary, when
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 9   the ICT thinks the -- you know, the
10   plans have had enough discussion that
11   we actually know we have a difference,
12   but whenever that is, I don't oppose
13   bringing it to the E-RSC.
14         MR. NEWELL:
15              Okay.  It sounded like if
16   you had a tariff language in it, you
17   were going to -- I thought maybe you --
18         MS. DESPEAUX:
19              Yes.
20         MR. NEWELL:
21              My real question, my concern
22   is, you know, at the point at which
23   Entergy approves the construction plan
24   and it has been approved by management
25   and put in the company capital budget,
0290
 1   are you saying that you would have
 2   flexibility to add to the construction
 3   plan at the E-RSC's direction after
 4   that point in time?
 5         MS. DESPEAUX:
 6              Yes.
 7         MR. NEWELL:
 8              You would have that
 9   flexibility?
10         MS. DESPEAUX:
11              Yes.  We would have the
12   ability to add projects to the
13   construction plan.
14         MR. NEWELL:
15              And no further management
16   approval would be required?
17         MS. DESPEAUX:
18              Well, it has to -- I mean, I
19   would have to -- Obviously we'd have to
20   go through the normal governance on
21   large projects, but that's what we do
22   all the time and I don't see that
23   preventing us from adding them to the
24   construction plan.
25         MR. NEWELL:
0291
 1              I'll ask the obvious
 2   question and maybe it's just a
 3   rhetorical question.  What happens when
 4   management says, "No, we're not going
 5   to do that"?
 6         MS. DESPEAUX:
 7              I don't anticipate that that
 8   will occur, but if it does, we'll come
 9   back to you, I promise that.
10         MR. SUSKIE:
11              I think if the E-RSC was
12   unanimous, management would be hard
13   pressed.
14         MS. DESPEAUX:
15              That's a critical factor in
16   our decision.
17         MR. NEWELL:
18              Stranger things have
19   happened.
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20         MS. DESPEAUX:
21              Okay.  Any others?
22              I think we've gone through
23   the blue disk.  The next one is the
24   pink.
25              There were some proposals
0292
 1   that we thought probably it made sense
 2   to hold up on until we figured out
 3   which direction we were going, whether
 4   we were going the SPP RTO or modified
 5   the ICT.  And then there was also one
 6   recommendation that didn't fall into
 7   the other categories and that we
 8   actually did not support at this time
 9   and I won't go through all of these.
10   We've given our comments.  If any of
11   your guys have questions on any
12   particular ones, just please ask.
13              But if you could go to the
14   pink slide and this will be -- As a
15   matter of fact, I probably -- A lot of
16   this, the pink slide is where the ICT
17   would actually become the transmission
18   provider.
19              Last time when we first
20   established the ICT, one of the more
21   contentious issues was whether or not
22   the ICT would be the transmission
23   provider or not and so we just thought
24   it would be difficult to get through
25   this and that maybe it made more sense
0293
 1   just to wait until we knew which
 2   direction we were going between the RTO
 3   or the modified ICT.  But, you know,
 4   we're certainly willing to consider all
 5   of this, including making the ICT the
 6   transmission provider.
 7              The next page.  I'm sorry,
 8   Ben.
 9         MR. BRIGHT:
10              The green one?
11         MS. DESPEAUX:
12              Yes, the green page.
13              The one recommendation that
14   we didn't think made sense at this time
15   was to establish a market monitor.  The
16   areas that the market participants had
17   suggested we need a market monitor
18   over, the ICT is either performing
19   those functions or already monitoring
20   those areas and so we just didn't think
21   it made sense to add an additional
22   layer of monitoring and an additional
23   cost.
24              And finally on to the last
25   page.  Wait.  The other direction.
0294
 1   Back to the very last page.  There we
 2   go.
 3              As President Suskie
 4   mentioned this morning, we do -- we are
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 5   on a certain time frame.  We have
 6   certain obligations in terms of when we
 7   need to make certain filings and, you
 8   know, we certainly have the FERC filing
 9   in September.  But in order to
10   facilitate -- and it sounds like it was
11   helpful -- the discussion on the E-RSC
12   authority, we did take a shot at
13   drafting language, as I indicated
14   earlier, which we'll make available
15   here at the front of the room and can
16   forward to Ben for posting as well.
17              And I think that kind of
18   summarizes it for us.
19         MR. SUSKIE:
20              All right.  Thank you.
21              Any questions from the E-RSC
22   members?
23              (No response.)
24         MR. SUSKIE:
25              Seeing none -- Bill?
0295
 1         MR. BOOTH:
 2              Kim, looking at the last
 3   page, apparent critical path --
 4         MS. DESPEAUX:
 5              Yeah.
 6         MR. BOOTH:
 7              -- do you need retail
 8   regulatory authority for every
 9   transmission project that you build
10   currently?
11         MS. DESPEAUX:
12              In most states, we have CCN
13   requirements.  I'm not sure -- The one
14   I'm not sure about is Louisiana, to be
15   honest.  Now, I know that Paul
16   Zimmering is here.  He may be able to
17   help me.  That's the one I'm not sure
18   of, to be honest.  But I can check
19   that.  I hate to speculate, but I can
20   certainly check where we require
21   certificates to build transmission.
22         MR. BOOTH:
23              So this retail approval
24   you're looking for is specifically just
25   a certificate to build?  It's not
0296
 1   guaranteed rate recovery or anything
 2   like that?
 3         MS. DESPEAUX:
 4              No.  No.  I'm sorry.  This
 5   is the -- We've got certain transfer of
 6   control provisions at various of our
 7   retail regulators that we feel like we
 8   have to go through.  We also have a
 9   specific commitment that we made to the
10   Louisiana Commission when we first
11   established the ICT that said we would
12   come back to them four months prior to
13   the expiration of the initial ICT term
14   and identify any modifications and the
15   extension and also lay out whether
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16   there would be benefits to going to an
17   RTO.  And so there's a number of -- But
18   it was those types of filings.  It was
19   not related to construction upgrades,
20   transmission upgrades.  We have to
21   obtain those separately.
22         MR. ZIMMERING:
23              All right.  I can do this
24   without a microphone.
25              For what it's worth, the
0297
 1   Louisiana Commission currently does not
 2   exercise certification or cite any
 3   authority over transmission projects,
 4   but we do have a relatively
 5   all-encompassing transfer of ownership
 6   and control series.  It's a general
 7   order.  And so those things can be
 8   indicated by what Kim said.
 9         MR. SUSKIE:
10              Thank you.
11              Pat?
12         MS. PROFETA:
13              Can you just be clear about
14   this is a one-time retail approval?
15         MS. DESPEAUX:
16              Yeah, I'm sorry.  The
17   transfer of control to implement these
18   measures is a one-time approval.  Once
19   we get the approval to have the E-RSC
20   have this authority, we don't
21   anticipate going back every time we'd
22   need or on a recurring basis.
23         MR. SUSKIE:
24              One question out of
25   curiosity.  When utilities in Louisiana
0298
 1   joined SPP, was that -- how was that
 2   handled?  Paul?
 3         MR. ZIMMERING:
 4              Anybody from SWEPCO here or
 5   AEP?
 6              SWEPCO, I believe, is the
 7   only utility in Louisiana that has
 8   joined the SPP.  Am I wrong about that?
 9   No?  Okay.  And they never obtained
10   authority from the Louisiana Public
11   Service Commission to do so.  I'll
12   leave it at that.
13         MR. SUSKIE:
14              I didn't mean to stir
15   anything up.
16         MR. ANDERSON:
17              Can I ask a question, I
18   guess, of whoever wants to answer it,
19   either Commissioner Fields or -- Does
20   Louisiana have a good cause waiver,
21   that kind of filing, at least the
22   deadline?  In other words, if we were
23   making progress and it slipped two
24   weeks or three weeks or four weeks, is
25   it possible to grant a good cause
0299
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 1   waiver of the 40 -- of the four-month
 2   requirement?
 3         MR. ZIMMERING:
 4              I'm sorry.  I'm missing
 5   something.  The four-month
 6   requirement --
 7         MR. FIELD:
 8              Yeah, I think we can get an
 9   extension on that if we need to.
10         MR. ANDERSON:
11              The filing, get the filing
12   for change of control.
13         MR. ZIMMERING:
14              The requirement that
15   currently exists in our Commission's
16   granting authority for the ICT?
17         MR. ANDERSON:
18              Yes.
19         MR. ZIMMERING:
20              Yes, I'm sure that could --
21   anything could be accomplished by the
22   vote of three commissioners with the
23   exception of setting securitization.
24   But other than that, yes, that could
25   occur, and I'm sure the Commission
0300
 1   would simply look at this practically
 2   and say -- if it makes sense,
 3   absolutely, they would.
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              Any other questions?
 6              Go back to Bill Booth.
 7         MR. BOOTH:
 8              Two questions.  First, with
 9   respect to designation as a
10   transmission provider, are you looking
11   at NERC's functional definition or are
12   you looking at the FERC definition?
13   And then my second question was:  Do
14   you perceive some complication if the
15   ICT is perceived to be your --
16   designated as a transmission provider
17   versus the current relationship?
18         MS. DESPEAUX:
19              We actually -- That was an
20   issue when it came up last time when we
21   first did the ICT.  It was a very
22   contentious issue for the retail
23   regulators.  They didn't want the ICT
24   to be the transmission provider.  They
25   wanted us to maintain that
0301
 1   responsibility.  But as we've
 2   indicated, we're open to considering
 3   that, changing that, and having the ICT
 4   be the transmission provider on a -- We
 5   were thinking about it on a longer term
 6   basis once we knew the direction.  As
 7   Carl had mentioned today, there's
 8   certain expenses and costs and you just
 9   don't know whether it makes sense to
10   incur until probably you know in which
11   direction you're going, but we're open
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12   to that.
13         MR. BOOTH:
14              I guess I'm trying to
15   understand why that specific change
16   would shift the role or responsibility
17   from Entergy to ICT, the one change
18   that we're talking about?
19         MS. DESPEAUX:
20              Because they become
21   responsible for determining what
22   transmission upgrades are required on
23   our system and that was a very
24   contentious issue last time, that one
25   in particular, where all the retail
0302
 1   regulators said, "No.  We want Entergy
 2   to decide what transmission projects
 3   are constructed."
 4              But FERC said, "In order to
 5   get -- to implement participant
 6   funding, we should have the ICT come up
 7   with a base plan as a way to allocate
 8   costs."  It was a method for allocating
 9   costs between supplemental and base
10   plan.  But it was -- That was a very
11   key point last time.
12         MR. BOOTH:
13              Thank you.
14         MR. SUSKIE:
15              Mr. Wilson?
16         MR. WILSON:
17              I'm not understanding how
18   you reconcile your proposed
19   Enhancement 15 that you submitted with
20   the fourth pink bullet.
21         MS. DESPEAUX:
22              Wait.  Go to the fourth pink
23   bullet.  I guess I could look at mine.
24              The elimination of
25   ratemaking, one-stop shopping?
0303
 1         MR. WILSON:
 2              Yes.
 3         MS. DESPEAUX:
 4              We actually were thinking,
 5   and maybe incorrectly, but we were
 6   thinking that this particular -- the
 7   elimination of rate pancaking, one-stop
 8   shopping was something that would be
 9   considered, particularly the
10   elimination of rate pancaking, as part
11   of the cost/benefit study and so you
12   would want to look at it longer term
13   once that was released.
14              But, you know, we're open to
15   considering if -- We're open to
16   considering at this time if the E-RSC
17   would like to do that and I heard -- I
18   think I heard earlier that President
19   Suskie when he spoke, he would like to
20   have resolution on all of these to the
21   extent we can by the June time frame or
22   as many as we can by the June time
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23   frame.
24         MR. SUSKIE:
25              Particularly those matters
0304
 1   that will require a tariff filing at
 2   FERC.
 3         MS. DESPEAUX:
 4              Which this would and so
 5   we'll work diligently to get the
 6   information.
 7         MR. WILSON:
 8              Yeah.  I was trying to
 9   reconcile what you wrote March the 12th
10   and what you said today.
11         MS. DESPEAUX:
12              Yeah, that was our thinking
13   of it, David.
14         MR. WILSON:
15              Thank you.
16         MR. PETERSON:
17              Todd Peterson, West Memphis.
18              On the proposal that you're
19   putting on the board, the differences
20   between the base plan and the
21   construction plan, currently -- and
22   correct me if I'm wrong -- currently on
23   less than 230 kV lines, the allocation
24   of funds from that goes to each
25   individual state of where that's
0305
 1   occurring, I think?
 2         MS. DESPEAUX:
 3              That's generally correct.
 4   Under our System Agreement, we
 5   equalize -- We generally -- there are a
 6   couple of exceptions -- but we
 7   generally equalize among all the
 8   operating companies the cost of
 9   transmission upgrades at 230 kV and
10   above.
11         MR. PETERSON:
12              Okay.  So if there's a
13   difference at 115 or, say, 69, should
14   it not go to them as a whole group and
15   go to the individual commissioner as an
16   approval because -- since it's going --
17   the cost allocation is individually to
18   that state.
19         MR. SUSKIE:
20              That's not accurate.  If
21   it's a 230 and above --
22         MS. DESPEAUX:
23              Yeah.
24         MR. SUSKIE:
25              -- it's allocated based upon
0306
 1   your load.  So, for instance --
 2         MR. PETERSON:
 3              I'm saying 115 or 69.
 4         MR. SUSKIE:
 5              Oh, below that?
 6         MR. PETERSON:
 7              Yes.  If there was a
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 8   difference at those two levels, should
 9   it only be referred to that state since
10   that allocation is --
11         MS. DESPEAUX:
12              We actually think that the
13   E-RSC, the unanimous vote of the E-RSC
14   to add a project would be important.
15         MR. PETERSON:
16              Even though another state
17   has no financial impact on it?
18         MS. DESPEAUX:
19              Well, and if we take
20   service -- If we move over where the
21   ICT is the transmission provider, we
22   would be taking service under that
23   tariff and it could very well affect
24   ratepayers in the other jurisdictions.
25         MR. ANDERSON:
0307
 1              Well, as a practical matter,
 2   because we have to act unanimously, the
 3   commissioner of that jurisdiction would
 4   be the one making the decision, I
 5   think, or at least that commissioner
 6   could prevent it.
 7         MR. SUSKIE:
 8              I think you raise a good
 9   point for the lower voltage lines.
10   That may be something for the Working
11   Group to look at, a different process
12   for those, because obviously, like
13   Arkansas Commission could just say, "We
14   find its needed in Arkansas, build it,"
15   and you don't want to worry about
16   whether it's unanimous here.  But,
17   anyway, you raise a good point.
18              Any other questions?
19              Ms. Turner?
20         MS. TURNER:
21              Kim, you said that you'd be
22   willing to give the E-RSC the authority
23   to direct Entergy to do a 205 filing.
24   In that filing, would Entergy support
25   the recommendation?
0308
 1         MS. DESPEAUX:
 2              We actually reserve our
 3   right, as they did with SPP in SPP.  We
 4   do reserve our right to oppose the
 5   recommendation if we didn't agree with
 6   it.  And that is in the language you'll
 7   see.
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
 9              So then at that point, you
10   would have two competing filings, a 205
11   filing from the E-RSC and a 205 filing
12   by Entergy and then FERC would look at
13   both of them?
14         MS. DESPEAUX:
15              Yes.
16         MR. SUSKIE:
17              Any other questions?
18              (No response.)
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19         MR. SUSKIE:
20              Well, Kim, thank you very
21   much.
22         MS. DESPEAUX:
23              Thank you.
24         MR. SUSKIE:
25              Next, we're going to skip --
0309
 1   and I know Dave Wilson's not going to
 2   be happy about this.  But we're going
 3   to skip the cost allocation
 4   presentation, move that to next month
 5   because of time frames along those
 6   lines.
 7              So does anybody have any
 8   announcements that they want to make
 9   before we adjourn?
10              Sam?
11         MR. LOUDENSLAGER:
12              Yes.  I'm just thinking
13   about all the work that has to be done
14   between now and June.  Y'all are going
15   to get tired of hearing me repeat that
16   refrain, so I'm just warning you, it's
17   going to keep coming.
18              To the extent that the
19   stakeholders can work together on any
20   of these additional 15 proposals and
21   come back to you guys or come back to
22   the Working Group with a
23   recommendation, it will sure make a lot
24   of our work, at least selfishly on the
25   staff, a little easier.  And one of the
0310
 1   issues that comes right to mind is cost
 2   allocation.  I mean, we've been dodging
 3   it and dodging it and dodging it, but,
 4   you know, if you folks want to see a
 5   recommendation from us by June, boy, we
 6   need to see something from the
 7   stakeholders, a proposal or proposals.
 8         MR. SUSKIE:
 9              That's a good point.  Maybe
10   that will be a topic at one of our
11   later days.
12              Any other announcements or
13   anything?  As of right now we're
14   scheduled to meet on the 22nd of April.
15   We are having some issues with hotels,
16   but we hope to get an answer as to when
17   we're going to meet ASAP, hopefully
18   tomorrow, but we'll give you those
19   details as they get resolved.
20              Does anybody have anything
21   else before we adjourn?
22              (No response.)
23         MR. SUSKIE:
24              To let you know what we're
25   going to do is adjourn and go to
0311
 1   executive session to interview
 2   consultants, but the only people in the
 3   room will be E-RSC and our staff
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 4   attorneys that work for the E-RSC.  We
 5   ask everybody else to step outside.
 6   And we may -- we'll call the
 7   consultants when we need them, but with
 8   that, we're adjourned.  Thank you.
 9         (Whereupon the proceedings were
10   adjourned for the day at 3:22 p.m.)
11          *     *     *     *     *
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